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MODEL 24
4-DIGIT VOLT-OHMETER

Measures DC Volts, Voltage Ratio, and Ohms

MODEL 25
5-DIGIT VOLT-OHMETER

Measures DC Volts, Voltage Ratio, and Ohms

MODEL V-24
4-DIGIT VOLTMETER

Measures DC Volts

MODEL V-25
5-DIGIT VOLTMETER

Measures DC Volts

Automatic, Transistorized, Mercury-Relay

Digital Voltmeters for

Missile Check-out Systems

The first digital voltmeters designed spe-

cifically for missile and weapons system

check-out . . . the first compact, single-

unit instruments to automatically and

continuously measure and display DC
voltages, voltage ratio, and resistance . . .

the first digital voltmeters to attain the

high standards of performance listed to

the right ! With their many exclusive fea-

tures, NLS Series 20 instruments provide

greater reliability and far more flexibility

than have ever been offered by conven-

tional stepping-switch meters. See these

new, ultra-reliable, high-speed instru-

ments in action ! Wire or phone collect to

arrange for an on-the-spot demonstration

of the NLS Series 20 Digital Voltmeters.

ACCURACY
Scale factor and linearity accurate to 0.01%, approaching accuracy ov]

standards laboratory equipment. 10 megohm input impedance.

RELIABILITY
Utilizes transistors and mercury-wetted relays. Provides highest degree ot!

reliability ever attained in any digital voltmeter.

SPEED
Five times faster than conventional digital voltmeters. Displays a mink!

mum of three measurements per second.

CONVENIENCE
Easiest to operate, easiest to read. Only NLS provides all of these featured

in one compact instrument: automatic range changing, automatic decimal]!

placement, automatic polarity indication . . . exclusive snap-in readoull

with no-glare hood . . . plug-in component modules throughout.

VERSATILITY
Plug-in connectors allow for simple attachment of such accessories anil

AC/ DC converter, low-level amplifiers, remote readouts, and serial com] |

verters to permit driving of automatic typewriters, flexowriters, and tapi|
I

or card punching units.

INSTRUMENTS TO MEET EVERY APPLICATION

NLS manufactures the most complete line of

three, four, five, and six digit instruments for

automatically measuring and displaying DC

and AC voltages, voltage ratio, and resistance.

Originators of the Digital Voltmeter

non- linear systems,
_ SAN DIEGO COUNTY AIRPORT,

nC» DEL MAR, CALIFORNIA
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LONG-LOK INSERTS: a positive solution

to fastening problems that . .

.

LOCK, ANCHOR & SEAL

VOI-SHAN offers a new, proof-tested solution to fastener locking problems — the LONG-LOK
insert. Particularly suited to tappedhole uses, this prevailing-torque-type locking feature
installs into any male-threaded part, or automatically anchors screw-thread adjustment device
controls. While available in a spectrum of insert materials designed for various operating con-
ditions, the LONG-LOK insert can be processed to act as a dam to fluid or gas leakage along
the thread helix. Qualified to performance requirements of applicable military specifications,

LONG-LOK replaces lockwashers, lockwires, and liquid staking compounds. Write for free
literature and further information on LONG-LOK for your specific application requirements.

fQnn/7\rVl VOI-SHAN MANUFACTURING CO.
n 1/ 11 Ik I

A div 'sion of PHE0LL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
^JLiUL^OLNJ 8463 Higuera St., Culver City, California
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NOW! SPECIFY

MIL-C-21180(Aer)

Now you can specify MIL-C-21180(Aer) for

high-strength aluminum castings, and eliminate

approval delays.

High-strength aluminum castings meeting the

specifications of MIL-C-21180(Aer) are pro-

duced by American Brake Shoe Company in

Ductaluminum 356T and Ductaluminum 356S.

These castings provide guaranteed* mechanical

properties in highly stressed areas specified by
the design engineer. Greater design freedom, im-

proved production economy, and complete
service reliability result.

Brake Shoe produces sand, permanent mold,
and plaster mold castings—from a few ounces to

TO GUARANTEE 42,000 psi

500 pounds—in both high-strength and stand-

ard alloys. Government certified heat treat,

Zyglo, and X-ray. Send drawings of your prob-

lem parts and let our engineers show how critical,

hard-to-make designs can be produced as high-

strength aluminum castings. Delivery from our

plant at Mahwah, New Jersey, or our Gaines
Works at Rivera, Calif.

*Guaranteed Properties in highly stressed areas.

T.S., psi Y.S., psi %EI.

Ductaluminum 356T 38,000 28,000 6

Ductaluminum 356S 42,000 35,000 3

Other grades available to all military specifications.

AMERjCAN — —

u

[Broke Shoe \
LOMPAN-I

LIGHT METALS DEPARTMENT
MAHWAH, NEW JERSEY
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Dusk firing of the TERRJER
missile from the battleship "Mis-

sissippi" three years ago set sea

birds a-flutter and pointed the way
for present day installations on
board the "Boston," "Canberra" and
other cruisers currently being con-

verted to accommodate the air-to-

surface bird. Even though previous

tests of launching systems, radars

and computers had been carried

out from the U.S.S. "Norton
Sound," the system on "Ole Miss"
was the Navy's first experimental
tactical installation. (See page 15
for latest developments.)
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MISSILES DEPENP OH AIRCRAFT QUALITY STEEL

In selecting Acme-Newport steel for important

airplane parts, missiles and Jatos, prime and sub-

contractors recognize the uniformly high quality of

this mill's output. Principal grades thus utilized are

aircraft quality plate, sheet and strip, including the

vital chrome-molybdenum AISI 4130 type. They

consistently respond properly to heat treatment,

meet the uncompromising demands of national de-

fense with the same dependability that has marked

this basic steel producer's 72 years of service to

industry. Discuss your needs with Acme-Newport

and let them outline their facilities and service.
fie**

COMPANVJ
NEWPORT, KENTUCKY

A SUBSIDIARY OF ]fi515?| COMPANY
STEEL

EXPEDITES YOUR RUSH ORDERS
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editorial

World A
Astronautics is inherently an international en-

deavor, according to the delegates of the various

IAF member societies.

At the IAF Congress in Amsterdam a week

ago, a bold four-point program of international

cooperation in spaceflight was adopted: it called

for the collection and dissemination of informa-

tion from one focal point concerning the plans

and progress of spaceflight research activities of

all nations. Further, the proposal called for inter-

national competition for selection of a number of

research experiments to be conducted in earth

satellites, and the establishment of a significant

number of scientific research fellowships in astro-

nautical subjects. An international conference for

peaceful application of rocket vehicles, similar to

an atoms-for-peace conference, also was proposed.

It may well be that the limitless space beyond

the thin shield of the earth's atmosphere has no

national boundaries. It may also be that a "dy-

namic situation exists today wherein a vacuum of

knowledge pertains in much of the world with re-

spect to detailed knowledge of the aim, problems,

and progress in astronautics" as was pointed out

by one American IAF delegate.

Undoubtedly, scientists and engineers in all

countries would like to study, work and become

identified with the evolution of astronautics on an

international basis. We understand and respect

this view. We are for World Astronautics.

We believe peaceful international achievement

in any area of astronautics looms as the most

promising of all man's advances. We also believe

that much can be accomplished toward this goal

through the formation of an international organ-

ization and possibly an international astronautics

research academy, but we certainly do not be-

lieve that the International Astronautical Federa-

tion—with its incomplete organizational and in-

adequate financial structure—is capable of achiev-

ing any of these goals for the time being.

There was a time, not long ago, that the IAF
needed the support of big-name scientists. Pro-

fessor Theodore von Karman, at an informal

luncheon in Amsterdam last week, put it this

way: "We wanted to make astronautics a respect-

able science—so we invited respectable scientists

to join us." Indeed, the IAF now has many out-

standing members and its congresses are attended

by more and more important researchers and en-

issiles and rockets, September 8, 1958

ronautics
gineers. Why is it then, that the organization is

so weak in action?

For several years a handful of energetic en-

thusiasts—we think Americans Andrew G. Haley

and Frederick C. Durant III are among the out-

standing ones—have tried desperately to obtain

international recognition of IAF.

Haley has made fine progress toward a co-

operative effort with important international

bodies, including the United Nations, The Inter-

national Council of Scientific Unions, The Inter-

national Telecommunication Union and others.

However, Haley is only one man, and the IAF
will never get off the ground until its president

has the support of a full-fledged secretariat and

an adequate staff that is capable of rendering the

kind of service that is always required to operate

an international organization successfully.

It seems obvious to us that the IAF must

concentrate on building an internal structure

that will eventually lead to outstanding progress

in the area of world astronautics. Until then,

IAF will only be capable of offering proposals

and no action. Indeed, the science of astronautics

is about to run away from IAF.

As far as international cooperation in astro-

nautics is concerned, we understand that "The

lack of the all-important rocket launching ve-

hicles needed to carry instruments into space . . .

is causing a natural frustration." A delegate said:

"This frustration, because of human nature, can

lead to envy and bitterness." This may well be

so, but the United States for one, certainly is not

among those nations which are prepared to give

away their rocket hardware. We are faced with a

life and death race to overtake the Communists in

this field.

We appreciate the views of IAF and its pro-

posed drive to "open up" space rocketry to every-

one. But as long as we are fighting a cold-war

struggle for survival, and as long as we hardly are

off the ground ourselves, we cannot see how the

U.S. could participate in an international rocket

hardware exchange. This country should natur-

ally support a world astronautics science pro-

gram, but we must take care of ourselves first.
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OUT OF RESEARCH... NEW PRODUCTS FOR AMERICA

Avco Research and Advanced Development announces

the availability of . .

Research SAdvancedDevelopment
Marketing Department,

201 Lowell Street, Wilmington, Mass.

truly new, truly advanced equipment for industrial and

military research programs . . . equipment that will greatly

improve existing techniques and enable achievement of research

and development objectives.

Instrumentation—Avco's Kerr Cell Shutter, represen-

tative of our advanced instrumentation, is an extremely

compact unit capable of precision exposures from 0.1

microsecond down to 0.01 microsecond.

Data Processing—Avco's Transistorized Building Blocks

provide a new dimension to designers of special purpose

control devices.

Environmental Equipment—Avco's Acoustic Noise Gen-

erator simulates, in the laboratory, noise produced by
missile and jet engines. . 1

Only creative scientific thinking and the most pro-

gressive practical engineering could yield so unique an

equipment program. Other current projects of the Research

and Advanced Development Division of Avco . . . one of :

America's largest, most complete technical organizations

. . . promise to yield equally striking results.

Further announcements will be forthcoming over the next

several months. We intend to supply American industry

with the products of research.

SEE AVCO'S HYPERSONIC INSTRUMENTATION, BOOTH 1618, ISA EXHIBIT, PHILADELPHIA, SEPT. 15-19
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industry countdown

labor trends

Sylvania Electric Products move to boost pay of non-anion hourly workers—while the com-
pany continues negotiations with five unions—is being watched. What Sylvania did give to its

non-union personnel is the same package it has offered the unions: a two year schedule of pay

increases of from 5 to 1 1 cents an hour this September, a similar boost next August; continu-

ation of cost of living wage and salary formula for hourly and salaried employees through

August, 1960; a third week of vacations for employees with 10 years' service, starting in 1959;

improvements in hospital insurance, company-paid group medical insurance programs. Cur-

ently, about half of the company's hourly employees are union members, and negotiations are

being carried on with Machinists, Electrical Workers, Steel Workers, and two other union

groups in their behalf. Sylvania added bait for union negotiators: If the company's offer is

accepted within a specified period after Sept. 1, increases will be retroactive to that date.

how's business?

Key to the general optimism of electronics manufacturers (and to their generally good earn-

ing reports) can be found in expanding government uses of electronics, both for defense

(largely missiles) and other purposes. For instance, defense agency outlays for electronics are

expected to jump 120% over the next five years; other government expenditures for such

items (including airways modernization and computer programs) may rise to a level of $700
million yearly by 1963. Industrial uses for electronics are also rising fast. You can get an idea

of what this has meant to industry out of reports such as that just turned out by Northrop
Aircraft, Inc., which showed sales of electronic and related equipment at $63 million for the

fiscal year ended July 31. That's about 25% of the company's total sales, according to W. C.

Collins, Northrop president. More evidence: D. S. Kennedy & Co., which designs and manu-
factures microwave antennas and equipment at Cohasset, Mass., figures its 1958 fiscal year

earnings will double the $6.8 million 1957 figure.

industry view
A sparsely-attended session (on "Project Management-Airframe and Electronic Viewpoint")

at the recent WESCON show produced some strong industry opinions on handling of missile

work. Said George Stoner, Boeing weapons systems project manager (Dyna-Soar): The diffi-

culty of maintaining the "incredible" pool of skills required makes the contractor wonder (1)

how to get paid for his investment (2) whether the prime's position wouldn't be improved con-

siderably if there was an incentive in the contract. Said Richard L. Shelter, General Electric

Co.: The decision on who should do systems management should be made on the basis of

which technology controls the system. Oscar Simpson, Philco Corp., had some words about

electronic firms as system managers: Some can handle the job, but many are too specialized

for it. Final word was spoken by Col. Edward N. Hall, USAF's Ballistic Missile Division,

who insisted: Systems management is a choice of who can do the best job at lowest cost.

company notes

Acme Precision Products Inc., Dayton, Ohio, "expects to acquire" Cal-Tronics, Inc., Los

Angeles electronics firm . . . Cubic Corp. has licensed the Italian Firm OTE to produce Cubic's

SECOR missile tracking equipment on a royalty basis. The Italian-made equipment will be

used on a missile test range planned by Italy on the island of Sardinia . . . Aerojet-General has

set up a new systems analysis department within its Avionics Division . . . American Missile

Products Co., Lawndale, Calif., will supply electronic components to Hughes Aircraft Co. from

a newly-opened plant at Fullerton . . . Mitre Corp., a nonprofit group sponsored by Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, has been setup at Cambridge, Mass., to provide Air Force

with a defense management system. Head will be H. Rowan Gaither of the Ford Foundation.



Complete systems or components for aircraft, missiles and spacecraft

To design and produce extremely accurate inertial guidance systems requires a complex combi-

nation of engineering and manufacturing skills. Each component must be developed to meet the

accuracy needed for the system's mission.

The long background in gyroscopics, electronics and computation has made it possible for

Sperry to design and produce advanced inertial systems for some of our country's most modern

weapons of defense. Other Sperry inertial systems will, one day, allow man to explore space.

On these pages are highlighted some of Sperry's recent achievements in inertial guidance. If

you have a systems problem or are interested in individual components, write our Air Arma-

!

ment Division for further information.

convair'S B-S8 HUSTLER with Sperry inertial navigation

system will be able to navigate undetected for thousands of

miles to exact target. Most nearly automatic airplane yet

developed and requiring only a 3-man crew, the B-58 will fly

faster than sound at altitudes well over 50,000 feet.

hypersonic, rocket-powered X-15 manned ret]'

search aircraft by North American is designed toll

explore near space. Sperry inertial system, developed!

for USAF, will give pilot data for navigating andl

maneuvering the NACA-sponsored X-15 withextremq<

accuracy at speeds of one mile per second.



IR ARMAMENT DIVISION

y
GYMSCOPE COMPMY

Great Neck, New York

VISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

UNDER MICROSCOPE, Sperry

employee assembles floated

gyros under specially-designed

hood and in sealed pressurized

room. Since even dust speck

might cause serious error in a

long-range mission, every pre-

caution is taken in the produc-

tion of these critical units.

COMPACT Sperry stable plat-

form mounts three advanced

floated gyros. Nerve center of

the inertial system, platform

serves as fixed space reference

in flight for maintenance of pre-

scribed course.

NEW linear integrating accel-

erometers weigh only 1 VS lb.,

measure exact velocity of air-

craft or missile in any direction.

New sensing mechanism moves
in straight line, eliminating er-

rors inherent in previous types.

GINEER TESTS new airborne digital computer designed

Sperry. Computer accepts data from stable platform's

os and accelerometers, gives instructions for automatic

rrections in flight path. Closely related operator displays

mit inflight monitoring and control.

Circle No. 8 Subscriber Service Card.

ULTRA-SENSITIVE floated

gyroscope minimizes random
drift, assuring high performance

for inertial system over long

periods. These production gyros

withstand shock and vibration

many times the force of gravity.
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Washington countdown

The wide-open drive to spend money for missile and space programs shows

signs of slowing down. Reason: there is a definite point in development of any weapon

where additional money will not buy additional performance. The conduct of R&D programs

is now dictated by engineering people who, in the words of one defense contractor, "al-

ways hope to achieve the ultimate in design by long and arduous series of changes

which cause slippages in program time and hardware delivery."

There is some alarm in Administration circles that the successful launching of

more sophisticated satellites (such as weather eyes and reconnaissance vehicles) will bring

the issue of territorial rights in space to a head. U.S. policy in these matters is expected

to be clarified soon. We won't make any space claims, but won't recognize others either.

Policy-makers might listen to Andrew J. Haley, president of the International As-

tronautical Federation, who told a space-law conference at the IAF Amsterdam meeting

that he hopes the U.S. and Russia—the nations most likely to be the first to land men on

the moon—will let the United Nations decide whether earth nations should be allowed

to claim moon territory.

There is no restriction on the firing date of the first Army lunar probe. However,

the failure of Explorer V may keep Army efforts channeled into the determination of the

limits and intensities of the radiation band. And an ARPA official said that Air Force

firing dates would have no effect on Army attempts.

ARPA will use both the Air Force and Army in the development of higher-

thrust chemical engines on the order of one m illion pounds or more. Army Ordnance Mis-

sile Command reportedly has been authorized by ARPA to cluster (probably six) of the

Rocketdyne 165,000 pound thrust Jupiter engines. Thinking is that this arrangement

will give "early availability" of a high thrust engine "sufficient for military require-

ments," particularly in heavier satellites. Air Force has already awarded Rocketdyne

a development contract for a single chamber one million pound thrust engine.

Attempts by the Naval Ordnance Test Station to put a satellite in orbit by

launching it from an F8U airplane might not prove to be such a major scientific experi-

ment after all. Latest rumors say that the "satellite" will really be on the order of the

metal pellets launched in the Farside series last fall, rather than an orbiting, infor-

mation-transmitting vehicle.

The concept, though, is not to be discounted. Raising a missile or space ve-

hicle to something over 80,000 feet before launch cuts down first stage thrust re-

quirements considerably. General Electric has been proposing (for over six months) to

lift IRBM's to about that altitude with clusters of J79 turbojets. The engines and

launcher would be recoverable and would inject considerable economy into the liquid-

missile field.
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FORWARD SECTION of Redstone missile, shown here, would have been used in i

Army's Project Adam proposal to rocket a man 150 miles into space. "Man-in-space"

portion has been cancelled because of conflict with X-15 program.

Army To Research Adams Transport Potential

by Donald E. Perry

PROJECT Adam—The Army's pro-

posal to put a man into space in less

than a year—has been turned down by

the Defense Department, but a go-

ahead has been authorized to research

its potentialities as a transport carrier.

Advanced Research Projects Agency
confirmed to m/r that Project Adam
will not be in ARPA's program for the

specific use—man in space—for which

it was submitted. However, ARPA con-

siders the plan's transport potentialities

worthwhile and will permit the Army
to research these areas.

DOD feeling is that Air Force's

X-15 rocket plane would be available

about the same time as Army's modi-

fied Redstone rocket. And while Army
could get a man higher—150 miles

compared to less than 100 miles for

the X-15—the experiments possibly

would duplicate each other.

The belief that the X-15 will be

available at the same time as the modi-

fied Redstone, is in conflict with testi-

mony given to Congress April 15 by

Dr. Wernher von Braun, director. De-
velopment Operations Division, Army
Ballistic Missile Agency.

At that time, Dr. von Braun said

"the X-15 cannot possibly be ready to

reach 100 miles altitude at the time

when we could hit 150. It will be sub-

stantially later (later 1959 or 1960)

than our schedule (May or June, 1959

if approval had been given then)."

ARPA told m/r that "many com-
ponents of Project Adam are worth-

while," and it does not intend to by-

pass the technical competence of

ABMA to research these areas. But
whether ARPA research funds will be

available for Project Adam's transport

features has not been determined.

Army contends there is a very

definite need to use large ballistic mis-

siles of several hundred miles range

for the transportation of troops and
supplies to fighting areas surrounded by
the enemy. The service has pointed out

that the use of ballistic missiles as ac-

curate delivery system—fully and di-

rectly responsive to the will of the

ground commander—will provide the

firepower and selective force immedi-

ately at critical points where concentra-

tion is needed.

• How to do it—Use of pressur-

ized capsules in the nose sections of

ballistic missiles, Army believes, could

possibly be more economical than

transportation through the atmosphere

by slow-moving troop and cargo-

carrying aircraft vulnerable to modern
fighter planes.

Large ballistic missiles—particularly

the Atlas and Titan—can accommodate
a considerable number of individuals

in pressurized capsules along the lines

of those now used as ejection devices

in high-speed aircraft.

Army is researching ways to reverse

the attitude of a missile during its pas-

sage through the vacuum portion of the

trajectory so that individuals might re-

main "feet first" throughout. These
capsules could be lowered to earth by
the combination of parachutes to check

velocity and reverse thrust rockets for

final stabilization.

In Project Adam, the modified

Redstone (Jupiter-C, configuration,

minus the upper staging arrangement
and Hydyne fuel) would have had a

4,500 to 5,000 feet per second velocity

at power cutoff when the nose section

would have separated (m/r June, 1958,

p. 40).

The capsule would have come to a!

near standstill at the apex of its bal-

listic trajectory, gaining a speed of

about 5,000 feet per second when it

re-entered the atmosphere. Two on
three automatic drag parachutes would
slow the capsule down and a parachute

would have been deployed at an alti-

tude of 7,000 feet.

The flight, lasting about 12 minutes

and giving over six minutes of weight-

lessness, would have given an overall

distance of 150 miles from launch

point. Army said it could have landed

within a half-mile from a waiting ship,

giving early recoverability of the cap-,

sule and its passenger.

Adam was blasted in some quarters'

as a "publicity stunt," and the project;

which first enjoyed Air Force partici-

pation, later was withdrawn. It would
have investigated four areas of experi-

mentation: safety of launching rocket,

14 missiles and rockets, September 8, 1958



Weightlessness, aerodynamic heating,

Ire-entry and recovery techniques. Four

Slights—costing an estimated $10-12

Imillion—had been planned. The first

two would have utilized instrumented

(monkeys, the last two manned.

• Russia ready—Russia's counter-

part to Army's Project Adam appears

fo be in full progress with Radio Mos-

cow announcing last week that two

Idogs had been returned to earth safely

after having been rocket launched to

Ln altitude of about 281 miles.

Radio Moscow said a one-stage

rocket with a total payload weight of

3,725 pounds took the dogs past a pre-

vious record of 132 miles, and special

stabilizers prevented the rocket from

rotating during flight. U.S. observers

believe the experiment was a prelude

to efforts to launch a man into space.

A photograph of a dog emerging

from a rocket was made available to

the U.S. press. It was the same as one

published previously in m/r. (April,

1958, p. 61).*

AMC Overhaul To Upgrade
Weapon System Offices

Under a major reorganization of

the Air Materiel Command announced

last week, the Ballistic Missile Office,

now headed by Brig. Gen. Ben. I.

Funk, will report directly to Air Mate-

riel Chief Gen. E. W. Rawlings.

Aim of the AMC overhaul is to

make the current decentralization of

authority to Air Materiel areas func-

tion, and to upgrade the authority of

Weapon System Project Offices.

The Directorate of Procurement

and Production, will have its staff ele-

ments separated from the operational

elements.

The new Aeronautics Systems Of-

fice will have responsibility for strategic

systems, air defense systems, tactical

and support systems, equipment and re-

sources. Strategic systems include stra-

tegic and guided air missiles, B-52, B-

58, B-70 and advanced nuclear bomber
weapon system project offices.

Operational elements, such as the

weapons system project offices will stay

in their present location. They will, in

effect, become an order-placing unit

handling major procurement items not

shifted to the AMA's.
The reorganization shifts will be

made over the next six months. Mean-
while, other steps in general reorganiza-

tion of DOD became effective last

week, with a change in the structure

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Under the

new setup, JCS will work through a

director and deputy director of a joint

staff; this staff, in turn, to be divided

into nine major parts. The JCS secre-

tariat will not be affected.

Navy to Simplify Missile Systems

by William O. Miller

The Navy has taken a big step

forward in simplification of its sur-

face-to-air missiles systems with an

85% interchangeability of parts for an

advanced version of Terrier and the

forthcoming Tartar. Though the Tartar

is much smaller, the capability involves

certain parts of the air frame, servo

systems and guidance systems, and is

the result of a deliberate effort to make
the two missiles as much alike as pos-

sible for logistics reasons.

Additional advantages are seen by
Naval planners in requirement of fewer
production lines, a simplified and dual-

purpose training program for personnel,

and a general streamlining of the mis-
siles which rapidly are replacing the

Navy's five-in. guns.

Budgetary limitations and rising

cost are a factor, Navy spokesmen ad-

mit, but the foregoing points are basic

in the philosophy for advanced weap-
ons planning. Simplification and inter-

changeability, and a reduction in the

overall number of missiles, is a strong
consideration in any long range plan-

ning, they say. By long range planning,

the Navy means a project of at least

10 years.

"We'd like to have one missile

which we could use for all purposes,"
one Navy spokesman said, "However,
we know this is not practicable. But
we do foresee getting along eventually

with two—a long and a short range
dual purpose missile."

Presently, the Navy has the longer
range Talos, the Terrier and the forth-

coming Tartar. Navy spokesmen said

that the reduction in number is a long
range goal, and should not be con-
strued as meaning the elimination of
any specific missile from the program.
Testimony before congressional com-
mittees has indicated that Tartar will

have the capability of the earlier Ter-

rier and it is hoped that eventually

Terrier will be equal to Talos.

Best guess is that there will be a

marriage of advanced versions of Talos
and Terrier. The long range capability

of Talos is good, but its 20-ft. length

requires at least a cruiser for a launch-

ing platform. Miniaturization of all

missiles including both Talos and Talos
(nuclear warhead version) has high
priority.

• Storage life—Another step for-

ward in the art of making and keep-

ing missiles is an improvement in the

"shelf life" the Navy has been getting

from some of its missiles. Terriers

which had been stored aboard an am-
munition ship in the Mediterranean for

more than eight months recently were

MAIN BATTERY of the Galveston type

cruisers will be the long range Talos.

tested, with an extremely high per-

centage of satisfactory checkout. In

fact, the Navy recently has cut the

number of tests required for Terriers

in storage to one-third. The same high

reliability is anticipated for Talos and

Tartar, a Navy official said.

While not yet in the production

stage, the Navy is reported highly

pleased with the recent tests of proto-

type Tartars. Tartar is expected to be

ready for the first of the new construc-

tion destroyers scheduled for comple-

tion in 1960 (m/r July 14).

Simplification, reduction in num-
bers, interchangeability of parts, exten-

sions of range, increase of payload and

development of dual purpose capability

are all fruits of the Navy system. As
rear Admiral P. D. Stroop, Chief of

the Bureau of Ordnance recently told a

congressional subcommittee:

"The risk, technologically and eco-

nomically, of producing an obsolete

weapon on quantity is materially re-

duced by projecting research and de-

velopment work well into the produc-

tion of missiles.

"In procurement of missiles, the

Bureau of Ordnance has followed a

modified approach to what is known as

the weapon system concept; the extent

of modification being determined by

the complexity and utlimate use of the

particular weapon in question."

Despite a reduction in the number

of different missiles, the scope and

speed of Navy missile advances points

the way to the eventual exclusion of

all other weapons, many observers

predict.
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UN To Rule On Space Law?
The Hague, Netherlands—A new

international convention should he

established to settle legal problems in-

volved in the development of interna-

tional astronautics. This was resolved

by a colloquium on space law of the

International Astronautical Federation.

(Meanwhile, the National Academy

of Sciences at Washington announced

the appointment of a four-man com-

mittee of scientists, headed by Dr. W.
Albert Noyes, Jr. of the University of

Rochester, to propose a U.S. program

for international control of space ex-

ploration.)

Attended by legal experts from 20

countries, the colloquium called for the

setting up of a permanent legal com-

mittee within the framework of the

IAF to study space law problems. It

also resolved that the United Nations

should be informed of the plans ap-

proved by the colloquium. Some dele-

gates felt that the United Nations itself

should tackle the question of establish-

ing a special agency to work out legis-

lation for "the fourth dimension of our

age."

There was general agreement

among delegates that the International

Civil Aviation Organization is not the

agency that should be entrusted with

doing the spade work on this problem.

U.S. Congressman K. B. Keating, New
York, put it this way: "There is a very

real likelihood that ICAO, both by its

charter and because of predisposed and

specialized ways of thinking, is not the

proper agency for the job.

• Flight plans?—Keating suggested

a number of topics for discussion on

DR. L. E. SEDOV, chief Russian dele-

gate, explains rocket principles.

a code for outer space: the filing of

"flight plans" for satellites and missiles;

continuing agreements for exchange of

technical information on the perform-

ance of spacecraft and the accumula-

tion of data; workable schedules for

spacecraft broadcasting (use of fre-

quencies, single codes, cooperative trig-

gering of transmissions to permit more

accurate reception of information); re-

turn-to-earth covenants (surrender of

craft downed on foreign soil, and

liability for possible trespass and dam-

age); navigational cooperation to

facilitate fixes, telemetering and rescue;

Army

ARMY TECHNICIANS ready Thiokol's new rocket motor for first static firing at

Redstone Arsenal. The solid propellant rocket motor achieves a thrust of possibly

450,000 lbs. for a short duration, and probably will be used in the Nike-Zeus air

defense missile.

possible agreements on safe passage for
']fl

scientific craft.

Several experts suggested that the

IAF should go slowly in its study of the'lj

problems of space law.

John Cobb Cooper, for example,
j

believed that before any recommenda-
]]

tions are made by IAF it should be de-
j

cided whether to pursue the objective
]

of an air-space upper boundary, or«
whether to consider the proposals forJj

new international agreements dealings

with flight control irrespective of thefl

sovereign status of different space ]!

areas.

•Terminology?—Other experts be-

J

lieve that the first task in tackling the 1

problem of space law is to define the J
terminology involved. They would like 1

to see IAS compile a glossary of terms*
used in matters relating to space flight.

In order that future developments in
J

space flights will not be impaired, some
]

spokesmen caution against making an'|

international convention too restrictive'!

in its wording.

The problems caused when a space 1

vehicle returns to earth were discussed
j

by Dr. I. H. Ph. de Rode-Verschoor of,

I

the Netherlands. She stated that na-

1

tions are responsible for their satellites

when they return to earth, and third

parties must be protected as much asH

possible.

George J. Feldman, director and

chief counsel for The House of Repre-

1

sentatives' Committee on Astronautics

and Space Exploration, called for ad-
j

herence to the twin principles of free-

dom of outer space for non-exclusive

peaceful purposes and the prohibition

of military uses, particularly for atomic

and nuclear warheads.

• Officers—At final sessions, IAF
delegates re-elected Andrew G. Haley

of Washington as president.

Named as vice-presidents were: T.|

M. Tabanera of Argentina; E. Saenger

of Germany; L. R. Shepherd of the i

United Kingdom; L. E. Sedov, Soviet :

Union; K. Zarankiewicz, Poland. J.

Stemmer was re-elected secretary. The
delegates selected London, in mid-

September of 1959, as the site and date

for next year's meeting.

Navy to Build $10 Million

Polaris Facility

A $10 million Polaris missile as-

sembly will be built at the Naval Am-
munition depot, Charleston, S.C.

Construction work will be begun,

late this fall and will be completed in

about 16 months. The new facility will

be built 18 miles North of Charleston

on the Cooper River.
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• Polaris Subs Have Bomber's Striking Power
• Separate Funding For These Subs Urged
• Bureau System of Management Criticized

Red Missile Subs Held Threat To U.S.
Frank G. McGuire

A REPORT whose importance is

far greater than its size has been re-

leased by the Joint Committee on

Atomic Energy. The 14-page docu-

ment on underseas warfare was com-
piled by the advisory panel of the Mili-

tary Applications subcommittee and

makes a number of serious revelations

about our missile-submarine capabili-

ties as compared with those of the

USSR.
Two recommended actions which

would give the U.S. undersea fleet its

biggest boost would be separate fund-

ing for the Polaris system and a change

in our submarine thinking. At the pres-

ent time, funds for Polaris submarines

come from the Navy's regular ship-

building budget. This appropriation

covers the building of carriers, cruisers,

frigates, destroyers, tenders, and all of

3ur other naval vessels.

"A Pofara-launching submarine is

thus treated fiscally like any other

naval vessel," the report points out.

'In terms of its military mission, how-

ever, it is radically different from the

Dther ships of our fleet."

"Actually, the Polaris system is a

part of our national military deterrent

against all-out war. It is an instrument

Df strategic reprisal. It is more ana-

logus to a SAC bomber or a land-

based IRBM or ICBM than to other

ships of our Navy."

"We recommend that, for funding

purposes, the Polaris system be en-

tirely removed from the Navy's ship-

building budget . . . that construction

budget requests for the Polaris system

be determined by the Secretary of De-
fense and the National Security Coun-
:il, as part of our overall strategic de-

terrent budget."

• Defense Preparations—The advi-

sory panel lists 17 findings, including:

1. The time is rapidly nearing

when the Soviet Union can possess a

large fleet of IRBM-launching nuclear-

propelled submarines.

2. The Soviets could mount a

devastating nuclear-warhead attack

from the sea against the U.S. early in

the 1960s.

3. Our existing defensive system

could not stop such a missile attack.

4. No weapons system now in ex-

istence, even on an experimental basis,

offers an adequate defense against non-

snorkeling submarines which run quiet

and deep.

5. It is very doubtful whether the

present scale and scope of research and
development in undersea warfare will

give us an effective defense against

nuclear submarines in time to meet
the threat.

6. Although defense against Polaris-

type submarines may soon equal the

problem of air defense in urgency, the

funding of R&D in support of opera-

tional requirements for ASW (anti-

submarine warfare) has been grossly

inadequate, when compared with the

support given such programs as air de-

fense and missile development.

7. Assuming no modification of

our present and planned submarine-

construction program, it is believed that

the Soviets will have it within their

capability to build a larger nuclear sub-

marine fleet than our own by the mid-

1960s.

8. The Po/flra-system possesses

unique advantages as a deterrent force,

and it is a matter of national impor-

tance that a force of Polaris subma-
rines be brought into being at the

earliest possible date.

9. The bureau system of the Navy
has serious shortcomings in the present

era of highly integrated and complex
weapons systems.

• Recommendations—The report,

noting that "The sea could be our
enemy as never before," holds a warn-

ing tone throughout and makes twelve

recommendations for correcting the

problems cited. It suggests at doubling

• Chicago—The spending ceiling

on long range ballistic missiles has

been reached for the present. Secretary

of Defense McElroy told the national

convention of the American Legion.

"In the business of the defense of

America, we are willing to take greater

gambles on weapons than the boards

of directors of business enterprises

would vote to risk on untried products.

There is a point, however, beyond

which gambling huge sums on un-

tried weapons would be foolhardy

—

would, in fact, endanger the economic,

and even the military, security of the

country," the defense chief said, "In

the development of our long-range bal-

the Navy's R&D budget for ASW
work in 1959, with substantial increases

later.

Great emphasis is also placed on
increased basic research, on oceanog-

raphy, and utilization of private re-

search facilities such as universities.

The scale and rate of our attack sub-

marine construction program should be

significantly increased, according to the

report, and the Navy should immedi-

ately proceed with the building of an

initial task unit of nine Polaris sub-

marines.

The advisory panel recommends
that development of underwater atomic

weapons be increased and that informa-

tion be gathered on the nature and ef-

fects of underwater atomic explosions.

A "limited number" of vertical man-
agement organizations, under officers

reporting directly to the Chief of Naval
Operations, should be established for

such projects as ocean surveillance sys-

tems and attack submarine systems.

During World War II, the report

points out, we confronted a maximum
of 440 German U-boats, not equipped
with snorkels, and with limited under-

water endurance. The speed of these

craft did not exceed 12 knots under-

water. Facing this menace, we had a

total of 950 ocean going escorts and
2.200 ASW aircraft.

The U.S. now has 300 escorts and
approximately 700 ASW aircraft, op-
erating against a Soviet undersea force

numbering about 475 vessels with
much greater range, speed and destruc-

tive capability than any of the German
fleet.

listic missile programs, your defense

board of directors believes we are at

the point where spending of more tax

dollars would, at this time, be an un-
warranted risk of your money."

Additional production will be war-
ranted largely by additional informa-

tion from research and development.

Otherwise, the Secretary said, "We
might very well find our shelves clut-

tered up with unuseable duds—a drug
on the weapons market and a drag on
our defense resources."

Secretary McElroy repeated that he
did not intend to be pressured into

spending tax dollars on unproved pro-

grams.

McElroy "Won't Be Pushed" Into Spending
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SAC Crews Start Atlas Training
Phase One or "factory" training be-

gan last month for Air Force crews

to be assigned to Atlas ICBM stations

of the Strategic Air Command. Some
of the military personnel will man op-

erational bases—others will be as-

signed as instructors to aid in crew

training.

The program is being conducted by

Convair Astronautics, through cus-

tomer training section of the product

support department. Also lending a

hand is the Air Training Command and

SAC.

Phase One is the first of two major

training steps. Phase Two, also called

"integrated weapons system training,"

will be offered at Vandenberg AFB,
Calif., new SAC ballistic missile train-

ing center (m/r., Aug. 25, p. 20).

Personnel for the first classes at

Convair-Astronautics have been drawn

from Air Force Supervisors and plan-

ners for an overall course in the weap-

ons systems. Each course will run three

weeks and additional courses are sched-

uled into 1960.

When the major training effort be-

gins later this year, students will be

Circle No. 1 1 on Subscriber Service Card.
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selected from Air Force specialists in

hydraulics, fuel systems, instrumenta-

tion and about two dozen other cate-

gories. All classes will be small with a

maximum of about 10 students. Most
of these groups will study for a period

of three to six months in San Diego.

Study will be divided between the

classroom, "on the job" training at the

Astronautics plant, and work at the

Sycamore Canyon Alias tests site.

Instruction will include actual work
with hardware, components and sys-

tems. A complete missile with all its

checkout equipment will be made avail-

able to the classes. Detailed training

aids will be used, including "bug"

systems which create malfunctions for

trouble-shooting experience.

When the initial courses are com-
pleted, students will be skilled in spe-

cialized tasks and capable of acting

as operators in the blockhouses dur-

ing a launch operation.

During Phase Two training, in

which Astronautics will also play a

major part, individual specialists will

be grouped into crews for additional

training until ready for operational

assignments.

Curtiss-Wright Starts

Solar Energy Program
A solar energy program, with em-j

phasis on development and production!

of commercially salable products based!
on existing patents and knowledge has

been started by Curtiss-Wright Corp., in

cooperation with New York University,!

The company is now building ai

"Sun Court" at its Princeton, N.J. divi-I

sion, which will include a solar heated!

house and batteries, stills, driers, fura
naces, cooking equipment, radios and

food processing equipment activated by

solar energy.

Correct von Braun
Moon Rocket Prediction

Somewhat confused trans-Atlantic

communications could be blamed foij

a slight twist in reporting one item from!

last week's IAF meeting at Amsterdam!
As the story reached m/r's Wash^

ington editorial headquarters, Dr.

Wernher von Braun was quoted as sayl

ing that the Army would launch its

moon rocket in October. Left out of thS

message were these vital italicized!

words: "I don't know if we will fire in

October. Certainly we will fire when w«
are ready."

missiles and rockets, September 8, 1958

DATA
PROCESSING

missile flight testing is a big business . . . bigger than ever before.. .
]

and the Engineering Services Division of Telecomputing, with more than ten years

of continuous and highly specialized service in this field, offers exceptional employ-l

ment opportunities at Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico.

This is an exciting business. At the White Sands Proving Ground Integrated Range!
missile tests are an everyday occurrence. We salute those who design and develop!

today's advanced missiles. Here, we are a part of the culmination of their work!

Our job is to compute the performance of missiles in flight. Our output—authentic!

concise, and accurate reports—contributes substantially to the advance of the
missile sciences, and enables the Armed Services and Missile Contractors to evalu-j

ate field performance. The need for rapid and accurate analysis and evaluation}

of data is greater than ever before. So, it follows that our people are not only}

abreast of the state-of-the-art in data processing, but, in a very real way, it is wo
who establish the state-of-the-art, and keep it constantly moving forward.

Specialists of the Engineering Services Division are associated with the use of tha
most modern scientific data measuring and processing systems—cinetheodolitesj
electronic measuring systems, telemetry, precision optics, and optical to digital

converters. The outputs of these instrumentations are processed through the use of
high-speed digital computers and other advance design data reduction equipment!

Make your home in New Mexico's land of enchantment* Mow}
tain skiing and resorts just 30 minutes away • Attractive salaries

with area bonus*Profit sharing'Relocation pay'Group insurance I

ENGINEERING

Send your resume today to the Director of Technical Personnel:

engineering services division

TELECOMPUTING CORPORATION
Box 447, Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico.

Circle No. 12 on Subscriber Service Card.
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No

matter

how

hard

to

find

elsewhere

the

IMPERVIOUS SHEATH
AND SHIELDED CABLES

to get your vital project

off the ground are ready for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY AT NORMANDY
Whatever your electric wire or cable requirements, you're

always on schedule, always "in orbit" with Normandy

. . . serving many of America's leading rocket and

missile projects with one of the

WORLD'S LARGEST INVENTORIES OF
GOVERNMENT SOURCE INSPECTED

STOCK-ALL UNDER ONE ROOF!

N

HEAT & FLAME RESISTANT CONTROL
CABLES . . . DBSP-TBSP-FBSP-MSS-MCOS-
MMOP SHFS-TTRS-TTRSA. Furnished with Inspection Forms.

WRITE MR. M. R. NIELSEN FOR FREE CATALOG
showing the latest available engineering data on power, control and shipboard cable Shipboard Cable for

national Electric
CROOOCTS CORPOflATION

Exclusive Distributors of

ORMANDY ELECTRIC WIRE CORP. TRiangle 5 9863
125 Second Street, Brooklyn 31, N. Y. CABLE ADDRESS NORMWIRE, NEW YORK
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ENGINEER OPPORTUNITIES AT RAYTHEON

ARMY'S HAWK MISSILE is launched from mobile platform by fast-moving
land forces. Raytheon engineers working on prime contract developed the
design that makes possible missile's extremely low-altitude capabilities.

Where is your future

in Missile Engineering?

It's your move. Your experience as a specialist in aeronautical

design work qualifies you for good positions with a number
of capable organizations. But somewhere is that special situ-

ation that will lead to the rewarding future you want.

Before you make your next move, you'll want to take a long

careful look at the leading companies in missiles and where

they are heading. Your company list will include Raytheon
—now prime contractor for the Army Hawk and Navy Spar-

row III, with continually expanding development programs

that need the talents of capable men in:

STRUCTURES: Stress analysis • Structural design • Dynamic analy-

sis • Static testing • Weight analysis

AERODYNAMICS (Missile): Stability and Control • Air loads

Performance

WIND TUNNEL TESTING • AERODYNAMIC HEATING
ROCKET ENGINEERING (Solid)

For interview in Bedford, Mass., please write, wire, or phone

collect to CRestview 4-7100. Ask for R. W. McCarthy.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

MiSSiLE SYSTEMS
DIVISION

Excellence in Electronics BEDFORD. MASS.

Hot Gas Engine Designed

To Speed Space Craft

An engine that would rain hot

gases through magnetic fields to propel

a space ship once it got beyond earth's

pull of gravity has been designed by

Republic Aviation Corp. The engine

would produce thousands of pounds of

thrust for each pound of fuel, as com-
pared with a few hundred pounds of

thrust per pound of fuel in present

rocket-type engines.

The engine, however, wouldn't have

enough initial quick power to lift a

space ship off the ground and push it

through the earth's gravitational field,

Republic said. This job would be done
by chemical fuel rockets.

This engine is the latest device in

the growing field of magnetohydrody-

namics, or MHD. MHD processes

make use of the fact that when a gas

is heated beyond a certain temperature,

it becomes electrically charged and can

be controlled by magnetic fields. How-
ever, scientists think it will be at least

five to ten years before MHD will be

pushing vehicles through space.

Soviets Continue Launch

Of Atmosphere Rockets

The Soviet Union has launched a

total of 36 meteorological rockets for

upper atmosphere research during the

period of November 1957 to May
1958, it has been reported in the Soviet

press.

The launchings have been made
from the Soviet IGY station at Franz

Joseph land in the Arctic, and the

Soviet expedition ship "Ob." The "Ob"
has been cruising in the southern lati-

tudes and has fired off the coast of East

Antarctica; in the vicinity of Snares

Islands, N.Z.; in the Tasman Sea; the

Ross Sea; and in the meridianal sector

from Bellingshausen Sea to Easter

Island.

Engineers In Demand
By Electronic Firms

As defense contracts mount, elec-

tronic firms are snapping up engineer

graduates at rapid rates. Every one of

last year's 33,000 engineering graduates

has had at least one job offer, reports

New York's Engineers Joint Council.

Salaries offered range from around

$7,000 for less experienced men to

$18,000 for senior specialists. Extra

inducements are being offered by some
companies . . . such as taking a pros-

pective employee's house off his hands

if he is offered a job in a distant local-

ity. Pirating . . . raiding a competitor's

. . is on the rise again.
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static equipment

suspended flight

vtol/stol

conventional power

jet power

rocket propulsion

UAP cooling systems for the complete
range off airborne and ground support

electronically controlled systems

latest development by UAP
VTOL developments and the various types and models of helicop-

ters have requirements for cooling air that cannot be provided by a

ram air source immediately available in other types of aircraft;

The UAP system illustrated above consists of a plate type air-oil

cooler, vane axial blower and an integral hydraulic motor. The
assembly has application to VTOL and helicopters where it does a

remarkable job of cooling hydraulic oil systems even in static flight

attitudes.

For complete information call the nearest UAP Contractual Engineering Office

CALIFORNIA 1101 Chestnut St., Burbank Calif., VI 9-4236

NEW YORK 50 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y., MU 7-1283

OHIO 1116 Bolander Ave., Dayton, Ohio, BA 4-3841

CANADA United Aircraft Products, Ltd., 5257 Queen Mary Road,
Montreal, Canada, ELwood 4131

UNITED AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS, INC.
I 1116 BOLANDER AVENUE, DAYTON, OHIO
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BUILT TO MIL SPECS...

one Brush Monitor records
lOO countdown operations
simultaneously!

Built to military specifications and performing to extremely rig-

orous military requirements, the Brush Operations Monitor can prevent

aborts and destructs costing millions of dollars.

For quick, accurate and immediately visible go and no-go information,

100 operations are recorded simultaneously on a 500' moving chart only

12" wide. You have an immediate picture of an entire situation with each

event shown in a time relationship to all other events. It is now being

used for major check-out of propulsion systems, electrical test racks,

fault isolation programmers and launch control vehicles.

Brush is now in production on this Mil Operations Monitor and prompt
delivery can be made to your requirements. Phone or wire Brush for

complete information and application assistance.

hrush INSTRUMENTS
DIVISION OF

3405 PERKINS AVENUE fCLEVITE CLEVELAND 14, OHIO



An m/r special report

Wires and Cables: Vital To Missiles

Here is the latest on the ma-

chines that make them, evalu-

ate them, and units that connect

them. by Peer Fossen

and

Raymond M. Nolan

In this special report to its readers, ml r describes a group of new
developments in the wire and cable field. Teflon, reviewed here in

detail, may become the most widely used insulation product for

missile wiring.

The Automatic Cable Evaluator is a good example of sequential

checkout equipment which will become more and more important

as deterrent missiles move into the solid propellant, instantly avail-

able generation. The cabling machine described is a notable advance

in wiring assembly, since it means that cables can now be fabricated

on location at firing sites.

The "Poke-Home" connector with its solderless connection and

assembly of wires to contacts is another product reviewed.

On pages 30 and 31, a survey of some representative products in

the printed cabling field is presented in a two-page table.

Teflon

Current developments in electrical

lesign call for more and more minia-

urization, resistance to higher and
ligher temperatures, and better dielec-

ric properties. Often all three are re-

|uired at once. Many of these difficult

lesign problems are being solved with

he help of Du Pont Company's Teflon

luorocarbon resins, and their excep-

ional combinations of properties.

• General properties—Much of the

uccess of products made of Teflon

rFE-fluorocarbon resins results from a

jombination of properties that is not

o be found in other engineering ma-
erials.

• Exceptional thermal stability (from

-450T. to +500°F.).
' Outstanding electrical properties.

• Lowest coefficient of friction of any

solid (0.04).

Almost universally chemically inert.

High flex life.

Excellent impact strength.

Unaffected by outdoor weathering.

Essentially zero water absorption

(less than 0.01% by A.S.T.M. test).

• Important electrical properties

—

Ugh Dielectric strength—Short-time di-

lectric strengths are high, and are un-

j|iissiles and rockets, September 8, 1958

affected by aging at high temperatures.

The dielectric strength of any material

varies inversely with the thickness. For
materials made of Teflon TFE-fluoro-

carbon resins, these values range from
4000 volts per mil in Ya mil film to 400

volts per mil in thickness of Va inch

and greater.

Flat Dielectric Constant and Dissi-

pation Factor—Both the dielectric con-

stant and dissipation factor of parts

made of Teflon resins change less over

a wide range of temperature and fre-

quencies than do the corresponding

values for any other solid. They are

absolutely constant from below 60

cycles to above 10,000 megacycles

(the spectrum measured to date), and

are unaffected by time or heat aging.

Because of the low dissipation factor

at all frequencies, Teflon resins make

the best dielectrics for high-power

pulse-forming networks such as those

used in radar transmitters, which oper-

ate as high as 25,000 volts.

High Surface Arc Resistance—The

surface arc resistance of materials

made of Teflon resins is high. When
subjected to a surface arc, insulation

of a Teflon resin will not crack or form

a carbonized conducting path. This

feature enabled electrical engineers to

solve a long-standing problem in trac-

tion motors where brush holders of

the best epoxy resins failed in less than

a month. Now brush holders insulated

with a Teflon resin provide dependable

performance with no failures caused by

surface arc.

High Insulation Resistance—Both

the volume and surface resistivity of

parts made of Teflon resins are high,

and are unaffected by time or high

temperatures. The volume resistivity is

greater than 1018 ohm-cm., even after

prolonged soaking in water. Equally

as good, the surface resistivity is 10"

ohms per sq., even at 100% relative

humidity. When tested for six months
at 250°C., both the surface and volume
resistivity were completely unaffected.

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT and DISSIPATION

FACTOR VS. TEMPERATURE

Teflon®
TFE-fluorocorbor. resins

10! cps
101 cps
10« cps

Teflon®
TFE-fluoJotorbon mini

10> cps
10" cps
10" cps

Figure 1

40 80 120

TEMPERATURE,
160 200 240

• Special design considerations

—

Actual use surveys show that in many
cases, parts made of Teflon resins are

specified to take advantage of special

design possibilities in addition to their

excellent electrical properties.

Ease of Fabrication—Miniaturiza-

tion and complex electrical systems
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. . special report on wires and cables

CABLE
Advanced Electronics, Inc.

Aerolite Electronics Corp.
Aeronautical & Instrument Div., Robertshaw-

Fulton Controls Co.
Alden Products Co.
All American Aircraft Products, Inc.

Alpha Wire Corp.
Aluminum Co. of America
Amelco, Inc.

American Electric Cable Co.
American Insulated Wire Co.
American Steel & Wire Div., U.S. Steel Corp.

American Super Temperature Wires Inc.

Anchor Specialty Mfg. Co. Inc.

Andrew Corp.
Ansonia Wire ft Cable Co., The
Associated Co., Inc.

Aviation Developments Inc.

Barker Sales Co.
Belden Mfg. Co.
Bergen Wire Rope Co.
Berkshire Electric Cable Co.
Birnbach Radio Co., Inc.

Bliss Electronic Corp.
Boston Insulated Wire & Cable Co.
William Brand ft Co., Inc.

California Technical Industries

Cambridge Wire Cloth Co., The
Chester Cable Corp.
Coaxial Connector Co. Inc.

Consolidated Radio Products Co.
Consolidated Wire ft Associated Companies
Cooper Development Corp.
Copperweld Steel Co., Wire * Cable Div.

Dale Products, Inc.

Dayton Aircraft Products, Inc.

Dwyer Engrg. Co., Inc.

Dynamic Gear Co., Inc.

Elco Corp.
Electric Auto-Lite Co., The, Wire & Cable Div.

Electric Parts Corp. ..... .

Elgin Micronics, West Coast Div.-Elgin National

Watch Co.
.Empire Electronics Co., Inc.

Essex Wire Corp.
First Electronics Corp., The
Food Machinery & Chemical Corp., Ordnance

Div.
General Cable Corp.
General Electric Co., Missile

terns Dept
Mfg. Co., The, Di

& Ordnance Sys

Mandrel In

Co., Aero

Greenleaf
dustries

Hallamore Electronics Co.
Hallett Mfg. Co.
Hammett Electric Co.
Harco Labs., Inc.

Hitemp Wires, Inc.

Hoover Electronics Co.
Industrial Television Inc.

Industrial Wiring ft Cable Co.
International Electric Industries, Inc.

Jefferson Products Co.
Kahn ft Co., Inc.

Key Resistor Co.
Kilgen Aircraft Div., The Kilgen Organ Co
La Pointe Industries Inc.

Lane Electronics Mfg. Corp.
Lewis Engrg. Co., The

Lytle Engrg. ft Mfg. Co.

Miljan Div., Paul Omohundro Co.

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator

nautical Div.

Missile Engrg. Products, Inc.

Mohawk Wire & Cable Corp.

Mutron Corp.
National Standard Co.
New England Electrical Works, Inc.

Normandy Electric Wire Corp.
.

Organic Development Corp., Spectra-Strip Div.

Pacific Automation Products, Inc.

Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corp.

Plastoid Corp.
Precision Tube Co., Inc.

Prodelin Inc.

Pyle-National Co., The
Reid Metal Products, Inc.

Resdel Engrg. Corp.
Rex Corp., The
Rockbestos Products Corp.

John A. Roeblings Sons Corp.

Rome Cable Corp.
Rowe Industries

Royal Electric Corp.
Schaffer Air Industries, Inc.

Scintilla DIv., Bendix Aviation Corp. Sealectric

Switch ft Relay Corp.
Sequoia Wire Co.
Southwest Products Co.
Southwestern Industrial Electronics Co.

Surprenant Mfg. Co.
Technical Appliance Corp.
Telectro Industries Corp.
Teleflex Inc.

Teletronic Labs., Inc.

Terminal Radio Corp.
Thermax Wire Corp.
Thompson Products, Inc.

Times Wire ft Cable Co., Inc.

Tri-Dex Co.
Tucson Instrument Corp.

Twix Mfg. Co., Inc.

Uniwave, Inc.

Victor Electric Wire ft Cable Corp.

Warren Wire Co.
Wells Industries Corp.
Western Insulated Wire Co.
Western International Co.
Westronics Inc.

Westwood Cable Corp.
Wickfield, Inc.

Wilmar Mfg. Co., Inc.

Winder Aircraft Corp. of Fla.

Wire Co. of America, Inc.

Wunderlich Radio Co.
Zippertubing Co., The

CABLE ASSEMBLIES
AC Spark Plug Div. General Motor Corp.

ACF Industries, Inc., Advanced Products Div.

Advanced Electronics, Inc.

Aerolite Electronics Corp.
Aeronautical ft Instrument Div., Robertshaw-

Fulton Controls Co.
Alden Products Co.
All American Aircraft Products, Inc.

Alphs Wire Corp.
Amelco, Inc.

American Electric Cable Co.
American Electronic Labs., Inc.

American Machine & Foundry Co.
American Super-Temperature Wires, Inc.

Anchor Specialty Mfg. Co. Inc.

Arens Controls, Inc.

Associated Co., Inc.

Beldon Mfg. Co.
Bergen Wire Rope Co.
Berkshire Electric Cable Co.
Birnbach Radio Co., Inc.

Bliss Electronic Corp.
William Brand ft Co. Inc.

California Technical Industries, Div.-Textron Inc.

Centronix Inc.

Coaxial Connector Co. Inc.

Consolidated Wire ft Associated Companies
Cooper Development Corp.
Cromer Mfg. ft Engrg., Inc.

Dale Products, Inc.

Dwyer Engrg. Co., Inc.

Elco Corp.
Electric Parts Corp.
Electronic Assembly Co., Inc.

Electronics Dept., Hamilton Standard Div.

United Aircraft Corp.
Elgin Micronics, West Coast Div., Elgin National

Watch Co.
Empire Electronics Co., Inc.

Essex Mfg. Co., Inc.

First Electronics Corp. The
Food Machinery ft Chemical Corp., Ordnance

Div.
General Railway Signal Co.
Greenleaf Mfg. Co., The, Div.-Mandrel Indus

tries Inc.

Guardian Electric Mfg. Co.
Hallamore Electronics Co.
Hallet Mfg. Co.
Hammett Electric Co.
Harco Labs. Inc.

Hi-Lo Manufacturing Corp.
Hitemp Wires Inc.

Hooner Electronics Co.
Industrial Wiring ft Cable Co.
International Electric Industries, Inc.

Walter K. Jaros, Aircrafts

Kahn ft Co., Inc.

Kaiser Aircraft ft Electronics Div.-Kaiser In-

dustries Corp.
Kilgen Aircraft Div. The Kilgen Organ Co.
La Pointe Industries Inc.

Lane Electronics Mfg. Corp.
Lewis Engrg. Co., The
Lytle Engrg. ft Mfg. Co.
Machine Engrg. Co., Inc.

J. A. Maurer, Inc.

Methode Mfg. Corp.
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., Aero

nautical Div.
Missile Engrg. Products, Inc.

J. J. Monaghan Co.
Mutron Corp.
Network Mfg. Corp.
Normandy Electric Wire Corp.
Organic Development Corp., Spectra-Strip Div,

Pacific Automation Products, Inc.

Phaostron Instrument ft Electronic Co.
Philco Corp. Government ft Industrial Divs.

Precision Tube Co., Inc.

Reeves Instrument Corp.
Resdel Engrg. Corp.
Rex Corp., The
John A. Roeblings Sons Corp.
Rowe Industries
Royal Electric Corp.
Schaeffer Air Industries, Inc.

Scintilla Div., Bendix Aviation Corp.
Sealectric Switch ft Relay Corp.
Sequoia Wire Co.
Shaw Metal Products Corp.
Sheltered Workshop
Sittler Corp.
Sonex, Inc.

Southwest Products Co.
Superex Electronics Corp.

call for materials which simplify as-

sembly. Certainly one of the most im-

portant assembly and service savings

.

is the ability of insulation of Teflon to

withstand solder iron temperatures.

Soldering operations can be performed

speedily; service failures are reduced,

thus lowering inspection requirements;!

and electricians can carry out main-;

tenance jobs with little or no chance

of destroying insulation.

Because Teflon resins have the

lowest coefficient of friction of any

material, electronic components can be

installed quickly and easily in compact,

assemblies. Miniature feed-thru insu-

lators of a Teflon resin take advantage,

of this property, together with thd

good plastic memory. They are stifi

but can be deformed enough to bal

quickly snapped into place. AnotherJ

example is spaghetti tubing made oi

Teflon resins, which can be easil|

slipped over long conductors.

Reliability—Insulation of a Teflor

resin is unaffected by soldering iron

temperatures, thus improving reliability!

Also, Teflon resins contain no plastfc

cizer to cause failure due to brittlenesa

Insulation of a Teflon resin will ncji

heat age, will not oxidize, and will with!

stand high transient overloads. Morn

and more safety devices are bemr

made, even more reliable with insulal

tion of a Teflon fluorocarbon resin.

Space and Weight Savings—Becaus

of the ability of insulation of a Teflolj

resin to withstand high temperatures

center conductors can operate at higher

temperatures, and accordingly call

much more power for the same cror

section than with ordinary insulation

For example, at room temperature tl

substitution of coaxial cable with

core of a Teflon resin permits a foi

to one weight saving and an eight '

one space saving for equivalent pow

over coaxial cable with a core of pol

ethylene. This same principle is a

plicable to all types of electrical cot

ponents. Thus, a complete electric

chassis can be reduced in size

weight by the use of Teflon resins

COAXIAL CABLE SIZE COMPARISON

RG 56 A/U

RG 188 U

CORE

DIAMETER

0.116 in

0.06 in.

CORE

MATERIAL

Polyethylene

Teflon*

TFE- fluorocarbon

RELATIV

POWER RATi
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Figure 2

Insulation in Extreme Temperatu

—In addition to the reliability !

weight savings realized through

use of Teflon resins in high ambi

missiles and rockets, September 8, H



temperatures, there are many require-

ments for an insulation that will per-

form satisfactorily at temperatures

above 500°F for short periods. Partic-

ularly important among these are: areas

where resistance to fire is needed in

emergencies (safety equipment and
warning devices); short-lived guided

missiles; and insulation to withstand

high thermal overloads for short

periods of time (wiring in motors or

generators where unexpected power
urges are possible).

Teflon TFE-fluorocarbon resins are

ible to retain their good insulating

jroperties at temperatures above 500°F
or relatively long periods of time. This

s possible because of their high melt

riscosity and their very low weight loss

it high temperatures. Not only are they

:ompletely non-flammable, but even at

'88 °F, they only lose weight at a rate

>f about 1/10 of a percent per hour.

LIFE AT EXTREME TEMPERATURES
(TFE-Flu«recorben Bciint in Air ar Ataosflhsric Pressure,

TEMPERATURE

500°F.

600° F.

700°F.

800" F.

900 °F.

1000"F.

260'C.

3I6°C.

371 'C.

«7°C.

482 °C.

538 = C.

WEIGHT LOSS

% PER HOUR

0.00015

0.0004

0.002

0.15

ESTIMATED LIFE

Years

Months to Years

Hours lo Months

Minutes to Hours

Minutes to Hours

Minutes

jure 3

'able Evaluator

James Cunningham, Son & Co.,

ic, Rochester, New York, recently put
i the market a new Automatic Cable
.valuator. The new unit, named Space
Self-Programming Automatic Cable
valuator), is a console-mounted test-

ig instrument which automatically

leeks for leakage (hi-pot) and con-
nuity between any and all wire ends
r terminations of a cable harness or

pvice being tested. Space, employing
computer type memory, progresses

trough a series of tests in a logical

pnner at a maximum rate of 10 tests

fer second and has a capability of

perating its own tape program.
The unit includes two scanning cir-

Jiits, a tape reader and code storage

pit, a motorized tape punch, output

[inter and leakage and continuity de-

Iction circuitry. Decision circuits are

pvided to channel information from
[e testing functions. The scanners em-

py Cunningham Type F Crossbar
Witches.

• Working operation—In the "an-

jyzer" mode, a sample chassis or har-

ps is connected to Space through
pnty 24-terminal Amphenol Blue

issiles and rockets, September 8, 1958

Surprenant Mfg. Co.
Technical Appliance Corp.
Telectro Industries Corp.
Teleflex Inc.

Teletronic Labs., Inc.
Terminal Radio Corp.
Thermax Wire Corp.
Times Wire & Cable Co., Inc.
Transco Products, Inc.
Transvision, Inc.
Tricraft Products Corp.
Tri-Dex Co.
Tucson Instrument Corp.
Twix Mfg. Co., Inc.
Victor Electric Wire & Cable Corp.
Warren Wire Co.
Wells Industries Corp.
Westbury Electronics Inc.
Western International Co.
Westronics Inc.

Westwood Cable Corp.
Wheeler Electronic Corp., Sub.-Sperry Rand
Corp.

Wickes Engrg. & Construction Co. Inc.
Wickfield, Inc.
Wilmar Mfg. Co., Inc.
Winder Aircraft Corp. of Fla.
Wire Co. of America, Inc.
Zippertubing Co., The

WIRES
ACF Industries, Inc., Advanced Products Div.
Accurate Insulated Wire Corp.
Advanced Electronics, Inc.
Aerolite Electronics Corp.
Aeronautical & Instrument Div., Robertshaw-

Fulton Controls Co.
Alden Products Co.
Allied Plastics Supply Corp.
Allied Research & Engrag., Div. Allied Record

Mfg. Co.
All-State Welding Alloys Co., Inc.
Alpha Wire Corp.
American Brass Co.
American Electric Cable Co.
American Insulated Wire Corp.
American Steel & Wire Div. United States Steel
Corp.

American Super Temperatures Wires Inc.
Anchor Specialty Mfg. Co. Inc.
Ansonia Wire & Cable Inc.
Aristocrat Plastics Inc.

Associated American Winding Co., Inc.
Barker Sales Co.
Beaton & Corbin Mfg. Co.
Belden Mfg. Co.
Berkshire Electric Cable Co.
Bios Labs Inc.

Birnbach Radio Co., Inc.
J. Bishop and Co. Platinum Works
Bliss Electronic Corp.
Boston Insulated Wire & Cable Co.
Bram Metallurgical and Chemical Co.
Brand, William & Co. Inc.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Calcon Mfg. Co. Inc.

Cambridge Wire Cloth Co.
Carpenter Steel Co.
Chase Brass & Copper Inc.

Chester Cable Corp.
Coaxial Connector Co. Inc.

Consolidated Wire and Associated Companies
Cooper Development Corp.
Co-operative Industries Inc.

Copperweld Steel Co. Wire and Cable Div.
Cuno Engrg. Corp.
Dale Products Inc.

Dayton Aircraft Products Inc.

Delta Chemical Works Inc.

Wilbur B. Driver Co.
Dwyer Engrg. Co. Inc.

Eastern Smelting and Refining Corp.
Eisler Engrg. Co. Inc.

Elco Corp.
Electric Auto-Lite Co.
Electric Parts Corp.
Electronics Dept., Hamilton Standard Div., United
Aircraft Corp.

Elgin Micronics, West Coast Div., Elgin National
Watch Co.

Elmet Div., North American Philips Co. Inc.

Empire Electronics Co.
Enflo Corp.
Engelhard Industries Inc., D. E. Makepeace Div.

Essex Wire Corp.
Fansteel Metallurgical Corp.
First Electronics Corp.
Fort Wayne Metals Inc.

General Cable Corp.
General Laboratory Associates Inc.

Goldsmith Brothers Smelting and Refining Co.
Gray Mfg. Co.
Greenleaf Mfg. Co., The Div. Mandrel Industries

Inc.

Gunnar Laboratories
Hackensack Cable Corp.
Hallett Mfg. Co.
Hammett Electric Co.
Harco Labs.
Haynes Stellite Co. Div. Union Carbide Corp.
Highland Engrg. Co.
Hitemp Wires Inc.

Hoover Electronics Co.
Hudson Wire Co.
Industrial Wiring and Cable Co.

International Electric Industries Inc.

International Wire and Cable Co.
Walter K. Jaros, Aircrafters
Jefferson Products Corp.
Johnston and Funk Titanium Corp.
Kahn and Co. Inc.

Key Resistor Corp.
Kilgen Aircraft Div. The Kilgen Organ Co.
Kulka Electric Corp.
La Pointe Industries Inc.

Leach and Garner Co., Industrial Div.

Lewis Engrg. Co.
Lumen Inc.

Lytle Engrg. and Mfg. Co.
Magnetic Shield Div., Perfection Mica Co.
P. R. Mallory and Co. Inc.

Mallory-Sharon Metals Corp.
Manger Electric Co.
Menaugh Co.
Metals and Controls Corp.
Micro-Wire Tungsten and Molybdenum Products
MHjan Div. Paul Omohundro Co.
Missile Engrg. Products Inc.

Modelectric Products Corp.
Mohawk Wire and Cable Corp.
Monaghan Co.
National Standard Co.
New England Tape Co. Inc.

Ney Co.
Normandy Electric Wire Corp.
North Electric Co.
Organic Development Corp., Spectra-Strip Div.
Packard Electric Div. General Motors Corp.
F. H. Paul and Stein Brothers, Inc.

Philco Corp., Government and Industrial Div.
Plastoid Corp.
Harold H. Powell Co.
Precision Tube Co.
Progressive Research and Development Co., Inc.

Radix Wire Co.
Rex Corp.
Republic Steel

Rockbestos Products Corp.
Roebling's, John A. Sons Corp.
Rome Cable Corp.
Rowe Industries
Royal Electric Corp.
Sanders Associates, Inc.

Schaffer Air Industries Inc.

Scintilla Div., Bendix Aviation Corp.
Secon Metals Corp.
Sequoia Wire Co.
Servicair Co.
Sheltered Workshop
Sittler Corp.
South River Metal Products Co. Inc.
Standard Metals Corp.
Superex Electronics Corp.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Parts Div.

Surprenant Mfg. Co.
T-C Div., Dyna-Empire, Inc.

Terminal Radio Corp.
Thermax Wire Corp.
Times Wire and Cable Co. Inc.

Titan Metal Mfg. Co.
Titeflex, Inc.

Topper Mfg. Co. Inc.

Transvision, Inc.

Tucson Instrument Corp.
Victor Electric Wire and Cable Corp.
Warren Wire Co.
Washington Aluminum Co.
Western Gold and Platinum
Western Insulated Wire Co.
Western International Co.
Westwood Cable Corp.
Wickfield Inc.

Winder Aircraft Corp. of Fla.

Zippertubing Co.

CONNECTORS
Aerolite Electronics Corp.
Aircom Inc.

Airtron, Inc.

Airwork Corp.
Alden Products Co.
Allied Plastics Supply Corp.
Anton Electronic Labs., Inc.

Arrowhead Products, Div.-Federal-Mogul-Bower
Bearings, Inc.

Auburn Spark Plug Co. Inc.

Automatic & Precision Mfg. Co.
Avnet Corp.
Birnbach Radio Co., Inc.

Blonder-Tongue Labs., Inc.

Burndy Corp., Omaton Div.
Cal-Ohm Labs. Inc.

Cannon Electric Co.
Circon Component Corp.
Cleveland Metal Specialities Co.
Coaxial Connector Co. Inc.

Columbia Research Labs.
Connector Corp.
Continental Connector Corp.

Due to space limitations, m/r is un-

able to complete the list of connector

manufacturers in this issue. These

manufacturers will be listed in a future

issue.
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What's new in ITITANIUM

J

welding:

Resistance and fusion welding as fabrication

procedures have become increasingly important

with the advent of missiles and aircraft designed

for sustained operation at Mach 3 and better.

Titanium alloys are available which provide

fusion-weld efficiencies of 100 percent, and

spot-welded joints with excellent load carrying

capacities.

Through its new Toronto, Ohio, rolling mills

—designed specifically for titanium operations

—Titanium Metals Corporation of America

can provide light-gage flat-roll weldable prod-

ucts of consistently highest quality, on the

fastest delivery schedules, at the lowest possible

price in the industry today.

Q. What are the leading welding grades?

A. Ti-75A, a single-phase unalloyed grade

which is readily formable; Ti-5Al-2.5Sn, a

single-phase alloy grade which provides excel-

lent resistance to oxidation up to 1200°F; and

Ti-6A1-4V, a duplex-phase alloy grade with

guaranteed minimum tensile strengths to 130,-

000 psi. Guaranteed minimum mechanical

'properties of these grades are:

duction operations when both root and face of

the weld are protected from the air. Small parts

and complex shaped weldments which are diffi-

cult to shield adequately may still be welded

more easily and economically inside a chamber.

This is described in detail in TMCA's publica-

tion, Titanium Welding Techniques, Engineer-

ing Bulletin #6.

GRADE
DENSITY

Ib/cu in

Guaranteed Room Temperature Properties

0.2% YS UTS Elong, % in 2"

Ti-75A
Ti-5Al-2.5Sn
Ti-6A1-4V

0.163
0.162
0.161

70,000
110,000
120,000

80,000
115,000
130,000

20
10

10

ing these grades?

A. Titanium is spot-welded more readily than

aluminum and many of the carbon and low

alloy steels, and requires no special precautions.

Spot-weld machine settings used for titanium

and stainless steel are very similar.

Titanium is fusion-welded with mert-gas-

shielded arc welding techniques and joint de-

signs which are also similar to those used for

other metals. Two fundamental principles must

be considered:

1. Coated electrodes and other fluxing com-

pounds cannot be used.
. ,

2. Titanium weld joints must be shielded

from the normal atmosphere with an inert

blanket of argon or helium during welding.

Q. Does that mean chambers are mandatory

for fusion weldng?

A. No. Open air welding is adaptable to pro-

Successful titanium welding

techniques have enabledi

fabricators to producei

missile propellant storages

bottles which resist internal I

pressures of 8000 psi ati

—300°F. This all-titaniumi

bottle, produced by Rheerm
Manufacturing Company/
Downey, Calif., is TJ-6AI-I

4V, fusion-welded in ant

argon atmosphere. Design-H

ers say use of titanium bot-i

ties can add up to 700(

miles to the range of ant

IRBM.

Q. Are titanium welds more susceptible to

corrosion attack than the base metal?

A. Titanium welds offer the same excellent

corrosion resistance as the base metal. Stabiliz-

ing heat-treatments, employed with many other

materials, are not required.

Successful welding is a key factor in today s

designs. It enables designers to draw upon ti-

tanium's unique combination of properties:

light weight, corrosion resistance, and ability to

withstand operating temperatures from -300°F

to 1000°F — for the added performance vital

to these uniquely critical times.

Titanium Metals Corporation of America

has just completed the first comprehensive

study of welding techniques yet published by

the industry. This 32-page publication draws

upon metallurgical considerations to recom-

mend and explain techniques required for qual-

ity titanium weldments.

Titanium Welding Techniques, as well as

other publications, in the most extensive data

library in the industry, is available from Ti-

tanium Metals Corporation of America, 233

Broadway, New York 7, New York. This im-

portant literature is yours for the asking.

TIMET

Clip out and mail coupon

for helpful Engineering

Data on TITANIUM

METALS
OF AMERICA

TITA1
CORPORATIOl

233 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.
j
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Bulletin 1 Properties of Ti-6A1-4V

Bulletin 2Heat-Treatability of Ti-6AM

Bulletin 3 Analytical Chemistry of

Titanium

Bulletin 4 Mechanical Testing of

Titanium

Bulletin 5 Properties of Ti-155A

Bulletin 6 Titanium Welding Techniqu

Other — -

9 on subscriber Service Card. missiles and rockets, September 8, I'



. . special report on wires and cables

HE SPACE CABLE EVALUATOR shown here has a capac-

y of 420 terminations. Space, however, can be supplied with

eater or smaller termination capacities.

ADVANCED CABLING EQUIPMENT employed at Rob-

ertshaw's "cable systematics" facility is typified by this new
custom built cabling machine.

ibbon connectors. This chassis is then

:anned through all possible combina-

ons, and holes are punched in the

pe for those combinations in which
mtinuity is found. The tape which re-

llts from this scanning operation then

;comes the test program, and is sub-

iquently used for verification of other

milar chassis.

In the "verifier" mode, another

lassis to be tested is connected to the

st equipment, the tape is inserted in

te tape reader and the first frame,

Hitaining the coordinates of the first

sort, is read into a temporary storage

insisting of another Type F crossbar

vitch. All of the possible combinations

•e then again scanned automatically,

or combinations where leakage is

>und, a separate test is automatically

lade for continuity.

If continuity is found, a comparison
made with the contents of the tem-

Drary storage, and if the coordinates

arrespond to that in storage, the short

accepted as being intended. If either

akage or an unintended short are

>und, the coordinates and nature of

ie discrepancy are printed out and dis-

layed on a visual in-line readout

svice. Scanning is then resumed either

utomatically or at a manual corn-

land depending on the position of

ie "manual-automatic" switch. The
Unched-tape advances whenever tests

re completed between the pair of co-

rdinates in storage.

For each chassis or harness tested,

printed record will thus be provided

utomatically to indicate the co-

rdinates of the test discrepancy to-

other with the letter L, S, O, or R to

idicate leakage, short, open or re-

stance respectively.

A seven-hole biquinary code with an
th "clear" code is used on the one

lissiles and rockets, September 8, 1958

inch wide paper tape. Tape is initially

stored on the reel associated with the

punch, and when transferred to the

reader is folded in a Lucite container

in a closed loop.

• Handling operation—The entire

instrument is housed in an Emcor con-

sole, 40 inches wide, 52 inches high

and 25 inches deep. The tape handling

and printing units are mounted at seat-

ing level. The Amphenol Blue Ribbon
connectors are brought out at the back
of the analyzer for convenient access

to the equipment under test. All

chassis are mounted on slides for easy

access and removal from the back of

the console. Only operational controls

are mounted on the front of the con-

sole.

Integrated Cable-making

Representing an entirely new ap-

proach in the fabrication of custom
electronic cable, a unique "integrated"

cable making-facility is now fully op-

erational at Robertshaw-Fulton Con-
trols Company, Aeronautical and In-

strument Division, Anaheim. Califor-

nia.

Employment of integration tech-

niques, called "cable systematics," is in-

tended to bring custom electronic ca-

bling into line with the advanced nature

of present-day electronics and systems

development. This will meet the chal-

lenge indicated by statistics, which
show an alarming percentage of missile

failures attributable to faults and break-

downs in electronic cabling and cable

systems.

According to company officials, the

new facility is the logical result of

Robertshaw's requirements for greater

precision, reliability and applicational

adaptability in cabling as an integral

and vital element in the development

of systems and components involving

electronics.

Built around a nucleus comprising

some of the nation's outstanding ca-

bling experts, the Robertshaw facility is

fully staffed for the development and
manufacture of all types of complex
electronic cable for airborne systems

and ground support applications.

• Machine design—At the heart of

Robertshaw's "Cable systematics" are

two completely self-contained cable-

making machines of advanced design.

Essentially, the philosophy which dic-

tated the design of the new machines
has been to produce cable of virtually

any size, type and complexity; in long

and short runs; at lower cost and in

less time.

Technical problems and require-

ments which approached almost un-
foreseen proportions were met and
solved in the new cabling equipment.
Among these were requirements for

extremely high and extremely low
cabling speeds; short coupling (amount
of conductor-wire necessary to thread
the machines); adaptability to large and
small conductor spools; as well as large

or small numbers of conductor spools.

Another requirement involved

adaptability to bulky spools containing

large-diameter conductors and very
small spools containing spider-like co-

axials or delicate, shielded members.
In addition, balanced planetary action

was necessary throughout—to avoid
the possibility of stresses and kinks
which might change the electrical char-

acteristics of the conductors.

• Cable design—Objectives in the
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unexcelled as a refrigerant, as an inerting agen

Pureco CO, in liquid or solid form is a convenient,

low cost, maintenance-free refrigerant of unlimited

capacity, which can be accurately controlled for use

in low temperature testing and field conditioning.

Also, Pureco Carbon Dioxide is finding in-

creased use in providing an inert atmosphere in

test chambers and cells following or preceding

the testing, handling or storage of explosive or

combustible materials.

Pureco's Technical Sales Service is qualified

to assist you in adapting COs to any particular

refrigeration or inerting application. Call your

Pure Carbonic representative. There are more
than 100 Pureco locations from coast to coast.

Pure Carbonic Compani
A DIVISION OF AIR REDUCTION CO., INC.

150 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK

AT THE FRONTIERS OF PROGRESS YOU'LL FIND AN AIR REDUCTION PRODUCT • Products of the divisions of Air Reduction Company, Incorporate

include: AIRCO - Industrial gases, welding and cutting equipment • AIRCO CHEMICAL - vinyl acetate monomer, vinyl stearate, methyl butynol, met|

pentynol, and other acelylenic chemicals • PURECO-carbon dioxide-gaseous, welding grade CO2, liquid, solid ("DRY-ICE") • OHIO-medical gal

and hospital equipment • NATIONAL CARBIDE- pipeline acetylene and calcium carbide • COLTON-polyvinyl acetate, alcohols, and other synthetic res
|
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. . special report on wires and cables

able itself included: extreme flexibility,

niformity and balance throughout,

nd maintenance of specified electrical

haracteristics under environment ex-

remes. Manufacturing versatility was
ecessary to meet requirements for 1)

able of either large or small diameter,

ontaining large or small numbers of

onductors, 2) fulfillment of specifica-

ions requiring mixed types of con-

uctors balanced into a single cable or

able system, 3) production orders in-

olving extremely short or extremely

>ng runs, 4) rapid production of com-

lex cable to meet urgent time require-

lents.

The newest Robertshaw's cablemak-

ig machine, a compact self-contained

init, is designed so that bobbins are

asily interchangeable. This permits

onfigurations to be changed rapidly

conform to succeeding project re-

crements for any type of complex

able.

In addition, a special caterpillar-

raction capstan will grip any wire

rom .025" to 3" diameter, and auto-

natically adjust traction pressure in ac-

ordance with the characteristics of the

:able and the drag. The machine is de-

igned for speeds ranging from a low 1'

ler minute to a high of 480' per min-

lte, within a normal "cruising range."

The equipment is engineered to

>roduce an exceptionally flexible lay,

vhich is achieved through a highly pre-

ise contrahelical build-up and use of

1 short pitch ratio. Cables are planned

ind conductors are laid so that the

mailer, more delicate members are

>rotected from crush and stress by

he larger members.

As a result of this balanced-engi-

leering concept, the resulting cable and
ts component members are both stati-

:ally and dynamically balanced through-

\sat, so that primary objectives of high

reliability and consistency of quality

ire met. Both cabling machines have

high reproducibility factors that are

particularly valuable in producing

ihort-run samples for prototype use.

Ihis may then be followed by produc-

tion runs meeting the exact specifica-

tions of the pilot run.

There is little question, that with

previously-existing machinery and man-
ufacturing techniques, it would be diffi-

cult if not impossible to produce com-
plex electronic cable meeting the re-

quirements and standards achieved at

Robertshaw-Fulton.

• Overall planning—In addition to

the manufacturing requirements and
pbjectives already discussed, an impor-

tant phase of precision cabling is the

initial cable planning and cable engi-

neering. At Robertshaw, each job is

handled as a custom project. Engineer-

ing requirements are analyzed, draw-

ings are checked or new drawings

made, and the cable "lay" or build-up

is carefully designed in order to assure

a uniform, high-quality cable which

fully meets all projected requirements.

To further assure final reliability,

complete facilities are available for

tests involving environmental extremes

—such as impact and abrasion resist-

ance, crushing, bending, twisting and

electrical connection verification. Addi-

tional facilities are available to check

for shorts and changes in electrical

characteristics of cable items under

test.

"Poke-Home" Connector

How many missile fizzles have

been caused by faulty electrical con-

nections and malfunctioning connec-

tors? No one will ever know for sure,

but as the complexity of electronic

components and systems increases, the

number of connections skyrocket. The
points at which wires, cables, and
"black boxes"—for the sake of con-

venience or necessity—have to be dis-

connected are on the order of thou-

sands.

By virtue of the great number of

connections alone, the connectors go-

ing into a missile system have had to

take the blame for numerous aborted

missions. Add to this the tough en-

vironments in which these connectors

must function—extreme temperature

ranges, high altitudes, and excessive

vibration—and it becomes quite evi-

dent why the connector art is in a

perpetual state of improvement and
new developments.

• Where error occurs—To find out

what part of the connector is the larg-

est source of potential unreliability,

the search centers on those parts con-

taining the largest possibility for

human error. Discussions of this facet

with any persons responsible for the

wiring of missiles and ground support

systems will invariably lead to the con-

tacts within the connector, and more
specifically, to the attachment of the

wire to the contact.

Miniaturization makes connectors

get smaller and brings the contacts

closer together, and the contacts them-

selves get smaller because of higher

voltage and lower current systems.

Consequently, when an assembler sol-

ders the wire to the contact, it becomes

an operation with many chances for

CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW of the "Poke-

Home" contract shows the retaining clip.

THIS "CUT-AWAY" SECTION of the

"Poke-Home" highlights the uniformity

achieved by Amphenol's new crimping

method.

PRIME ADVANTAGE of "Poke-Home"

is that the connector can be assembled

after the wires are attached to the con-

tacts.

BY USING A SPECIALLY designed

tool, the "Poke-Home" contacts can be

easily removed for wire repairs or circuit

changes.
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. . . special report on wires and cables

Manufacturer
American
Printed Ckts.

Dwyer
Engineering

Miljan Inc.

SRP
Miljan Inc.

TO
Rowe
Engravers

Sanders
Associates

Type of insulation

material

Teflon on

glass

Epoxy glass

laminate

Silicone-

rubber
Teflo Fluoro-

carbon
Kel-F

2) Manufacturing Printate Screen etched Flat conductors Conductors Silk screen Etched and
process process and then lami- are molded in are imbedded etched and then lami-

nated . silicone-rubber in Teflon then lami- nated
nated

3) Type of conductor
material

Copper Copper Copper Silver,

silver plated

Copper, or

tinted copper

1) Silver

2) Copper
Copper

4) Dielectric Strength IOOO-2000v/mil IOOO-2000v/mil 250v/mil IOOO-2000v/mil 2500v/mil 2500v/mil
(thickness 5-12 (short time (short time (thickness 5/12 (short time ( short time

mils) short time test) test) mils) test) test)

test

5) Temperature range -I95°C -50°C -73°C -I95°C # -60°C
Minimum 260°C I25°C 260°C 260°C IS0°C I75°C
Maximum

6) Moisture Absorption 0% •2% 0%
(immersion at

25°C)

0%

7) Surface Coating
Required?

No No No No No No

S) Is shielding

possible?

Yes Yes
(shielding not (if conductors

encapulated) are spaced at

least "A")

No No Yes, Yes,

by putting a by lami-

grid over the nating
wires and lami- shield

nating

9) Max. cable width

available (inches)

Any width 24 .25 Any width 14

10) Max. lengths

available (inches)

Any length 60 12 to 14 12 Any length 22

II) Current capacity

per width of cond.

* * * # 1)
*

2)
*«

*

12) Is branching
possible?

Yes 1 ••• Yes Yes No Yes Yes

13) Can tap-offs be Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
made?

14) Pull strength

(PSI) before

encapulation

NA NA

15) Flexibility (max.

bend without base

cracking)

Repeated 180"

bends

360°

I" diam.
Repeated
180°

bend

2"

diam. on
180° bend

NA: Not applicable

manufacturer has not

obtained information.

* Copper Foil Circuit Overload Ratings

Width 1 oz. foil 2 oi. foil Width
(in.) (.00135 in. thick) (.0027 in. thick) .150

Amps Ohms/in Amps Ohms/in .050

.250 23 .002 35 .0009

.125 15 .004 20 .0018

.0625 10 .008 15 .0035

.0312 5 .016 8 .007

.0156 3 .032 5 .015

** Silver

Amps (Amount of
5.0 current which
1.5 causes a 40°C

rise in temp.)
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Specifications on Pointed Cables

Manufacturer
Aerovox

Photo
Circuits

Methode
Mfg. Corp. Tape Cable Corp.

International
Resistance Co.

1) Type of Insulation

material

Epoxy-fiber

glass

1 ) Phenolic glass

2) Epoxy glass

3) Teflon glass

Silicone Polyester film

insulation

Fluoro-carbon

2) Manufacturing
process

Screen etched
or photo etched

Silk screen

etched (may be
etched on both
sides of a single

base)

Silk screen

etched and then

laminated

1 nformation
withheld pat.

pending

Silk screen

etched and then

laminated

3) Type of conductor
material

Copper Copper Copper Copper Copper

4) Dielectric Strength 750v/mil
(short time
test)

1) 650v/mil

2) 750v/mil

3) 800v/mil

(short time test)

250v/mil 300v/mil 2500v/mil
(thickness '/g"

short time test)

5) Temperature range
Minimum
Maximum

#
I75°C

#
1) I25°C
2) I75°C
3) 200°C

#
200°C

-50°C
85°C

#
I50°C

o) Moisture Absorption ?°/

(24 hours

immersion

)

ll 11°/
' 1 ' " to

2) .3%
3) .1%.
(24 hour immer-
sion)

1 .J /o

(24 hour
immersion)

#
Tr 0%

(24 hour
immersion)

') o u rrace boating
Required?

Yes Yes No No No

8) Is shielding

possible?

Yes
by laminating

but with sacri-

fice of flexibility

Yes
by laminating

shield

Yes
by laminating

shield

No Yes

9) Max. cable width

available (Inches)

14 12 6 6

approx. 50
conductors

16

10) Max. lengths

available (inches)

21 22 II Any length 16

II) Current capacity

per width of cond.

* * *
1 amp (all con-
ductors: 1.5 mils

thick and 30 mils

wide)

*

12) Is branching
possible?

No Yes Yes Yes Yes

I3| Can tap-offs be
made?

No Yes Yes No No

14) Pull strength

(PSI) before

encapulation

10 1) 5-10

2) 5-21

3) 3-9

2-8 # 7-10

15) Flexibility (max.

bend without base

cracking)

1.75"

on 180°

bend

Bending cracks

the insulation

on all three

base materials

Cracks when
bent sharply

20,000 cycles

(sharp 180°

bend with no
crack)

1.5" diam. on
180° bend
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. . . special report on wires and cables

human error. This problem provided

the impetus for printed circuits in

"black boxes." The equivalent im-

provement has long been needed where
circuits must be made and broken by

connectors.

• New development—The latest and

most advanced addition to the con-

nector field is Amphenol's new series

featuring "Poke-Home" contact.

"Poke-Home" offers two very defi-

nite advantages; 1) the wire is as-

sembled to the contact by means of an

entirely new crimping method, and 2)

the assembly takes place outside the

connector. After the crimping process,

the contact—containing a patented re-

taining member—is "poked home" in

the connector where it is solidly re-

tained.

The crimping of the wire to the

contact may be done automatically by

machine, or by means of a specially

designed hand tool. No. 12, 16, 18 and

20 size contacts can all be crimped by

the same tool, and each of these con-

tacts will accommodate several wire

sizes. The contact pocket does not

have to be altered and a sleeve does

not have to be added.

The crimping takes place approxi-

mately 1/8 of an inch from the end

of the wire pocket, and pressure is ap-

plied at four points 90 degrees apart.

This assures uniform crimping, and

thus uniform connection between each

strand of wire and between the wire

and the contact itself.

In tests conducted to determine the

strength of the crimp (pull test), the

wires always broke before they could

be pulled from the contact.

The retention forces, after the

crimped contact is "poked home," are

very high. Forces required to pull the

wired contact out of the connector

are as follows:

Minimum Retention Forces (Lbs.)

Contact Size Female Contact Male Contact

12 18 17

16 20 20

20 12 15

However, by using a special re-

moval tool, the intentional removal of

a contact for cable repair or circuit

change purposes is accomplished quick-

ly and easily.

"Poke-Home" contact conductivity

tests give very good millivolt drop re-

sults as shown in the following table.

Test Current DC Millivolt Drop
Contact Size AMPS MV

12 35.0 6.4 avg.

16 20.0 6.6 avg.

20 7.5 - 9.2 avg.

• Current use—According to the

people already using the new "Poke-

Home" contact, it provides an uncom-
plicated answer to eliminating the

thousands of points of potential unre-

liability in connections.

The time and tests required to

prove out the validity of this answer

were considerable. It took the Am-
phenol engineers three years of inten-

sive testing and experimentation to ob-

tain the best possible combination of

electrical, mechanical, and electrome-

chanical elements in the new contact.

The retaining clip alone required

some $150,000 worth of exhaustive

engineering design and tests to provide

the contact with the required retention

when it is assembled, and when it is

removed and reassembled many times.

"Poke-Home" contacts are cur-

rently used in special connectors being

produced for both the Titan and Atlas

missiles. The rack and panel 93 series

connectors illustrating this article are

employed in the Bomarc missile. The 93

series connectors have a temperature

range of -65°C. to +200°C. and are

rated at 7.5 amps at 500 volts DC at

sea level, 7.5 amps at 125 volts DC
at 70,000 feet.

An entirely new family of environ-

mentally-resistant, high-temperature
"AN"-type miniature and subminiature

connectors with "Poke Home" con-

tacts are now nearing production, and
are expected to be extensively used in

the missile field.

Printed Circuits

The printed cable, which was the

subject of a limited survey by m/r,
shows definite promise for future mis-

sile and space applications.

Printed cables, in themselves, are

not a cure-all. Their use entails prob-

lems. There are, however, considerable

advantages to be gained with the use

of presently-available products. The
table on pages — and — gives a

breakdown of eleven products which
have been available for the past year

or more. All have definite advantages,

and in more or less unvarying degrees,

disadvantages.

• Advantages—The advantages are

fairly obvious—size and weight being

the most prominent. Another point in

favor of flat conductors is high sur-

face-to-volume ratio, causing greater

dissipation of PR losses more rapidly

than conventional cables, and resulting

in less copper weight for the same cur-

rent-carrying capacity. Temperature
characteristics are generally excellent

with some products having a range

from -195 to +250 degrees centigrade.

Dielectric strength ranges from 250

v/mil to as high as 2,500 v/mil.

Silk screen etching was used for

most of the products surveyed, but

several products were imbedded and

one product (manufactured by the

American Printed Circuits Co.) used a

"printate" process. This is a transfer

process in which the desired connec-

tors are placed on a master carrier and,

by a fusing of the uncured laminate,

the circuit is embedded in a dovetail

fashion. The conductor is then en-

capsulated by laminating another layer

of teflon on the surface.

The process has several advantages

such as: no etchant contamination

the circuit is flush with the base, the

process does not require the etching

off of excess copper, and the conductor

does not separate from the base when
damp.

• Disadvantages—Some of the prin-

cipal disadvantages of the products sur-

veyed were: the base material in some
of the available will crack upon sharp

bending; each cable has to be designed

beforehand for the specific length of

run and configuration of branches and
tap-offs; and, where silver is used, the

silver has a tendency to migrate and
short under certain conditions.

However, all of the manufacturers

have been working on the problem of

bending and it appears that this will

not be a drawback in future applica-

tions. One of the products surveyed,

manufactured by Rowe Engravers Inc.,

had no length or width limitations and
had a base material so flexible that it

did not crack even though rolled and
then bent 180 degrees.

Several manufacturers, including

the Tape Cable Corp. and Sanders

Associates, include provision for tap-

offs and branching and most other

manufacturers can be expected to fol-

low suit.

This will eliminate one major draw-
back for missile application since the

cost of custom-made printed cables,

plus the cost of spares in stock, is

prohibitive compared to conventional

cable. However, the significant reduc-

tion in size and weight might very well

overcome any cost disadvantage, es-

pecially when the cabling is to be used

in any sort of a manned or unmanned
space vehicle.

The past year has seen many more
manufacturers enter the printed and
flat cable field and new advances can
be expected in a greater number in the

near future. Most of the troubles which
have plagued earlier manufacturers
seem to be well on the way to solution

and, if newer entries in the field take

advantage of these, printed cables

might well turn into the sole wiring

product for the space age.*
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Sealed "Man Capsule" may be answer as scientists consider . . .

The Human System in Space

THERE ARE THREE foundation

blocks from which man must rise

into space: Space Science, Human
Science, and Vehicle Science. Yet, only

the last of these has brought man to

the edge of space. Knowledge of both

human science and space science are

far short of vehicle science. Space

science will benefit quickly from the

advance of weapons vehicles into space.

This knowledge will chart the environ-

ment that must be survived and the

unknown dynamics of space.

But so little is known of man in

space that there will be no certainty

of survival until every human part

and process is reduced to a state of

predictable performance or control.

The immediate commercial ad-

vantage of the knowledge of human
science is small. The great bulk of our

medical science is devoted to disease

medicine. Disease medicine today tells

us a great deal about the physiology of

man, but still very little of man as he

should be.

Knowledge of the normal processes

and controls of the nervous, digestive,

and skeletal-musculature-vascular sys-

tems of man shall prove the final bar-

rier and major foundation to man's
emergence into the space.

• Weapons exclude Man—All the

major aircraft developments of the last

by C. Wright Reiniger*

forty years have come about in the

interest of meeting more advanced

weapon vehicle missions. Until the suc-

cessful advent of the guided or ballistic

missile, man has been viewed as a

functional part of these systems.

Now with the development of even

better self-correcting weapons, man is

no longer needed and no longer a

troublesome variable to the designers

of advanced weapon vehicles. Ulti-

mately, the assurance of predetermined

mission performance will go well be-

yond the manned systems of the past.

This very exclusion of man is both

the source and solution to the space

problems that confront us today. First,

it is the source because the progress

of man in flight has been measurably

slowed. This began to happen in the

first years of the shift to missiles—the

ultimate weapon. Man was viewed as

no longer involved. The problems of

personal equipment, environment sys-

tems, and mission performance aids

were aircraft problems. Man was con-

sidered phasing out with the advent of

missiles.

The technology supporting manned
flight was expected to be the least use-

ful of all the technologies creating the

missile age. Only a few men refuted

this misconception. The resulting re-

striction and limitation to work only

on manned aircraft missions of rela-

tively short-flight duration has created

a deep hole in today's design founda-
tions for man in space.

The Aeromedical Laboratory,

School of Aviation Medicine, Hollo-

man Development Center; Edwards
Test Center; the Flight Safety Direc-

torate at Norton AFB; and many con-

tractors—working with too little,

usually too late—have all made out-

standing contributions to maintain a
usable degree of proficiency and assur-

ance of survival for man in space.

While the rocket has held the

promise of space flight for twenty
years, there is still no properly funded
or properly organized advance develop-

ment program underway to anticipate

future manned aircraft or space man
mission requirements. There are two
major reasons for this void in man
mission science and technology.

First, the airframe and missile con-

tractors have not been capable of ex-

tensive aeromedical research and de-

velopment. The small groups of human
engineers that many of these companies
have acquired in the last few years are

a token effort to solve the problems of

supersonic flight. Second, is the still

persisting view that man is a necessary

resolver of machine deficiencies.

Not only are the airframe and mis-

sile contractors not capable of exten-

sive aeromedical research and develop-

*Executive vice president, Space-Flight,

Incorporated. r
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MAN MISSK N CONCEPT I

MISSION SYSTEM

SUPPORT OPERATIONS §4 * HUMAN SYSTEM

COMMUNICATIONS AND
NAVIGATION

POWERPUNT

VEHICLE SYSTEM

STRUCTURE

THE MAN-MISSION CONCEPT applied to the conventional weapons systems

approach can best be described in the graph as above.

merit, but they rarely engage in re-

search and development themselves.

Many expect research and develop-

ment to be absorbed on specualtion by

components and equipment suppliers.

In addition, the aerodynamic and
structure-oriented prime contractors

generally allot crew and crew equip-

ment a lower priority on space and
weight. Crew function and survival

have been habitually compromised;
while solutions to powerplant, struc-

ture, and armament requirements have

been made more important.

• The fixed remainder: Man—The
present systems concept has created a

broad framework for operational

weapon development, assigning recog-

nizable portions to industry contrac-

tors. Unfortunately, a remainder exists.

For example: Ground support first

loomed into view as a mixed batch of

equipments, recognized today by com-
panies "in the business" as the fat on
the hog. Before ground support, there

were realizations of individuality to

airframe, powerplant, armament, and
lately, controls. Ground support has

largely been brought into focus by the

nature of operational missile systems.

Aircraft development still carries

along a mixed remainder. This is

usually classified as equipment—per-

sonal and otherwise. Varied Air Force
laboratory groups, contractor project

sections, and component suppliers have

participated in responsibility for meet-

ing these manned aircraft requirements:

crew environment and clothing, nutri-

tion, instrument display, powerplant

and control command initiation, crew
communication, navigation, hazard pro-

tection, and escape procedure.

The disjointed approach to satis-

fying these requirements has proven

progressively inadequate in solving

critical problems of manned flight.

Notable items on the record are:

Toxic environment resulting from
combustion and fluid leakage fumes;

snow, rain, and fog in the cockpit re-

sulting from inadequate and uneven
environment control and system capa-

city; clothing obstruction to adequate

ventilation and easy freedom of move-
ment; rudimentary or non-existent solu-

tion to feeding and elimination needs;

instrument displays seriously limiting

pilot response and ability; the frequent

physical impossibility of maintaining

control command; a maze of manual
navigation aids; little or no fire protec-

tion; and lastly, the dramatic episodes

resulting from second-rate attention to

crew escape until long after the advent

of supersonic aircraft.

This touches only the surface of

the development record surrounding

the crew function in manned aircraft.

Failure to recognize these demands on
Human Science can only prove a de-

cisive deterrent in support of man in

space. A re-orientation of development
responsibility must come about.

Today, there are two distinct areas

of development in progress: Weapon
Mission and Man Mission develop-

ments (described as the Human Sys-

tem). The redirection of human tech-

nology within this framework will al-

low responsible anticipation of human
requirements and mission functions.

• The human element—In simplest

terms, the Human System is the devel-

opment and integration of all com-
ponents, assemblies, equipments, and
subsystems required for the Man Mis-

sion not ordinarily required for the

Weapon Mission. It can be compared
to the part played by a powerplant,

distinguishing between powered and
unpowered aircraft.

The Human System consists basic-

ally of environment, protection, ob-

servation, communication, vehicle com-
mand, and escape. Within the Man
Mission concept, the Human System
will affect all other systems and sup-

port operations. The purpose of all

other systems of the Man Mission is

to deliver the Human System—much
as the purpose of the systems within

the Weapon Mission concept is to

deliver the Warhead System. Man
should no longer be required to keep

the parts working and preserve the

vehicle for another day and another

target.

The first ventures of man into space

should simulate every major factor of

his environment, including gravity.

This first venture should make it pos-

sible for variations in method and
degree of simulation to be experienced

at the will of man. This should not be

accomplished as a daring aeromedical

experiment, but to confirm results of

exhaustive laboratory investigation.

The investigation should develop

sufficient knowledge of human process

and structure, to allow prediction of

human performance under possible

conditions of environment, psycho-

dynamic control, and mission function.

• Future prospects—The establish-

ment of a Human Systems Develop-

ment Program for space missions has

been proposed over the past five years

by the author with increasing success.

The early interest of command officers

such as Brig. Gen. Donald Flickinger

encouraged continuing efforts to "sell"

and organize technical support for this

program.

Later, increasing technical and
command level support and guidance

resulted in more formal presentation

and recognition of the program's merit

by Lt. Gen. Donald Putt, Major Gen.
Marvin C. Demler, Major Gen. Leigh-

ton Davis, Col. Jack Bolrud, Col. Nor-
man Appold, and others responsible for

development programs.

Today, the X-15, Dynasoar, and
manned satellite projects serve to

'

underscore the recognized need for

establishment of a Human Systems De-
velopment Program. The successful

closing of this gap in the systems con-

cept should prove a forward step, not

only to programs for Man in Space,

but to all forms of manned flight and
life on Earth.*
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In the Convair 880 . .

.

HEAT RESISTANCE WITHOUT

WEIGHT PENALTY OBTAINED WITH

Capable of speeds in excess of 615 mph, Convair's "880" jet

transport incorporates many of the newest concepts in apply-

ing modern weight-saving materials.

Around the 880's powerful jet engines, where heat resist-

ance is a critical problem, titanium is used to provide
protection without the weight penalty of stainless steel.

Mallory-Sharon titanium, both commercially pure and in

alloy form, is finding increasing use in many of America's

newest aircraft and jet engines. Our experienced Service

Engineering group is ready to assist you now in realizing

titanium's fullest benefits . . . high strength-to-weight ratio,

high -temperature properties, excellent corrosion resistance,

ready machinability and formability. Write us for assistance

or technical information.

AAALLORY SHARON
MALLORY-SHARON METALS CORPORATION • NILES, OHIO
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NOW! from SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT

Proof Positive that IAMINUM
LAMINATED SHIMS

Save 7i'melSave Money!/mpwe Oua/ity/

• This technician is with Sikorsky Aircraft, Division of United

Aircraft Corporation at Stratford, Connecticut. He is placing a

12 Vz" diameter LAMINUM shim on an input assembly. In foreground

are other LAMINUM shims. Notwithstanding extremely close

assembly tolerances, Sikorsky saves time and cuts costs by using

Laminum. No need for micrometer checking, no need for standby

grinding or machining. Laminum Shims simply p-e-e-1 for a thou-

sandth fit, right at the job. That's why a long list of aircraft as

well as missile and rocket producers benefit from the use of lam-

inated shims of LAMINUM.

IAMINUM'
the solid Shim that p-e-e-l-s for adjustment

Laminum looks, acts like solid metal —
yet quickly p-e-e-l-s to precision fit right

at the job. In Brass, Mild Steel, Type
302 Stainless with .002" or .003" lamina-
tions. In Aluminum with .003" lamina-
tions. Custom-made, Laminum Shims
eliminate extra operations: no machin-
ing, no grinding, no stacking, no miking.
And no grit between layers—ever!

O LAMINATED o

UHIRi
O COMPANY, INC. O

Shim Headquarters since 1913
9309 UNION STREET. GLENBROOK. CONN.
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when and where
SEPTEMBER

American Rocket Society, Fall Meet-

ing, Hotel Statler, Detroit, Mich.,

Sept. 15-18.

13th Annual Instrument Automation
Conference, Convention Hall,

Philadelphia, Penna., Sept. 15-19.

ASQC, 5th Annual San Francisco

Bay Area Conference, Stanford

U., Palo Alto, Calif., Sept. 19.

Professional Group on Telemetry and
Remote Control, 1958 meeting,

American Hotel, Bal Harbor,

Miami Beach, Fla., Sept. 22-24.

Standards Engineers Society, Seventh

Annual Meeting, Franklin Hotel,

Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 22-24.

Air Force Association, Airpower Show-

,

case, Dallas, Texas, Sept. 25-28.

ASME Power Conference, Statler

Hotel, Boston, Sept. 28-Oct. 1.

OCTOBER
Third Symposium on Hypervelocity,

Host: Armour Research Founda-
tion, Sherman Hotel, Chicago, 111.,

Oct. 7-9.

Armour Research Foundation and Il-

linois Institute of Technology,

Annual Noise Abatement Sym-
posium, Hotel Sherman, Chicago,

111., Oct. 9-10.

Fuels-AIME Conference, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers,

Old Point Comfort, Va., Oct. 9-10.

ASME, Lubrication-ASLE Conference,

Statler Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.,

Oct. 14-16.

Association of the United States Army,
'1958 annual meeting, Sheraton-

Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.,

Oct. 20-22.

Fourth Annual Symposium on Avia-

tion Medicine, Miramar Hotel,

Santa Monica, Calif., Oct. 22-24.

SAMA Laboratory Apparatus and

Optical Sections' Midyear Meeting,

Westchester County Club, Rye,

N.Y., Oct. 26-28.

Institute of Radio Engineers East

Coast Conference, Aeronautical &
Navigational Electronics, Lord

Baltimore Hotel, Baltimore, Md.,.|

Oct. 27-28.

1958 National Metal Exposition and

Congress, American Society fori

Metals, Public Auditorium, Cleve-j

land. Ohio., Oct. 27-31.

IRE, 1958 Electronic Devices Meeting,

Shoreham Hotel, Washington,

,

D.C., Oct. 30-31.

NOVEMBER
Conference on Scientific Information,

AFOSR/Directorate of Research I

Communication, NAS, NSF and ;

the American Documentation In-
!

stitute, Mayflower Hotel, Wash-

ington, D.C., Nov. 16-21.
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, . . Requires no refrigeration . . . Easier to store than liquid oxygen

Performance of Nitrogen Tetroxide as an oxidizer for many fuels is comparable
to that of liquid oxygen. In convenience it is far superior to liquid oxygen.
N2O4 can be shipped easily and stored indefinitely without refrigeration in

ordinary carbon steel containers. It is a dense, mobile liquid that is noncorrosive
if kept dry. The quantity of oxygen contained per unit volume of N2O4 is 1.01
Kg/liter at 20°C.

N2O4 is available in tank car quantities from Allied's Hopewell, Virginia plant.

For experimental purposes, N2O4 is

available in 125 lb. cylinders and 2000 lb.

containers. Write for technical data, and
information on prices and delivery.

themical

N 2 4 Oxidant for liquid

rocket propellants

Molecular weight

Boiling Point

Freezing Point

Latent Heat of

Vaporization

Critical Temp.
Critical Pressure

92.02

21°C
-11.3°C

99 cal/gm @ 21°C
158°C

99 atm
Specific Heat of Liquid 0.36 cal/gm

-10 to 20°C
Density of Liquid 1.45 gm/ml at 20°C
Density of Gas 3.3 gm/liter

21°C, at 1 atm
Vapor Pressure 2 atm at 35°C

Ethanolamines • Ethylene Oxide • Ethylene Glycols • Urea • Formaldehyde • U. F. Concentrate—
85 • Anhydrous Ammonia • Am monia Liquor • Ammonium Sulfate • Ammonium Nitrate • Sodium

Nitrogen Division •

lissiles and rockets, September 8, 1958

Nitrate • Methanol • Nitrogen Solutions • Nitrogen Tetroxide • Fertilizers & Feed Supplements

Department NT4A-40-1 • 40 Rector Street, New York 6, New York
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Why A Patent Attorney In Space Age?

He can spot pitfalls for

manufacturers and inven-

tors, smooth paths from

mind to hardware

by Robert Levine*

WHATEVER ttte contemplated role of

the professional man in society, he
must be aware of the fact that a new
world is evolving at a pace which
strains his comprehension of the many
shifting factors involved. Merely by
reading the new publications referring

to biochemistry, space medicine, mag-
netohydrodynamics, ULF, monopro-
pellants, organic chemistry, neutron ab-

sorption, etc., he readily sees how in-

tricate some of the concepts that he has

been working with have become.

Not only have his own specific areas

of interest become more complex, but

more and more, he must be able to

relate his work with accomplishments

in other fields that were at one time

quite unrelated. In this connection, the

patent attorney's roll can be vital to

any company wishing to establish or

maintain a competitive lead in this

changing age of rockets, missiles and
space flight

When the patent system was estab-

lished, it was thought that whatever

difficulties would develop would be

rooted in the human frailities in trying

to protect creative effort and to guard

against usurpation of ideas by others.

It is apparent that this concept of in-

ventorship has been radically changed
in the last few years.

The true inventor may be someone
entirely unrelated to the person who
filed the patent application. An in-

ventive idea can no longer be con-

fined: scientists travel from country

to country, exchanging ideas broadly,

to the extent that results spring up in

a multitude of places. Who is the true

inventor? By the same process on a

smaller scale, who is the true inventor

in the corporate "team" which is the

breeding ground for the complex

"system" type of many inventions?

• Inventor coming back?—But, the

cycle seems to be coming around—the

individual inventor is becoming "king"

again—he is becoming more and more
important. But, the inventor is no

longer the garret dweller of story-

books. He now has the vantage point of

a great university, and his inventions

are made in the university laboratory.

The attitude and perversities of the

intellectual scientific seeker are now
related to the needs of the financier,

the promoter, and the administrator of

corporate welfare.

Until very recently, the admin-

istrator or the director of research did

not have to know too much about the

vagaries of research. He thought

"common-sense" would see him
through. Tasks were assigned on the

basis of "man-power available," with

little understanding of the direction

that this manpower should take. Now,
all this is gone, washed away by a

technological tidal wave.

The thought and attitudes prevailing

in the business world are being re-

vamped, because, whether "business"

likes it or not, survival depends not on
a known depreciation factor, or the

new financing of old capital structure.

Survival depends on time, and on the

knowledge that the next day's ad-

vantage in the market place will be

lost the day after by some new tech-

nological concept erasing an old

product.

• New role for lawyer—In this state

of affairs, the duties and functions of

the patent lawyer become entirely

different from his previous role in the

business world. His role is now the

role of the trouble-shooter, the mad
with knowledge of where the industn

will be in the years to come. He ij

called in to appraise the researcl

"problem," as it is now called, so tha

direction may be given to administra]

tion of research.

The reason for this is obvious. In
1

the usual business organization, which

carries on a multitude of "new prodj

uct" activities, communication between

individuals and departments has nova

broken down to the extent that the sole

answer to research activities lies in the

patent department. This department is

the communication link and liaison be-

tween all departments of the firm; ad-j

vertising, research, financial, and the*

outside world of industrial knowledge^ 1

as exemplified by activities of competi-

tive firms and fields.

In addition, the problem created byj

engineers and technicians continually
i

moving from job to job places an addi-l

tional burden in determining where in-

ventions really originate.

Whatever the patent attorney bej

lieves his function to be, management
feels that he should always be in the i

position to rid the company of it!

troubles immediately; the engineen:

thinks of him as a negative influences

the comptroller believes him to be a

burden upon the budget, and every-j

body concludes that without him, theW

world would be easier; except for theji

fact that they need him badly.

In short, the patent lawyer is

looked upon as saviour or miscreant,

depending upon whether he is a protec-j

tor of the inventor, or an advisor to thejj

facts concerning the coverage of claims

* Patent lawyer,

P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc.
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INSTALL. HUMPHREY POTENTIOMETERS INSIDE
ACTUATORS FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE SERVOS

For better performance in your servo systems, make a Humphrey
potentiometer an integral part of the hydraulic actuator. You
get most accurate feedback and zero backlash. You eliminate

brackets and external mountings that take up space and permit

mechanical deflection, introducing errors.

Humphrey makes a complete line of rectilinear and sector poten-

tiometers for severe duty applications. Typical of the tough

environmental conditions they are meeting in current missile

applications are vibration 25 G, 10 to 2,000 cps, and shock

of 100 G while operating.

If your application imposes stringent demands on potentiom-

eters, let Humphrey engineers recommend a standard Humphrey
model or design a special potentiometer to meet your exacting

specifications. Complete qualification tests to your specifica-

tions can be furnished. Phone or write today for information

on Humphrey ruggedized precision potentiometers

Hiimphreq inc.
DEPT. M-98 2805 CANON STREET
SAN DIEGO 6, CALIFORNIA

FOR COMPLETE SYSTEMS. SPECIFY HUMPHREY GYROSCOPES. ACCELEROMETERS, POTENTIOMETERS
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"RUGGEDIZED" HALLAMORE CCTV CAMERA OPERATES
AMID NOISE BEYOND MEASURE

With white noise environment beyond 150 db., Hallamore 100% remotely

controlled, "ruggedized," transistorized cameras provide close-up observation

at our nation's major missile installations. Combined in complete Hallamore

closed circuit TV systems, they perform, under conditions impossible for other

equipment, at both the industrial and the military level. If you have a visual

communication requirement, conventional or with environmental conditions

involving high acoustic levels and extreme shock, contact Hallamore CCTV
Dept. 8352 Brookhurst Avenue, Anaheim, Calif./TWX: AH 9079.

HALLAMORE
ELECTRONICS
COMPANY
Engineers ... for ideal working
conditions with a dynamic, creative

organization, address resume to

Chief Fna;neer.

a division of The Sieglei Corporation no. 95

. . . patent attorney

in a patent that should be avoided.

• Patent research—Some examples

of where the patent attorney was in-

strumental in directing research into

the missile and aircraft fields come to

mind.

One of the most important ad-

vances in aviation instrumentation was
the Lindberg Engine Analyzer, which
has been instrumental in saving thou-

sands of lives in Korea.

The engine analyzer was presented

to a research group for evaluation. The
results of the evaluation were non-

committal. However, the patent at-

torney was called in to estimate the

inventive possibilities. The patent at-

torney immediately saw that the dis-

closure as it went to the evaluation

group had missed several important

practical inventive concepts. Knowing
the art, he asked that the disclosure be

forwarded to the Patent Department
where a new evaluation indicated the

practical significance of the device.

As a result, patents were secured

for the engine analyzer. The corpora-

tion was then able to manufacture the

device under license from Lindberg.

The invention became one of the most

important contributions to aviation in

recent years, and has been given sev-

eral awards for achievements.

Another instance occurs with ref-

erence to a sub-miniature snap switch.

The switch manufacturer was asked to

evaluate several types of precision

switches. In order to determine the

merits of the switch, the patent at-

torney was called in.

At his recommendation, the switch

was given a high evaluation as to the

commercial prospects. This was be-

cause on practical test, the patent at-

torney saw that the switch embodied a

stress principle which was never prop-

erly presented to the engineers sent out

to estimate its significance. This feature

was in the aspect of overcoming a

"dead stall" point inherent in other

such snap switches. This feature was

only brought out by going through a

step-by-step review with the inventor

and finding out that this important

aspect, which was understood to him,

had never been properly transmitted

to the engineers.

This made the sensitivity of the

switch exceedingly important in rock-

etry, guidance equipment and landing

gears for jet planes, where instantane-

ous reactions were necessary in mak-
ing and breaking circuits. This sub-

miniature type switch has now a very;

valuable place in the aircraft, missile

and computer arts.

A third development which was
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NAP-TITE A REMOTE CONTROL COOPLINGS

FOR GUIDED MISSILES

Snap-Tite coupling in

disconnected position,

valve closed

Here is a specially designed Snap-Tite quick-connect, quick-

disconnect coupling, ideal for use in missile-fueling systems.

This unit is specifically designed to be manual-connected . .

.

can also be disconnected manually, or by use of an air-

actuated remote control.

NOT A DROP SPILLED!
When the coupling is disconnected, it spills only that small

amount of fluid which clings to the metal. The valves in both

the coupler and nipple automatically shut off when dis-

connected, with no leakage.

NO AIR INCLUSION!
Coupling operation encloses only a minute amount of air.

MINIMUM PRESSURE DROP!
Smooth, streamlined passages assure maximum flow.

Variations of this coupling, to meet your required specifica-

tions, can be furnished with the appropriate seals to handle

liquified gasses, exotic fuels, and a large variety of fluids with

working pressures up to 3,000 PSI and temperatures from

—300°F to -f-400°F. Units have been designed up to and

including 5" size.

STANDARD COUPLINGS, TOO!
Your coupling needs might not be as critical as the coupling

shown here, but you can be sure, when buying standard

Snap-Tite couplings, that the same outstanding engineering

and manufacturing skills are basic throughout the Snap-Tite

line. Write for complete catalog ... or describe your specific

coupling problems. Snap-Tite, Inc., Union City 12, Pa.

Circle No. 21 on Subscriber Service Card.

SNAP-TITE COUPLINGS CAN HANDLE
ALMOST ANYTHING THAT FLOWS



3ARCO FLEXIBLE JOINTS

For Handling
High Energy
Fuels ....

H im o

A" SIZE

4" special stainless steel Barco Flexible

Ball Joint for handling liquid oxygen.

iquid

oxygen, white

fuming and red

fuming nitric

acid, and JP 3,

4, and 5 fuel 180° flanged 6" Barco Ball Joint for use in loading

and unloading line handling liquid propellant.

-special designs for LOX
and other Missile Fuels
Extensive design and manufacturing experience is yours to

call upon at Barco for the handling of special liquid fuels

in the aircraft, rocket, and missile industries:

— Flexible Ball Joints for metal loading lines handling corrosive fluids.

— Special flexible joints with leakproof seals for conveying fluids at

low temperatures down to -300 F. Also high temperature

designs up to +1000°F.

— Special designs resistant to nuclear energy radiation.

Barco joints provide flexibility unlimited for piping and
tubing. Our engineers will be glad to work with you on
special problems and assist with recommendations.

ASK FOR NEW BULLETIN No. 233-A

Flexible Hydraulic Lines for Missiles, Aircraft

MISSILE LAUNCHER
HYDRAl'UC ASSEMBLY

Barco produces high pressure

self-aligning swivel joint and
tubing assemblies for hydrau-

lic pressures to 4,000 psi,

and higher. Also a wide se-

lection of standard and spe-

cial swivel joints and as-

semblies for launching and
flight gear. Sizes % " to 1

".

ASK FOR NEW CATALOG 269-A.

BARCO Serving Industry Since 1908 —
MANUFACTURING CO., S66K Hough St., Barrington, III.

Circle No. 10 on Subscriber Service Card.
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AIRCRAFT DIVISION

. . . patent attorney

sparked by the patent attorney was in

the "titanium" alloy fields. For years,

all new alloys were being subjected to

hard scrutiny, and step-by-step, new
characteristics had to be evaluated.

Since this was a new metal, it made
it necessary for the patent attorney to

educate engineers and examiners in the

U.S. Patent Office concerning new prin-

ciples involved in alloying titanium, so

as to encompass many results unavail-

able with other alloys.

It is now a fact that titanium today,

with its strength to weight ratio, has

become one of America's great stand-

bys in the missile arsenal. Moreover,
the immunity of the metal and its al-

loys to corrosion has made it a factor

in the chemical and naval industries

(submarines)—since salt water and
other corrosion-type environments have
made no impact on this metal.

The development of these alloys

and their protection in industry could

only have come about through the un-

tiring efforts of the patent attorney in

seeing that patent protection was ob-

tained for the metal. The results of this

effort have created an entirely new
industry, the future of which is tre-

mendous and marks a breakthrough in

providing a requisite metal for fire

walls and engine frames where cor-

rosion, strength and heat problems

were almost absolute deterrents.

• How to do it—The problem of

the patent attorney is considerable,

especially when research and patent

funds are limited.

The patent attorney's experience in

untangling the skeins of knotted logic;

his analytical approach to the problems

involved; and his awareness of the

practical and financial results make for

his unique position in controlling the

business situation. He must be aware
of the great challenge to American in-

dustry by other nations, particularly in

the ideological struggle between East

and West.

The importance of this aspect of

technological progress in the world to-

day should not be overlooked, espe-

cially when your opponent is waging

war with terrific advantages of chattel
|

labor, unlimited capital, irrational com-
mand of forces, rampant ambition and

no need for a return on investment

capital or a requirement for profits.

The patent attorney must be able

to play the roles of lawyer, production

man, research director and financier,!

as well as other functions ordinarily

ascribed to him. These duties and func-

tions have fallen to him by default.
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A New Field for Engineers and ScientistsMan-Machine Relationships:

A new field for Operations Research Specialists, Engineers,

Computer Programmers and Behavioral Scientists has arisen

from SDC's work on relationships of men and machine systems.

It involves two major projects : 1 creating and conducting large-

scale training programs in present and planned air defense sys-

tems; and 2 operational computer programming for SAGE.

Attaining the most effective interaction between men and

machines in these programs is of prime importance. It requires

intensive effort in an unusual combination of technical and

scientific areas. As such, it is a new field of endeavor.

Both programs also have these elements in common: • they

are constantly changing in problems • they are long-range in

nature • they are essential to the welfare of the United States.

The close interrelationship of these programs, the widely diversi-

missiles and rockets, September 8, 1958

fied specialists engaged in them, and the dominating influence

of man-machine relationships make SDC's work unique. Opera-

tions Research Specialists, Engineers, Computer Programmers,

Behavioral Scientists — all find their assignments reflect the

unique qualities of this new field.

The growing complexity of SDC's work has created a number

of positions in these fields. Inquiries are invited. Address: R. W.

Frost, 2414 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, California, or

phone collect at EXbrook 3-9411 in Santa Monica.

SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION
Santa Monica, California

An independent nonprofit organization, formerly a division of The RAND Corporation
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"CYGNUS," another inspiration by Simpson-Middleman, painters of the

meanings of science. "Knowledge of the Universe," say these artist-

scientists, "is not a matter of man's sight, but of his imagination's vision.

Our eyes show us Cygnus. But creations of our genius, such as the radio-

telescope, reveal unexplored, unexplained sources of energy that man
may someday master. They lie amidst and even beyond those mysterious,
drifting clouds of cosmic matter, lit by the stars they do not obscure."
Painting courtesy John Heller Gallery, Inc.

Space-age research at Boeing

Creative scientists find at Boeing a research environ-

ment planned to help them reach and stay at the top

in their special fields. Pure research along the very

frontiers of knowledge is the sole concern of mem-

bers of the Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories.

Problems associated with man's conquest of air

and space are high on the agenda, supplemented

by investigations in other, equally advanced areas.

Aerodynamicists and mathematicians participate in

these programs, along with nuclear physicists,

physical chemists, theoretical metallurgists and

physicists specializing in electronics and solid state

physics. Scientists interested in imaginative, creative

research are invited to communicate with Boeing.

Other Boeing openings are available to mathema-

ticians and to engineers of all categories. Assignments

are open in the fields of research, design, production

and support engineering. For complete details, drop

a note now to Mr. Stanley M. Little, Department R-79

Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 24, Washington.
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For 0.035% Accuracy
in your Airborne Data . .

.

. . .Giannini

DATA REPEATERS
SUMMING PRE- SERVO-POWER SERVO MOTOR

. . . patent attorney

Wherever there is a "no-man's land"

of function, it is usually the patent man
who is assigned to the task.

In carrying out such functions, a

plan must be followed. Here is a

10-step program that is workable:

(a) Gear the physical plant facili-

ties to new developments.

(b) Be on the alert to new devel-

opment going on in other sciences and

industry.

(c) Watch the universities for latest

reports in the field.

(d) Watch and participate in fel-

lowships and scholarships.

(e) Tighten up liaison between de-

partments.

(f ) Continually upgrade the knowl-

edge of the research staff by providing

scholarships, adult education courses,

visiting lecturers and planned industrial

trips.

(g) Protect the history of the com-

pany growth, so that duplication of

effort may be avoided.

(h) Create attitudes of construc-

tive thinking: tooling costs and devel-

opments which are discarded are very

costly, and in many cases could be

avoided.

(i) Use library facilities and gov-

ernment sources as much as possible.

(j) Regularly survey output of all

departments. Show an interest in what

is going on.

By utilizing the patent attorney in

this manner, a company provides itself

with yet another weapon with which to

fight, not only in the rough-and-tumble

competition of commerce, but in the

much more deadly battle that now
engages the world.*

Northam, BJ Electronics

New West Coast Merger

Northam Electronics, Inc., has been

acquired by the Byron Jackson Divi-

sion of the Borg Warner Corp., accord-

ing to an announcement by Borg War-
ner and Northam's parent company,

Norris Thermador Corp.

Northam's Alpadena, Calif., facili-

ties will be merged with BJ Electronics

in Santa Anna, Calif. The merged en-

gineering and production departments

will be under the direction of John R.

Harkness, vice president and general

manager of BJ Electronics. Eugene
Bollay, formerly president of Northam,
will be director of research, meteorology

and instrumentation.

GIANNINI PRECISION VOLTAGE MONITORS

are Data Repeaters which utilize the scale

multiplying technique. They have an inher-

ent accuracy of 0.035% under all conditions,

and repeatability of one part in ten thou-

sand. This is the first time that such accur-

acy has been possible in a small (2V'x 9")

unit capable of withstanding the extreme

environments of airborne operation.

THE PRECISION VOLTAGE MONITOR alters a

transducer or control system signal so that

data relayed to the telemetering or record-

ing system is less susceptible to system

errors. A unit designed for incorporation in

the airborne telemetering system of Chance

Vought's Regulus II results in telemetered

data with approximately 0.04% overall

error. This figure is conservative, and

includes the effects of all unit error sources

such as hysteresis, linearity, temperature

effects, and long term drift, as well as

telemetering system error.

A VOLTAGE MONITOR CONVERTS AC output

signals from an airborne data source into

3 DC voltages, representing the data to four

or more significant figures. These three

separate units of information are fed into

the telemetering or recording system on

three separate channels. The result is

transmitted information with an accuracy of

four or five significant figures.

WITHOUT CHANGING THE CIRCUITRY of the

transmitting system in any way, errors

incurred in transmittal are restricted to the

fourth or higher order significant figures.

Designed to satisfy the extreme environ-

mental demands of aircraft and missile data

systems, Giannini Precision Voltage Monitors

are also readily adaptable to other airborne

or industrial applications requiring precise

voltage monitoring, data repeating, or data

multiplexing. They are available in voltage

ranges from 0.0 to 0.8v to 0.0 to lOO.Ov, and

sizes from 2V x 6" to 2V x 9".

Giannini measures & controls:

-or P 8 <ji t v <p

b Qt m h P AP T

Ts Ps Qc M T„ PT TAS

G. M. GIANNINI & CO., INC., 918 EAST GREEN STREET, PASADENA, CALIF.
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Magnesiur

MAGNESIUM FABRICATED radar cabinet for Nike-Ajax weighs only 280 pounds.

.... JK*"
70-POUND TRACKING LENS assembly is held together by plastic-coated steel wires.

BULKY PARTS of Nike-Ajax tracking assembly look heavy, but weigh 3,200 lbs.

by Carl N. Mortenson*

USE OF MAGNESIUM alloys and
products in missile systems may exceed

that for piloted aircraft structures and
associated equipment. Today, mag-
nesium is being used in 20 different

missiles, and is being designed into

several space projects.

Here are the reasons for this grow-

ing use of magnesium in the missile in-

dustry: new alloys and products, most

important of which are the elevated-

temperature magnesium alloys intro-

duced during the last five years. These

have prompted many designers to con-

sider magnesium for the first time and
others to reconsider it.

There also have been significant ad-

vances in shop-processing and fabrica-

tion techniques, necessary to permit the

use of these alloys in practical struc-

tures. The most recent are arc-welding

techniques and elevated-temperature

forming methods, resulting in improved

metal-forming efficiency.

Of equal importance has been the

development of improved protective

finishing systems and procedures for

magnesium, particularly for dissimilar-

metal couples and, more specifically,

for mechanical fasteners. Many of these

finishing systems are already in use and
are proving considerably more effective

and serviceable than previous methods.

• Missile uses—Among the oldest

and most significant users of magne-
sium are the Nike-Ajax and Nike-Her-
cules systems. The Nike-Ajax, includ-

ing booster, has approximately 100

pounds of magnesium sand castings. It

appears that Nike-Hercules and Nike-

Zeus will have an equal or greater

amount.

The missile structure of Nike-Ajax,

apart from the booster, uses magnesium
alloy castings in guidance structure and

door; control housings for rudders, ele-

vators, and ailerons; aft housing, and

main fin fittings and channels.

The ground guidance and support

equipment required for Nike-Ajax and
Hercules contains 3,500 to 4,000

pounds of magnesium sand castings,

extrusions, and sheet. Significant

amounts of sheet and extrusions are

used in the structure of the system's

van-type control trailers. In addition,

the M-33 tracking lens assembly

mounted on top of some of the vans is

practically all magnesium. This par-

ticular lens mount has four magnesium
sand castings with a weight of approx-
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ill It Find Biggest Market In Missiles?

imately 200 pounds. The lens, weigh-

ing 70 pounds, is fabricated from mag-
nesium sheet held together by plastic-

coated steel wires.

The van-type trailers house a num-
ber of radar console cabinets. The larg-

est cabinet, fabricated entirely by weld-

ing magnesium sheet and extrusions,

weighs 280 pounds. Some 12 to 14

different magnesium cabinets are used

in the several vans of a Nike ground

system.

Practically every part of the Nike-

Ajax tracking lens assembly carried by

a flatbed trailer is magnesium, includ-

ing the large base casting, the trunion

and yoke casting, the three tripod-type

leg castings, the sheet lens, and ex-

truded A-frame support trusses. Total

approximate weight is 3,200 pounds.

• Surface-to-surface missiles—The
extent to which magnesium is being

used in some of the surface-to-surface

cruise-type missiles can be seen by re-

viewing the Matador, Snark, and Regu-

lus II airframes.

Most of the Matador fuselage skin

is AZ31B-H24 magnesium sheet, with

a weight of several hundred pounds.

AZ31B-H24 magnesium sheet is

used in the Snark's fuselage and vertical

fin. A substantial number of magnesium
sand castings are used internally.

Weight of magnesium in the Snark is

in excess of 400 pounds.

There are several hundred pounds

of magnesium sand castings in the Reg-

ulus II, including the large 150 pound
air-intake casting of AZ91C alloy. The
split clamshell vertical fin tip of AZ91C
alloy is cast to a thickness of approx-

imately 0.120 inch. A substantial

amount of magnesium sheet is used in

Regulus II.

• Air-to-air missiles—One of the

earliest of the air-to-air missiles to use

a substantial amount of magnesium is

the Falcon. Virtually 90% of the

GAR-1 model structure is magnesium.

I

The body is made from 0.040-inch

AZ31B-H24 magnesium sheet (which

I has been rolled, longitudinally welded,

and then stretch-formed to size) and
I ZK60A-T5 magnesium extruded tube.

The four stabilizer frames, each weigh-

ing about four pounds, are made from
AZ91B magnesium die castings. The
four rudders attached to these frames

are machined from ZK60A-T5 forg-

ings.

• Surface-to-air missiles—The Navy
surface-to-air missiles, Terrier I and II,

use magnesium sand castings, includ-

ing wings and fins, as well as magne-
sium plate in fuselages. Talos uses an

unspecified number of castings.

The most extensive use of the high-

temperature magnesium sheet alloy

HK31A-H24 is in the Bomarc surface-

to-air missile. There are an estimated

200 pounds of magnesium per missile,

including HK31A-H24 sheet in the

fuselage, wing and tail, and HM31XA
extrusions used as leading and trailing

edges in the control surfaces.

The Marquardt ramjet engines

which are scheduled to power later

Bomarc models use over 200 pounds
of HK31A-T6 magnesium sand cast-

ings and magnesium sheet alloy through-

out the entire diffuser section.

An HK31A-T6 magnesium sand
casting, weighing about 20 pounds,

forms an access door and hydraulic

equipment package in the Bomarc fuse-

lage. Use of magnesium saved about

six pounds over the previous design.

• Ballistic missiles—The most recent

use of magnesium in the missile indus-

try is in the ballistics missiles. Illustrat-

ing a starting point for magnesium in

such weapons, is the use of both room-
and elevated-temperature magnesium
sheet alloys in the Vanguard satellite

launching vehicle and the satellite

sphere itself.

AZ31B sheet is used in the 20-inch

diameter sphere shell and in the tail

can and spacer sections. The most
significant application, however, is

HK31A-H24 sheet alloy as contour

skin for the second stage rocket. This

is an indication of applications to come
in future ballistic weapons, for they

will use this sheet in areas subject to

the same range of temperature (about

500-550°F) as the Vanguard second

stage.

Although security restrictions do
not permit at this time a disclosure of

the exact amount or areas of mag-
nesium usage in the Polaris, Atlas,

Titan, Thor, or Jupiter, it is understood

that magnesium sheet and extruded and

cast products will find significant ap-

plications in these missiles.

Development of still newer sheet

alloys with high strength at room tem-

perature has led, for the first time, to

favorable consideration of magnesium
wrought products for quantity produc-

tion of large welded structures.

These newer sheet alloys, unlike

earlier materials (notable AZ31B),
need no thermal stress relief after weld-

ing. Combined with excellent weld-

ability and weld-strength efficiency,

this advantage will offer higher produc-

tivity in large structural assembly oper-

ations.

While exhaustive service test data

proving complete compatibility of mag-
nesium with liquid oxygen and liquid

fluorine is not available, interim lab-

oratory test data and experience indi-

cate that magnesium will perform satis-

factorily as a storage container for

both. Since these oxidizers are at tem-

peratures of approximately —300°F,
mechanical properties at such temper-

atures, including impact and weld
strength, are now being determined for

those alloys believed most suitable.

Results already available at tem-
peratures down to —300° F, indicate

significant increases in ultimate and
yield strengths. Although elongation

decreases, there is no sharp drop or

change in the slope of the elongation

vs. temperature curve, and at —300°F
the actual values are still adequate for

use in this type structure.

• Why increased use?—Where mis-

sile performance requirements demand
a minimum-weight structure, and where
magnesium's strength-to-weight ratio or
rigidity-to-weight ratio is unsurpassed,

magnesium usage will increase in both
the second and primary areas of the

missile structure, as well as certain

components of the ground-support sys-

tem.

Structural designers are familiar

with the various theoretical analyses

used to calculate strength-to-weight

comparisons. One concerns the resist-

ance to compression buckling of a col-

umn, and is known to be proportional
to the parameter Et2

, where E =
Young's Elastic Modulus, and t = sec-

tion thickness. Therefore, Et2/ density
is of real importance in design of mis-
sile skin structures.

Comparison of HM21A-T8 mag-
nesium sheet with another common mis-
sile metal for resistance to buckling in

the temperature range through 700°F
shows:

Magnesium sheet, with an 18%
weight saving, which normally repre-

sents a difference of one gauge in thick-

ness, will have superior buckling
strength at elevated temperatures. Com-
paring the two materials at equal
weight, the magnesium structure would
be approximately 60% stronger than

*Magnesium Technical Service and De-
velopment. The Dow Chemical Com-
pany.
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INERTIAL GUIDANCE ENGINEER John V. Prikazsky

tells why airborne computer development at IBM Owego,

N. Y., offers him the creative engineering career he

always wanted.

What it's like to be a Creative Engineer at IBM
"Inertial guidance," explains John Prikazsky, "means:

aerial navigation without recourse to external reference.

As an inertial guidance engineer with IBM, I have the I

opportunity to work on completely integrated bombing-

radar-navigational systems. My work is broad — from I

lab studies to the analytics involved in system design—
|

everything from shooting the North Star to heat transfer !

problems. That's why I like it — plus the chance I have]

to take on as much responsibility as I can handle."

Other challenging assignments at IBM Owego

• Airborne analog and • Test equipment developmtj

digital computer systems . Radar circuits and system*!

• Units and systems • Transistor circuit design I

Qualifications

B.S. or M.S. degree in electrical or mechanical engineer-
j

ing, physics, or mathematics, and

Proven ability to assume a high degree of technical

responsibility in your sphere of interest.

FOR DETAILS, just write, outlining background andj

interests, to:

Mr. P. E. Strohm, Dept. 604 U

Military Products Division

International Business Machines Corp.

Owego, New York

IBM, a recognized leader in the electronic computer|

field, offers a stable balance of military and commercial

work. You will find ground-floor opportunities for profes-

sional achievement at IBM Owego. Liberal company:

benefits set standards for industry today, and salaries

are commensurate with your abilities and experience.!

IBM MILITARY
PRODUCTS

DATA PROCESSING

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
MILITARY PRODUCTS
SPECIAL ENG'G. PRODUCTS
SUPPLIES

TIME EQUIPMENT

Plants and laboratories: Endicott, Kingston, Owego, Poughkee|j

Yorktown, N. Y.; Lexington, Ky.; Rochester, Minn.; San Jose, Cj



the other structure in comparison.

Structural stiffness is also a factor to

be considered, particularly related to

the problems of aeroelasticity and flut-

ter. If HM21A-T8 magnesium sheet

and the other metal are again com-
pared, where stiffness is proportional

to Et3
, the magnesium sheet, one gauge

thicker and 18% lighter, will be stiffer

throughout the elevated-temperature

range. At equal weight, magnesium
)sheet is over twice as stiff.

The challenge created by increased

missile operating temperatures has been

partly met by the introduction and
gradual availability of several elevated-

temperature magnesium alloys.

Magnesium alloys containing rare

earths were developed and came into

commercial use in the early 1950s.

[These alloys are used for sand castings

in applications where temperatures of.

]300°F to 450°F are anticipated. In

ithis range, these alloys have built up a

igood service record.

Shortly after the rare earth-contain-

ing alloys became standard composi-

tions, the magnesium-thorium alloys

were introduced—first in the form of

sand castings, and later as sheet, plate,

and extruded products. Already, these

cast and wrought products are in use at

temperatures up to 650°F. Short-time

elevated-temperature property data for

these products up to 1000°F are now
being released.

The first magnesium-thorium sheet

and plate alloy to reach full commer-
Icial status was HK31A-H24. This

product was found serviceable up to

550°F for short time requirements, and
up to 350°F where creep is the im-

portant factor.

A second sheet and plate product,

HMZ1A-T8, is being evaluated for long-

time exposure up to 700°F, and at

higher temperatures for short-time

exposure. A similar composition,

HM31XA-F, is being produced in ex-

trusions for elevated-temperature use.

Although magnesium wrought and
cast products do not always compete
price-wise on a per-pound basis with

other metals, it has been proven that a

finished part designed especially for

magnesium can be produced consider-

ably cheaper than the same prototype

part fabricated differently from another

material.

One example of this is the growing
use of one-piece, sometimes relatively-

thin wall, magnesium sand castings to

replace complicated fabricated assem-

blies consisting of many pieces in an-

other metal. Magnesium's advantage of

low density makes it possible to pro-

duce structures such as missile fins as

one-piece sand castings.

• Heat-sink capacity—The very high

specific heat of magnesium alloys re-

missiles and rockets, September 8, 1958

THE 150 LB. AIR-INTAKE of Regulus

II is a magnesium alloy sand casting.

ONE-HALF OF LIGHT-WEIGHT Fal-

con stabilizer is shown before welding.

NEW K1X1 ALLOY sand casting is be-

ing used for new development missiles.

suits in excellent heat-sink capacity. For
example, in a hypothetical transient-

heating environment, magnesium, on an

equal weight basis with three other mis-

sile metals, will actually have a consid-

erably-lower skin temperature. This dif-

ference can amount to as much as a

200° to 300°F lower temperature for

magnesium.
Thus, the strength efficiency of

magnesium at its lower temperature

may be superior to the strength effi-

ciencies of these other metals at their

higher temperatures. This can be a sig-

nificant factor in the selection of ma-
terials for a ballistic-type missile or one

of the anti-missile missile projects, such

as Nike-Zeus.

A little-known advantage of mag-

nesium over other common construc-

tion materials is its inherently-high

damping capacity (the ability to absorb

vibrations and not transmit them). This

characteristic has been explored and is,

perhaps, most useful in the form of

magnesium sand casting and die cast-

ings.

One very new magnesium alloy,

identified as K1X1, is being produced

in experimental quantities for testing in

actual airborne missile components.

These structures provide mechanical

support for portions of the missile

electronic guidance system. In these

areas, good damping capacity helps pre-

vent electrical-mechanical malfunctions,

somtimes caused by high-frequency,

low-amplitude vibrations induced by the

launching booster or sustainer power

source.

The K1X1 magnesium alloy pro-

vides a damping capacity five to seven

times that of some other commonly-
used metals. Bell Telephone Labora-

tories have led in the development of

testing procedures and uses for the

K1X1 alloy.

• Pending developments—Many im-

provements are now known to be pos-

sible for galvanic corrosion protection

and mechanical fasteners. Several fas-

tener manufacturers are working with

the magnesium industry and airframe

companies to exploit these possibilities

and produce compatible fasteners that

will have built-in galvanic corrosion

protection. The known use of certain

compatible aluminum alloys, including

special high-purity compositions, offer

special promise. Electroplated steel fas-

teners utilizing metals other than cad-

mium or zinc, have shown similar re-

sults.

Electroless nickel, applied to mag-
nesium in chemical baths, may prove

adequate in special applications. This

finish is being applied to some experi-

mental magnesium electrical connec-

tors.

Laboratory work now in progress

promises to yield an extrusion alloy

with a yield strength in the range of

40,000 to 45,000 psi.

The elevated-temperature alloy
bread basket is still not emptied. Newer
compositions are being readied for early

evaluation.

Under development are alloys of

lower specific gravity than the average

of 1.88 for the presently available com-
positions.

What does the future hold? These
and other new developments are being

released at an increased rate, although

in some cases they are limited to speci-

fic projects or programs. When missile

and space engineering personnel be-

come more familiar with these newer
technological developments, it is certain

that increased structural use of mag-
nesium will result, opening up new
markets for its further world-wide use.*
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Soviets Certain They'll Be First On Moon
Long-standing, deeply scientific

studies of space travel lend strength

to beliefs of leaders and citizens

by Dr. Victor P. Petrov*

"SOMEWHERE in the Soviet Union,

there is a youth today, who though he

may be unaware of it, will be the first

man to land on Mars," so states

academician Leonid I. Sedov of the

USSR Academy of Sciences. There is

not the slightest doubt in the minds

of Soviet scientists, government offi-

cials, or citizens that the first person

to set foot on Mars, the Moon, or any

other planet, will be a Russian.

Since their spectacular success with

the Sputniks, Soviet plans for space

travel have been given a shot in the

arm. The Soviets didn't need much
encouragement however, because they

have been planning for the space age

for some time; while the U.S. jumped

on the bandwagon only after the

launching of Sputnik I.

• Space-travel minded—What have

the Russians been doing in this field?

A survey of Soviet scientific literature,

as well as magazines, newspapers and

science-fiction books, indicates that

they have been seriously engrossed in

the study of space travel for many
years, and will continue to pursue the

study of space in the future.

Soviet articles and statements on

space travel have been written and

publicized, not by amateur science-

fiction writers, but by learned people

of great scientific stature, including

many academicians—the cream of

Soviet scientists.

We know, that since 1951, the

Soviets have seriously probed into the

upper atmosphere with the aid of

various scientific tools, mainly rockets.

Long before the first Sputnik went into

orbit, the Soviets sent dogs up to

altitudes of 125 miles to test the

animals' ability to survive in a rocket

or satellite.

What preliminary work and ex-

periments did the Soviets perform be-

fore sending Sputniks aloft, and what
are their plans for space travel? Judging

by material obtained from their pub-

lications, they are dead serious about

their plans, and do not space time or

money plotting a future path into the

universe.

It would be timely to cite the words

of a Moscow correspondent for the

New Statesman, a British week-end

review, who said: "Soviet plans for

conquering space have been pretty

well disclosed in the press. In this land,

even 'science fiction' is purposeful and

the author's fantasy is rarely permitted

to range far beyond the limits of some
foreseeable five-year planning period."

• Manned flights—The success of

Sputnik I permitted the Soviets to de-

clare that it was the first step toward

conquering space. However, before

sending a manned vehicle into space,

they said it would be necessary to study

the effect of space travel on animals,

just as it was done with rockets. "We
will have a Sputnik with animals

aboard, which will permit us to make
a detailed study of their reflexes and
behavior, as well as observe their

physiological processes," Izvestia de-

clared.

This was accomplished when Sput-

nik II, weighing over half-a-ton, was
placed in orbit on November 3, 1957.

The originally-given weight of Sputnik

II, incidentally, should be revised con-

siderably upward. There are indica-

tions that this Sputnik weighed much
more than the officially-released figure

of a half-a-ton.

Pravda said on April 27, 1958, that

the weight of Sputnik I was 83.6

kilograms (185 lbs.). At the same time,

referring to Sputnik II, the article said

that its scientific and measuring instru-

ments weighed 508.3 kilograms (1,120

lbs.). Nothing was said of the total

weight of the satellite.

Again, in its official report to the

Special Committee of the IGY in

Belgium, the Soviet IGY committee

said of Sputnik II, "the total weight of

the equipment, the test animal and the

electric batteries in the second satel-

lite is 508.3 kg . . ." This referred

to the weight of the instruments and

animal only. In the same report, it

was stated that Sputnik II was
". . . carrying a payload of 508.3 kg,

which is six times heavier than the

overall weight of the first satellite."

[Ed. Note: Previous questions on

this same problem prompted ml r to

call the Soviet Embassy in Washington 1

for clarification. The Press Attache

assured ml r that the total overall

weight of the second satellite wast

508.3 kg.l

Undoubtedly, the launching of?

Sputnik III gave an additional boost

to plans for eventual manned flights

into space, if only by demonstration

of man's ability to send aloft a vehicle

weighing one-and-one-half tons. TheJ
size of this satellite allows room for M
human passenger and a multitude of

scientific instruments.

Immediately, Soviet scientists began
talking about space flights to the Moon,
Mars, Venus, and even further into

the universe. Academician Sedov said

that the time is not far off when the

Soviets would switch from satellites to

interplanetary space ships. He expressed

the opinion that it will be possible to

fly to Mars within the next twenty
years.

Pravda, discussing Sputnik III in a

two-page spread, said that the great

size of this Sputnik and its equipment
brings the Soviets to the threshold of
space ship construction. A woman
scientist, writing in the magazine
Soviet Woman, said Soviet scientists

had already solved the re-entry prob-

lem and will be able to bring passen-

gers back to earth alive. She also

indicated that ".
. . the problem of

survival under conditions of inter-

planetary flight seems to have been
solved."

• Interplanetary flights—Successful

launchings of satellites in precalculated

orbits around the world gave impetus

to Soviet plans for constructing larger

satellites; sending rockets to the Moon;
rockets around Mars and Venus; and
finally, manned space ships, for these

trips. It is amazing that Soviet scientists

were talking about these plans to come
in the very near future, even before

the Sputniks became a reality.

There is no question, said a Soviet

* Professor, U.S. Naval Post-graduate

System.
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GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

AND TEAMWORK

It takes the teamwork of a complex group of organizations,

devoting thousands of manhours of effort, to solve the

problems of ground support. But teamwork implies "know-

how" — capability in problem solving — on the part of each

unit contributing to the group effort.

Weatherhead capability is founded in a history of successful

development and production of hydraulic and fluid system

components. Such experience is hard to come by, especially

with the accelerated complexities of the missile age, where

"teamwork" becomes the other side of "know-how."

If you're in GSE or missile design, development or manu-

facture, call Weatherhead for teamwork . . . today !

Weatherhea
. . beyond tomorrow

THE WEATHERHEAD COMPANY • Aviation Division

300 EAST 131st STREET, CLEVELAND 8, OHIO
Distributors in Principal Cities • Cable Address: WEATHCO

West Coast:

1 736 Standard Ave., Glendale, Calif.

In Canada:
127 Inkerman St., St. Thomas, Ontario
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Snark Missile is powered by this Caterpillar Electric Set,

photographed at Cape Canaveral, Florida. Full designation:

Caterpillar 60 KW 400-cycle 120-208 Voltage Low Silhouette

Portable Ground Support Unit with Precision Control Regulation.

Almost instantaneous return to normal of the new low silhou-

ette Cat power unit (left) under conditions of full-load appli-

cation and rejection is shown in the above graphs. In each

case test was made under a voltage output of 117.4 volts.

Caterpillar Engines help power!
Rocket boosters blazing a flaming trail, the Northrop

Snark SM-62, first U. S. intercontinental guided

missile, roars skyward from Cape Canaveral, levels

out and hurtles south to the Caribbean.

The precise power used for ground support of

the Snark is provided by a Cat Electric Set, designed

and engineered for the missile program.

On isolated, down-range islands, the missile is

picked up on radar, monitored as it streaks by, and

the in-flight data is recorded and transmitted to Cape
Canaveral for processing.

The power for these tracking stations— for the

delicate, complex equipment and for living facilities

for station personnel— is provided by Caterpillar

Stationary Electric Sets.

An electric organ helps relieve the monotony of life on these

vital but lonely stations. Caterpillar Engines supply the

electric power needed to operate effectively in remote places.

Modern, heavy-duty diesel engines by Caterpillar

are playing an important role in the rocket and

missile program, and in other important military

applications.

Caterpillar Engines can operate in any climate

or altitude. Cat Engines were chosen to supply

power for the Antarctic Expedition for the Geo-

physical Year (Operation Deep Freeze).

Caterpillar Engines can operate on any fuel,

from JP-4 through No. 2 furnace oil, without ad-

justment or dilution. This means Cat Engines can

use readily available fuels, eliminating storage or

safety problems.

Relatively untrained personnel can operate and

maintain these dependable power packages. Only

Weather information needed for missile testing is gathered in

this weather station on Eleuthera. Precision equipment used

here demands steady, constant diesel-produced electricity.



USAF

Central Control at Grand Bahamas Auxiliary Air Force Base

is powered by Cat Electric Sets. This is one of 12 such stations

that chain southeastward from the Florida Coast to Ascension

Island, south of the Equator between Brazil and Africa.

These are Caterpillar Engines supplying electric power on Eleu-

thera Auxiliary Air Force Base, one of the down-range track-

ing stations. Each of the engines, generating as much as 68,000
KWH each month, has been operated more than 90,000 hrs.

United States missile program
two minor adjustments are necessary on a Cat En-

gine: fan belts and valve clearance.

An important factor in military preference for

engines bv Caterpillar is the world-wide availability

of Caterpillar parts and service—832 facilities in

the Free World; 398 of them within the Continental

United States.

Modern, heavy-duty Caterpillar Engines are a

result of more than a quarter century of diesel

leadership. Creative engineering plus a quality of

workmanship that is the standard of the industry

has made Caterpillar power an overwhelming choice

where precise, dependable diesel engines are a must.

Engine Division. Caterpillar Tractor Co.. Peoria. 111.. U.S.A.
Caterpillar and Cat are Registered Trademarks of Caterpillar Tractor Co.

E3X C A.T E P P I LL A. R
LHUiiiL ruiiui

N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.

"We've had little down time with our dependable Cat Engines,"

says BurtNiro, Pan American Airways Base maintenance super-

visor, Eleuthera. James McCullough, base manager, is at right.

Special Governmental Projects, Dept. MI9, Engine Division

CATERPkLAR TRACTOR CO., Peoria, III.

Please send me additional detailed information on Ground
Support Electric Sets.

Base ( or Firm)-

Addn

City. -Zone— State-



The New A-MP "24-20" Terminal of the excellent features of the A-MP
and Connectors are designed expressly

to resist vibration, shock and similar

stresses encountered in wire applica-

tions in every industry. They retain all

Pre-Insulated Diamond Grip line, with

special emphasis on the need for

weight and space savings so important

in today's equipment design.

Features of the New A-MP "24-20" Terminal ami Connector are:

• Designed to accommodate smaller insulation

diameters of new wire specifications. • Nylon

insulated for ihe many favorable advantages

provided by this reliable synthetic material.

• Miniaturized for space and weight savings.

• The unique design of the terminal's tongue

area affords maximum utilization of the

metal's inherent structural characteristics.

The new yellow and while color-roiled A-MP
"T"-Head Hand Tool provides wide range, light

weight application tooling for the New A-MP
"24-20" Terminal and Connector. An A-MP
Double-Action Hand Tool is available, also.

Both tools feature the A-MP Certi-Crimp®

Control ... for positive crimping of the terminal

to the wire.

Additional information is available on request.

General Offices:

Wholly Owned Subsidiaries: Aircraft-Marine Products of Canada Ltd., Toronto, Canada

Aircraft-Marine Products (Great Britain) Ltd., London, England

Societe AMP de France, Le Pre St. Gervais, Seine, France

AMP— Holland N.V.'s-Hertogenbosch, Holland

Distributor in Japan: Oriental Terminal Products Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
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. . . Soviets certain

aviation magazine, that "we can talk

about flights to the Moon today, as an

event of the near future." This state-

ment was made in October, 1957, be-

fore Sputnik I was launched. The
magazine even goes so far as to de-

scribe plans for building interplanetary

ships of 1,700 tons each, using earth

satellites as workshops. These space-

ships will fly to Mars, using the sun's

gravitational pull, thus conserving fuel.

The flight to Mars is expected to

take 256 days. There will be a waiting

period of 440 Earth days on Mars be-

fore the space travelers will be able to

start their flight back. The entire trip is

calculated to take 952 days.

Quite a detailed study of Venus has

been planned by Soviet scientist Yu. S.

Khlebtsevich, who foresees that a three-

stage rocket could be sent into outer

space. The third stage of the rocket

would orbit around the Earth at a dis-

tance of 22,000 miles.

At that distance, the rocket will re-

ceive additional supplies of fuel by
ferry rockets from Earth. After that,

the rocket would blast off on a signal

from Earth and travel to Venus. This

flight is calculated to take 146 days.

Twenty-four hours before landing

on Venus (it will be at a distance of

185,000 miles from the planet), the

rocket's special electronic-telescopic in-

struments, with a thousand-fold magni-
fication, would begin televising the ap-

proaching "face" of Venus. These shots

of the planet (there will be at least

8,000 snapshots in 24 hours) would be

transmitted to Earth.

The last view of Venus, before the

rocket hit the planet's surface, would
appear as if it were taken at an altitude

of one hundred meters. Thus, if there

were any living beings on Venus, they

would be seen with the aid of the rock-

et's cameras. This flight, according to

Khlebtsevich, can be realized sometime
between 1962 and 1967.

Another Soviet scientist declared

that man is now standing at the di-

viding line between two eras—the era

of man limited by the Earth's environ-

ment, and the era of space travel, which
is just beginning. The next step, after a

series of Sputniks, will be a cosmic
rocket, which will fly around the Moon.

More and more Soviet scientists are

talking about rockets to be sent into

space, to the Moon or Mars. It is not

future generations, but the present gen-

eration, they say, who will witness the

first flights to outer space. "Shortly, we
will study the Moon or Mars not with
the aid of telescopes, but directly . . .

perhaps soon a Soviet 'lunaphysical'

station will appear on the Moon." It is

noteworthy that this was said, not by

Problem: Design a high-speed turbine wheel

that can stand direct rocket blast

Solution: R/M PYROTEX

REINFORCED PLASTICS

High-speed turbine wheels must stand direct rocket blast

When you are designing to meet the fantastic

requirements of modern missiles and rockets

with their tremendous forces and astounding

temperatures, your problems are difficult

ones. But you have an excellent solution:

R/M Pyrotex—a complete fine of asbestos-

base reinforced plastic materials.

The Pyrotex products shown here demon-
strate what these important new R/M mate-

rials can do for you. They provide excep-

tionally high strength-to-weight ratios, take a

smooth finish, and can be mass produced to

precision standards. Other missile parts for

which R/M Pyrotex has been selected : rocket

exhaust throats, nose and exhaust cones, blast

tubes, grain seats, fins and combustion cham-
ber liners. It will pay you to get more details

on R/M Pyrotex.

THE COMPLETE LINE OF R/M REINFORCED PLASTICS

If your design demands ail of the following

features, find out more about R/M Pyrotex

{felts, mats, papers and molding compounds):

• Heat and flame resistance up to

10,000°F or more

• Chemical and water resistance

• Relatively isotropic

• High modulus of elasticity from low to high

temperatures (6 it 10s psi)

• High strength from low to high temperatures

(60,000 psi)

• Improved surface of end items

• Exceptionally good dimensional stability

• Little or no surface crazing

• Good insulation and thermal properties

• Low cost

• High strength-to-weight ratio

For further information, write for technical bulletin

It
RAYBESTOS MANHATTAN, INC.

REINFORCED PLASTICS DEPARTMENT, Manheim, Pa.

FACTORIES: Manheim, Pa.; Bridgeport, Conn.; Paramount, Calif.; No. Charleston, S.C.;

Passaic, N.J.; Neenah, Wis.; Crawfordsville, Ind.; Peterborough, Ontario, Canada

RAYBESTOS-MANHATTAN, INC., Asbestos Textiles • Laundry Pads and Covers • Engineered Plastics • Mechanical

Packings • Sintered Metal Products • Industrial Rubber • Rubber Covered Equipment • Brake Linings • Brake

Blocks • Abrasive and Diamond Wheels . Clutch Facings • Industrial Adhesives • Bowling Balis
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Precision Components.
. .another Kearfott capability.

Shock, vibration, and high-temperature
problems have been solved in Kearfott
Precision Synchros, Servomotors, and
Motor-Generators. Widely used in

missiles and high-performance aircraft,

they withstand shock of up to 50-Gs
and still provide consistent performance.

200°C temperature and 2000-cps
vibration are taken in stride by these
precision components. In addition to

their environmental capabilities, small
size, light weight, and corrosion resist-

ance, Kearfott components provide
unmatched accuracy.

Synchros: available in sizes

25 through 8, with errors as
low as 20 seconds.

Servomotors: available in

sizes 18 through 8. Wound
for transistorized amplifiers.

Motor-Generators: available

in sizes 15 through 8, linearity

0.01%.

Write today for detailed technical
literature.

Engineers: Kearfott offers challenging

opportunities in advanced component and
system development.

mm

Kparfbtt

PRECISION PI

Hi
CORPORATION

KEARFOTT COMPANY, INC., LITTLE FALLS, N. J.A Subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation
Sales and Engineering Offices: 1378 Main Ave.. Clifton N J

Midwest Office: 23 W. Calendar Ave., La Grange, III. South Central Office: 6211 Denton Dri
West Coast Office: 253 N Vinedo Avenue, Pasadena, Calif

'e, Dallas, Texas
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some excitable dreamer, but by the

President of the University of Lenin-

grad!

• Practicalities of flight—These gen-

eral statements bring us to the ques-

tion: "How do the Soviets actually fore-

see the practical realization of space

flight?" One publication proposes that

space travel be divided into stages, and
that artificial satellites of the Earth be
used as a platform for changing rock-

ets. The Moon will undoubtedly be the

first objective in a series of space trips.

A trip to Mars, like a trip to the Moon
with a surface landing, will probably be

preceded by reconnaissance flights

around the planet.

The publication goes on to say that

thermochemical fuel rockets will prob-

ably be the first to venture into space,

and that they will be followed by
atomic space ships which will be far

superior. On returning to Earth, there

is the problem of descent without dis-

integrating like a fiery meteor. The
space ships apparently will be unsuit-

able for landing on Earth. Once in the

atmosphere, the space ship will become
white hot. Therefore, the publication

states, the crew will descend in a

streamlined glider. The abandoned
space ship will either burn in the atmos-

phere, or be put into orbit as an arti-

ficial satellite.

Academician Sedov expresses the

opinion that Sputniks will give such a

wealth of scientific data, that it will be

possible to launch a manned Sputnik in

the not-too-distant future. However, he

says, it will be easier to send an un-

manned rocket to the Moon, or send it

around the Moon and back to Earth,

than it will be to embark on manned
flights. He added that the fast progress

of astronautics permits the Soviets to

state that the present generation will

witness manned interplanetary flights of

space ships.

While discussing the future possibil-

ities of space flights, another Soviet sci-

entist said that to conduct scientific

studies in space, it will be necessary to

create manned stations on the satellites.

Specially-constructed rockets may de-

liver members of the crew, cargo, and

fuel to the stations as necessary. He
also stated that even now, it is tech-

nically possible to reach the Moon with

the aid of a rocket launched from the

Earth.

Writing on the subject of flights into

space, another Soviet scientist said that

the Moon should be the first step. He
added that soon after the investigations

by unmanned lunar probes, man will

land on the Moon's surface and build

temporary shelters and scientific sta-

missiles and rockets, September 8, 1958
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If ABLATIO!

combined wii

jet Bulletin No.

!4 describes its

lishing resist-

to ultra-high-

eratures. Write

today.

High Temperature Insulation

is your problem..

is your answer!

The reinforcing fibers of ASTROLITE are Ref'rasil — co

sisting of continuous filaments of virtually pure sili

\SIL IS IN LARGE SCALE PRODUCTION. IN A VARIETY OF PHYSI- M ,REFRASIL IS IN LAR

CAL FORMS, TO MEET THE DEMANDS OF THE MISSILE INDUSTRY.

ASTROLITE resists up to 15,000°F for short duration uses!

If you are a Missile or Spacecraft Designer or Manufacturer—

with a need for ultra-high-temperature materials, you know

the vital importance of low ABLATION rate.

ASTROLITE is a remarkable Refrasil-reinforced plastic with impressive resistance

to Ablation and extremely high temperatures— up to 15,000°F. for

short-duration applications!

Fabrication techniques for ASTROLITE have been perfected to give optimum fiber

orientation to resist Ablation—while retaining maximum insulation properties.

Many major airframe and missile manufacturers are using ASTROLITE today

in their Space Technology programs.

Perhaps you can use ASTROLITE for insulation of Rocket Nozzles, Nose Cones,

Deflector Vanes, Blast Tubes or Combustion Chamber Liners. Engineering counsel

is yours for the asking. Please write to Director ef Research.

H. I. THOMPSON FIBER GLASS CO.
1733 Cordova Street, Los Angeles 7, Calif. • REpublic 3-9161

WRITE OR CALL YOUR NEAREST HITCO REPRESENTATIVE : EASTERN: Tom Kimberly, 38 Crescent Circle, Cheshire, Con-

necticut, BRowning 2-6544; Fred W. Muhlenfeld, 6659 Loch Hill Rd., Baltimore 12, Ml, VAIley 5-3135 MIDWEST

:

Burnie L. Weddle, 1347 Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis 2, Ind., ME 5-5607 . SOUTHWEST: Marshall Morris, 2B50A W.

Berry, Rm. 14, Fort Worth, Texas, WAInut 4-8679 • NORTHWEST: J. L. Larsen, 5757 Oaklawn Place, Seattle, Wash.,

PArkway 5-9311 • CANADIAN PLANT: THE H. I. THOMPSON CO. OF CANADA LTD., 60 Johnston St., Guelph, Ontario,

Telephone: TAylor 2-6630



what are your
missile power problems?—*

, SMARTING ?
\| Here is a rocket-motor staHere is a rocket-motor starting

igniter engineered by Beckman &
Whitley. Threads into the

propellant chamber and withstands

its pressure. Arms and disarms

remotely, electrically; provides

status signals, electrical and

visual. How about one to your

specifications?

SEPARATION ?
This tiny guillotine severs

electrical or hydraulic lines

explosively by electrical command
signal, can be equipped with

wide range of squib provisions

— two examples are shown.

Many specialized types with

cutting diameters to 4 in.

have been produced.

What can we do for you?

DESTRUCTION ?
Acceleration-integration mechanisms
in this Beckman & Whitley arming

and firing device are in duplicate for

ultimate reliability. Total arming time

adjustable from 2 to 8 sec. Has

automatic reset, electrical primer

safety switching and return

telemetering circuitry, is adjustable

for acceleration in either direction.

Other types include lanyard and
electrical arm/disarm canister and
primacord destructors. If your problem
is different, let us hear from you.

Pre-packaged explosive power units provide higher

reliability and greater power for a given weight

and volume of space than any other actuation

method. Some of the many other applications to

valving, ejecting, fracturing, etc., may be interest-

ing to you. Just ask us.

INC., SAN CARLOS 16

CALIFORNIA

. . . Soviets certain

tions supplied with air and food from
Earth. Later, permanent observatories

and institutions will be established

there; and still later, industrial enter-

prises to extract natural resources.

There is no doubt that flights to

planets present many more problems
than a flight to the Moon. Great dis-

tances and the time element necessary

to reach these planets seem to be the

prime difficulty. Perhaps the answer to

the problem of time element is in using

photon rockets in space travel, says

I. I. Drakin of the Moscow Aviation

Institute.

According to Drakin, the use of the

pressure force of photons in the motors
of space ships would be the answer to

the problem of shortening the time

needed for flights. He believes that the

great speed of such ships, using photon
beams, will make it possible to reach

Mars in a mere four or five days.

• Inspiration of space

—

Novoye
Vremia magazine, soon after the !

launching of Sputnik III, went into po-

etic ecstacy, saying: "Dreams are the

brightest flowers of the human mind. It

rushes forward ... it pulls Man out-

side to look at the Earth from above, to

travel along the Milky Way, to pene-

trate into the farthest corners of the

Universe. Sputnik III gave wings to

these dreams . .
."

Many books have been published in

the Soviet Union on the subject of

forthcoming space flights. They inspire

the imagination of Soviet youth, and
arouse interest in astronautics. Space

travel is not far off, and the West
should be prepared to meet this new
surge of interest, so as not to find them-

selves back-seat passengers in a future

Soviet space ship.*

NAA Missile Division

Forms Space Laboratories
North American Aviation's Missile

Division has formed an Aero-Space

Laboratories at Downey, Calif., as an I

expansion in basic research activities.

The Division's chief scientist, Dr.

E. R. van Driest, will head the new
department.

Plans include expansion of facili-

ties for experimental observation of

physical pheonomena, establishment of

a satellite information center, and re-

search in space navigation, communica-
tion, medicine, space dynamics, and
propulsion.

Assisting Dr. van Driest in organiz-

ing the laboratories are Harold Bell,

formerly chief of technical sciences,

and Manuel Sanz, formerly chief lab-

oratory scientist.
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ANNOUNCING.
the newest addition to the Delco

family of PNP germanium transis-

tors! It's ideally suited for high-

speed switching circuits and should

find wide use in regulated power
supplies, square wave oscillators,

servo amplifiers, and core-driver cir-

cuits of high-speed computers. It's

the2N553!

NEW HIGH-FREQUENCY POWER TRANSISTOR RY DELCO

No other transistor offers so desirable a combination of
characteristics for applications requiring reliability and
consistency ofparameters.

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS T = 25°C unless otherwise specified

Collector diode voltage VCB 80 volts maximum
(VEB= -1.5 volts)

Emitter diode voltage V EB 40 volts maximum
(VCB = -1.5 volts)

Collector current 4 amps, maximum

Base Current 1 amp. maximum

Maximum junction temperature 95°C

Minimum junction temperature — 65°C

Collector diode current l co (VCB = 2 volts) 12 /xa

Collector diode current l Co (VCB = -60 volts) 0.5 ma

Collector diode current l Co (VCB = -30 volts, 75°C) 0.5 ma

Current gain (VCE = -2 volts, l c = 0.5 amp.) 55

Current gain (VCE = 2 volts, l c = 2 amps.) 25

Saturation voltage VEC (l B = 220 ma, l c = 3 amps.) 0.3

Common emitter current amplification cutoff frequency

(l c = 2 amps. VEC = 12 volts) 25 kc

Thermal resistance (junction to mounting base) 1° C watt

BRANCH OFFICES

DELCO RADIO
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Johns-Manville announces . .

.

CONDUCTIVITY
Btu/ln./hr/sq.ft./F min-K conductivity data
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Chart compares Min-K's thei-mal conductivity with

conventional fibrous insulations and still air. Note
that Min-K's conductivity decreases with altitude.

A scientific break-through in missile insulation!

New MINt K) has lower conductivity than still air— performs better the higher it flies

• Saves missile space to boost fuel ca-

pacity and range

• Protects instrumentation more effec-

tively to increase accuracy

• Offers lower thermal conductivity

than any known insulating material

• Now performing successfully in

operational U. S. missiles

Min-K is in every meaning of the term
—a scientific break-through!

For in Min-K, Johns-Manville re-

search scientists have developed an
insulating material entirely new in con-

cept, an insulation so effective that its

thermal conducts ity is actually below
what was long Galled the ultimate— the
molecular conductivity of still air.

Increases accuracy and range

With this new low in thermal conduc-

60

tivity (less than half that of the best

fibrous insulations), Min-K contributes

to greater accuracy by providing more
effective protection of temperature-

sensitive instrumentation . . . increases

range by conserving space for greater

fuel storage.

Insulates better the higher it flies

Unique with Min-K is improved per-

formance at altitude, for its thermal

conductivity drops appreciably as at-

mospheric pressure decreases. At an al-

titude of 10 miles, for example, Min-K's

thermal conductivity is decreased by as

much as 40%, and further decreases ati

higher altitudes!

Manufactured by J-M as integral

parts— Min-K insulations are precisions

molded to any shape you specify . . . en-ji

cased in high-temperature metal foils oii

laminated to reinforced plastics. Min-Kjl

insulations include a wide variety ofji

strengths, densities and temperature!

resistances.

For detailed information about
Min-K, write Johns-Manville, Box 14j :

New York 16, N. Y. (Ask, too, for avia*

tion insulation brochure IN-185A.) In

Canada, Port Credit, Ontario.

Johns-Manville lifiPKODVCTl
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\dusfry report

west coast industry

by Fred S. Hunter

Northrop Aircraft, never reluctant to try out promising new ideas,

recently engaged in an interesting industrial relations experiment, which

may catch on with other companies facing the problem of communicating

with large numbers of workers. The company bought open time on a local

Los Angeles television station for its president, Whitley C. Collins, to make
a personal report on the company to employees.

The time selected was 8 o'clock, Saturday morning, when employees

could be expected to be at home with television sets available. This also

was several hours before the station normally opened up its day of public

programs, eliminating the likelihood of an outside audience. But for the

benefit of any dial twisters, who might tune in by accident, one of the

station's regular announcers opened the show with a word of explanation

and, incidentally, a very good TV commercial. "Northrop is known as a

good place to work."

From his office in the Northrop corporate headquarters, and reading

from a teleprompter, Collins delivered a detail report of about 3,500 words

on the company's general outlook. Northrop made sure its own employees

were aware of the program by distributing reminders of the time and

station with pay checks the day before.

The television time cost $975. To cost-conscious Northrop this meant

a saving of at least $1,000. A letter mailing, at a minimum of 10^ a mail-

ing, would have cost not less than $2,000 for the company's 20,000 em-
ployees. But more important was employee reaction. The response was
outstanding.

In the earlier days of the company, John K. Northrop, when he had
something to report to employees, used to cover all areas and all shifts

with about a dozen speeches. This was a difficult job, but the effort paid

off in increased employee loyalty and efficiency. Northrop is too big for

this now. So the Northrop industrial council turned to television as the

next best means of a personal approach.

Significant items in the Collins report: Northrop's performance has been

good . . . We are in the middle of a belt-tightening period . . . Top com-
mand in the Air Force is beginning to understand the value of the Snark,

"a very low-cost weapon," and Northrop hopes for reorders which will ex-

tend production beyond 1960 . . . American Bosch Arma is a good com-
pany and Northrop is hopeful of a "happy marriage."

Another union has its eye on the missile industry, the International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. It has formed a new Los Angeles local

to organize electronic technicians in this field. This union is now the bar-

gaining unit for maintenance electricians at Convair, Douglas, Hughes,
Lockheed and North American, where, incidentally, it has been unusually

successful in negotiating higher job classifications, at higher rates, for its

members.

The IBEW tried last year to organize portions of the Astronautics divi-

sion of Convair from the International Assn. of Machinists, but was denied

an election by the NLRB. The new Local 250, apparently, will attempt

to organize unorganized electronic companies. Three organizers, "well

financed," will be assigned to this area, says IBEW International Repre-

sentative Charles Hughes.

contract awards

LAST MINUTE AWARDS
U.S. Army Signal Corps gave $294,000

to Avion Division of ACF Industries,
Inc., for production of x-band radar bea-
cons to be used in missiles and missile
drone test firings to extend the tracking
range of ground radar.

Technical Products Division of Waste
King Corp., Los Angeles, Calif, received
$300,000 for manufacturing heat ex-
changers.
The Power Equipment Division of Jeta

Metal Fabricators Inc., of Yonkers, N.Y.,
has been awarded additional government
contracts to supply engine generating
plants and related equipment to Armed
Force installations.

Martin Co. gave Clary Dynamics Divi-
sion of Clary Corp. a contract for devel-
opment and production of propellant
valves.

By Commander, HQ, AMC, Wright-Pat-
terson:

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. received $598,-
997 for MB-1 weapons flight test program.

Northrop Aircraft, Inc., Northrop Div.,

Hawthorne, Calif, received $18,691,384
for research, development and flight test

SM-62 weapon system.
Goodyear Aircraft Corp., Akron, Ohio,

received $1,787,360 for modification of
B-57 aircraft to TM-76A missiles.

North American Aviation, Inc., Missile
Development Div., Downey, Calif, re-

ceived $500,000 for conducting high per-
formance X-10 drone flights to demon-
strate weapon capability of the IM-99
Bomarc, including maintenance, inspec-
tion, overhaul and preparation for flight of
X-10 vehicles with related ground sup-
port equipment.

By Middletown Air Materiel Area:

Dye Oxygen Co., Phoenix, Arizona,
received $43,650 for liquid oxygen.
Union Carbide Corp., Linde Co. Div.,

New York 17, N.Y. received $116,002
for liquid oxygen.

By Comdr. HQ AMC, Wright-Patterson
AFB:

Marquardt Aircraft Co., Van Nuys,
Calif, received $234,611 for services to
accomplish additional testing of RJ43
ramjet engine.

ARMY

By Ordnance District, St. Louis:

Pitman Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
received $173,784 for truck, missile,

maintenance, mobile high reach.

By HQ Redstone Arsenal, Ordnance Mis-
sile Command:

Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.
received $62,160 for technical assistance

for guided missile school instruction.

Associated Aero Science Labs, Inc.,

Hawthorne, Calif., received $119,516 for
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DESIGNED TO FLY

Especially designed to meet the rigid size and weight requirements of airborne

instrumentation, Statham's new strain gage carrier amplifiers are transistorized

throughout. Operating from normally available 28-volt DC excitation,

these units supply excitation to any strain gage transducer of

desired range, amplifying and demodulating the trans-

ducer's low-level signals to provide an output of from

to 5 volts DC. When you require unprece-

dented accuracy and reliability in the

amplification of signals from your

strain gage instrumentation,

specify a Statham

strain gage

amplifier.

Model CA3 Strain Gage Amplifier Model CA5 Strain Gage Amplifier

EXCITATION: 28 volts DC, ±5%
OUTPUT: 0-5 volts DC

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Flat from up to 2000 cps

NON-LINEARITY AND HYSTERESIS: ±V2%
OPERATING TEMPERATURE: —65° to -f 165°F.

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 10K ohms (100K recommended load)

WEIGHT: 14.5 ounces, approximately

For complete technical data, write to:

See you at Booi 1^ 944
I.S.A. Show, Sept. 15-19

62

INSTRUMENTS, INC.

12401 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, California
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, . . missile business

echnical assistance for guided missile

chool instruction.

iy Signal Supply Agency:

idgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Inc.,

•Boston, Mass., received $683,985 for re-

search work for design of experiment in

connection with radiation effects on elec-

Ixonic devices, and on radiation monitor-
ing systems.

I Philco Corp., Philadelphia, Pa., received

1 52,469,3 81 for engineering design pro-
posals for radar reconnaissance systems.

3y Army Map Service, Corps of Engi-
neers:

I Product & Industrial Engineering Corp.,
Washington, D.C. received $40,139 for
Icopographic map engraving, western
tj.S.S.R.

I Alexandria Drafting Co., Alexandria,

p., received $38,220 for topographic
map engraving, western U.S.S.R.
I Artcraft Co., Quincy, 111. received $71,-

p0 for topographic map engraving,
China (Chekiang).

By HQ, Quartermaster Research & Engi-
neering Command:

Birdair Structures Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.
eceived $139,493 for air supported shel-

ter, "Pentadome."
Lowell Technological Institute Research

Foundation, Lowell, Mass. received $25,-

D00 for influence of dyeing and finishing

jrocesses on fiber properties of polyamide.
The University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N.Y.

received $28,541 for development of
chemical resistant rubber from semi-
organics for use at extreme low tem-
peratures.

By Pittsburgh Ordnance District:

Spencer-Safford Loadcraft, Inc., Au-
gusta. Kansas, received $713,905 for
trailer, 762mm rocket, 4 wheel XM405E1
128, publication and engineering drawings.

By Corps of Engineers, Office of the
District Engineer:

Buchi Plumbing Co., Nashville, Tenn.
received $39,939 for furnishing and in-

stalling cooling systems for miscellaneous
equipment for the supersonic circuit of
the propulsion wind tunnel.

NAVY
By Purchasing Office:

University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio
[received $65,000 for services and ma-
terials required to make photographic
(measurements and to supply the data on
IjIBM cards and to prepare reports related
to the determinations of flight data for
[aircraft and missiles.

:By Officer in Charge of Construction,
Potomac River Naval Command:

Nicholson Engineering Co., Inc., Wash-
jington, D. C, received $179,887 for con-
version of anechoic room to computer
facility at the Naval Ordnance Lab.

AIR FORCE

By AFOSR, ARDC:
University of Miami, Coral Gables 46,

Fla. received $50,624 for continuation of
research on "Nuclear Emulsion Studies."

University of Virginia, Charlottesville,

missiles and rockets, September 8, 1958

Va. received $38,777 for continuation of
research on nuclear interactions of 25-75

mev photons.
New York University, New York 3,

N. Y. received $51,036 for research on
"High-Speed Gas Dynamics."

University of Pennsylvania received

$32,000 for photonuclear reaction studies.

Digitron Changes Name to

Computer Equipment Corp.

Digitron, Inc. has changed its name
to Computer Equipment Corp., in

order to identify the nature of its

business.

The company, established in Octo-

ber 1957, is engaged in the develop-

ment of advanced hybrid electronic

systems. It recently announced receipt

of a contract from Holloman Air De-
velopment Center to develop an elec-

tronic function plotter.

Air Logistics Acquiring

Polaris Engineering Co.

Air Logistics Corporation of Pasa-

dena is acquiring Polaris Engineering

of Inglewood as a subsidiary. Located
in Pasadena, the new subsidiary will be

known as Metrolog Corp.

Dr. Charles J. Breitwieser and Dale

KEEPS THE PRESSURE ON

FUEL SERVICING
|

I

ADAPTERS
• Tapered seat, self-centering, cannot cock.

Internal contour provides maximum flow
with minimum pressure loss.

• Provide the most efficient form of connection
for single point fueling.

• Type A-5, with one of several variable hous-
ings shown. Types A-2, A-3, A-4, and A-6
also available.

• All adapters meet General Specification MIL-
A-6425A.

COUPLING VALVES
Self-sealing coupling valves mate with adapt-
ers shown above to make positive leakproof
connection for transfer of fuel. Full flow,

minimum pressure drop.
Valve can be connected or disconnected under
pressure without loss of fuel.

Type D-l, illustrated, meets Specification

MIL-N-5877A.
Other styles available.

BUCKEYE IRON & BRASS WORKS
DEPT. MR, BOX 883, DAYTON 1, OHIO

Please send complete information on Buckeye aviation refueling equipment to:

Name

Title

Company-

Address

City

Stute
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FIX
KEEPS AN F-104 ON SCHEDULE

was successfully completed in a few
minutes, a time consuming and ex-

pensive repair was eliminated and the

Starfighter moved on schedule into

final inspection.

Two damaged nutplates attaching the

main landing gear door hinge to the

fuselage threatened to keep a com-
pleted F-104 from entering final in-

spection. A conventional repair would
have required the removal of a struc-

tural air duct to gain access into the

closed-out area to replace the nut-

plates.

Blind Nuts were selected for the fix.

The nutplates were drilled out, the

holes were drilled slightly larger to

accept the Blind Nut O.D. and the

Blind Nuts were installed. The fix

STRUCTURAL
AIR DUCT
ATTACHED
AFTER
NUTPLATE
INSTALLATION

.DOOR HINGE

By adding a core bolt to the Blind

Nut's two piece basic configuration,

this versatile fastener becomes a

Blind Bolt suitable for use in tight

quarters for production, modification

or repair work in aircraft and missile

structures. Stainless steel Blind Nuts
and Blind Bolts are quietly installed

by one man using a hand-held,
hydraulically-operated gun.

Learn how Blind Nuts and Blind
Bolts can answer your tough fastener

problems— write for our Brochure.

DOOR HINGE U. S. PATENT PENDING, F

GRANTED AND PENDING
REIGN PATENTS

* TRADEMARK

. . . Business

H. Demmott, former partners of]
Polaris Engineering, will continue as I

active management of the corporation]

which will develop and manufacture;
electronic instrumentation and special- \

ized components for automation and!
automatic control systems.

Thiokol Announces
Financing Proposal

Thiokol Chemical Corp. has re-3

quested Securities and Exchange per-
j

mission on registration of 113,500]
shares of its $1 per capital stock toi

be offered for subscription by holders]

of its outstanding capital stock at the

rate of one new share for each 12

J

shares held. The record date, subscript]

tion price, underwriting terms and

names of the underwriters will be sup-

plied later.

Thiokol said net proceeds of the

financing would be used for general

corporate purposes, including expan-

sion of its Utah Division which, it is

anticipated, will involve expenditures

approximating $4.5 million during
1958-59.

In addition, Thiokol is also consider- I

ing the sale to one or more institutional

investors of from $5 million to $7 mil-

lion of 15-to-20 year unsecured notes. 1

Bendix Gets $1.75 Million

Bomarc Fuze Contract
The York Division of Bendix Avia-

tion Corp. has been awarded a $ 1.75s

million contract to develop and pro-

duce a warhead proximity fuze for

the Bomarc IM-99B guided missile.

The IM-99B Bomarc is an advanced
version of the pilotless interceptor de- 1

veloped by Boeing for Air Defense!

Command.
Howard Walker, Bendix-York divi-

sional general manager, said the new-
est version of the Bomarc is to have

improved performance in most of its;

characteristics—particularly in range

—

over initial Bomarc missiles.

Bendix-York has also developed, and
j

is now producing, an instrumentation'

beacon used in testing the present

Bomarc series, IM-99A. In test flights)

from Cape Canaveral, the beacon ex-j

tends the range and accuracy of ground;

instrumentation radar, to enable the

missile range safety officer to determine

the exact position of the missile inl

flight.

The missile is equipped with its own*

target-seeking system, and can bej

equipped with either a conventional I

high-explosive or nuclear warhead, the;

company announcement said. The new
fuze presumably will be adapted to;

either type of warhead.

Jill /\ RIVET TOOL COMPANY
2600 WEST 247TH STREET TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA
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ew missile products

\iniaturized Power

mplifier Developed

A ruggedized, miniature R-F power
mplifier only 5-1/3 inches by 3Vi x 3

aches, increases signal power signifi-

pntly in the 215 mc to 260 mc tele-

petering band. The model REL-10,
eveloped by Rheem Manufacturing

".o., Electronics Div., can be used with

lost presently available FM transmit-

;rs and delivers from 10 to 100 watts

f R-F power with 2 watts of drive,

he tiny high-output unit is exception-

lly reliable in adverse environments

f shock, vibration, and temperature
nd features a self-contained cooling

ystem. It meets the environmental re-

[uirements of missileborne instrumen-

ation systems.

Circle No. 299 on Subscriber Service Card.

orrugated Ceramics

3ive High Performance

>* * * *

#

Development of an entirely new
:eramic construction, by Minnesota
Mining & Manufacturing Company, has
idded a new degree of freedom in

:eramic technology.

The company said that new con-

struction techniques provide high per-

"ormance at extremely high tempera-
ures, which permit for the first time
he production of ceramic heat ex-

changers, ceramic catalyst supports, and
ightweight structural units—construc-

:ions which heretofore could be made

only of metals.

However, although the ductility of

metals permits them to be rolled and

formed into intricate shapes, the new
ceramic concept adds the same degree

of freedom of fabrication to ceramics.

It is expected that the new ceramic

construction will significantly increase

the operating temperature range of

systems in which heat exchangers are

used; thus making feasible applications

which could not be achieved previously

because of corrosion and temperature

limitations.

Circle No. 298 on Subscriber Service Card.

New Pocket-Size

Oscilloscope Developed
Waterman Products Co., Inc., has

developed a pocket-size oscilloscope

with direct-reading features. Dubbed
the "Pocketscope" high gain model,

S-17-A is reported to incorporate new
techniques that allow large-scope per-

formance to be gained from the com-
pact model.

Weighing less than eight pounds,

the unit measures 43A" high, 5Vz" wide
and 10" deep. Simplified controls allow

operation through use of two controls

with automatic synchronization.

The direct-reading feature allows

Dramatic achievements are taking place

at CROSLEY. Opportunities for engineers

have never been greater than they are

today. As man presses upward, civiliza-

tion's horizons are expanding. What part

will YOU play in our race to the "stars"?

CROSLEY'S contributions to these

advanced programs are in the design

and development of many important

electronics' breakthroughs and accom-

plishments. The full story of CROSLEY'S
growth plans is yours for the asking. Find

out how YOU can participate in the space

world of tomorrow.
o

Investigate the possibilities of your future

with CROSLEY. We will be pleased to

arrange a personal interview at your

convenience.

SEND YOUR RESUME TO:

PERSONNEL MANAGER

DEP

AVCO MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
CROSLEY DIVISION

1329 Arlington Street -Cincinnati' 25, Ohio
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100 Million Years

for System Development of

Man's Marvelous Temperature Control

COX SYSTEMS GIVE CLOSER CONTROL WITH

ULTRA-RELIABLE, FAIL-SAFE ELECTRIC HEATERS

Cox has designed more than ADVANCED THERMAL ENGINEERING

2000 different successful tem-

perature control installations.
plus

COMPLETE LABORATORY FACILITIES

Cox has delivered more than

300,000 units for military
plus

PRODUCTION CAPABILITY

TYPICAL DEVICES TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED BY COX

Diodes

Transistors

Computers
Aircraft

Deicers

The Tougher the Problem.. .The Better We Like It!

COX & COMPANY, INC.
115 EAST 23 STREET NEW YORK 10, N.Y.

Engineering Representatives in Most Areas

6£ Circle No. 34 on Subscriber Service Card.

. . . new products

direct calibration of scales in volts

(from 10 millivolts per division) andl

milliseconds (from 10 milliseconds per)

division). Sync signal in excess of l'

volt peak automatically triggers the]

oscilloscope.

Circle No. 297 on Subscriber Service Card.

Exotic Liquid Filters

Resist Corrosion

Filters for exotic fuels and com-'

ponents; including hydrogen peroxide,!

hydrazine, ethylene oxide and liquid

oxygen are now available from Micro*

Metallic Division of Pall Corporation.!

The filters are designed with ma-i

terials selected for corrosion resistance,!

plus elimination of dead thread spaces*

and unvented pockets. They are saidl

to provide the utmost in safety andl

reliability in systems of unstable liquids,!

The metallic filter medium used per-

mits construction that can withstand):

full system pressure, in the event ofjl

clogging without collapse of the ele-i

ment.

The largest filters can handle 5,000

g.p.m. of liquid oxygen, removing all)

particles over 40 microns in sizeil

Smaller elements can filter 30 lbs. per'

minute of nitrogen, with a 10 micron*

particle size retention rating.

Circle No. 296 on Subscriber Service Card.

Two Types of Drift-Free

Strain Gages Introduced
Research scientists of the High

Temperature Instruments Corp. of Bala \

Cynwyd, Penn., have announced de-

velopment of two new types of strain-

gages said to be capable of withstand- :

ing high temperatures.

According to a company announce-

ment, one gage type (HT-600) is drift-

free up to 600 deg. F. The HT-1200|
has been tested at temperature to 1,000

deg. F, without apparent drift.

The instruments are a combination

thermocouple and strain gage. The

thermocouple hot junction is located in

the plane of the grid permitting precise

monitoring of gage temperatures. Zero-

shift correction charts can be used in

strain determinations, with a high de-

missiles and rockets, September 8, 1958
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EXCELCO
Builders of more large, thin wall,

high strength solid pro pel I ant

rocket engine cases and nozzles

for development purposes than

any other company in America.

AND MANY OTHER CLASSIFIED PROJECTS

A small experienced organization geared to handle

your development and prototype requirements for

static and flight tests in the shortest possible time.

Call or write

EXCELCO DEVELOPMENTS
MILL STREET • PHONE 1 01

SILVER CREEK, NEW YORK
;iles and rockets, September 8, 1 958 ci"" N° 35 on subscriber service Card. 67



LUME PRODUCTION
AT C.A.E....the K-106

(USAF TYPE MA-1A)

PORTABLE
COMPRESSOR

for

GROUND
SUPPORT
APPLICATIONS

Typical of the finest results of Continental development is

the TC-106 portable compressor unit for ground support

applications. This advanced new model, with a high per-

formance turbine compressor as its heart, weighs one-third

less than its predecessor, yet has 17 per cent higher output,

and in addition, other important qualities: greater mobility,

less noise, and a completely automatic control system.

... It is now in volume production at the Continental

Aviation and Engineering Toledo plant.

C.A.E. gas turbine models—the J69-T-9, the J69-T-2, and the J69-

T-19A are being built for Cessna's T-37A twin jet trainer, Temco's

TT-1 Navy jet trainer, the Beech jet Mentor trainer, and the Ryan

Q-2A Fire Bee target drone.

. . . new products

gree of accuracy, the company adds.

The instruments are available iai

miniature, but standard size is 1/8 in.

x Va in.

Circle No. 295 on Subscriber Service Card.

Small Air Conditioner

Used For Support Systems

A new, lightweight, 4'/2-ton ca-

pacity, vapor cycle air conditioning

package for missile ground support sys-

tems—featuring a six inch compressor

—has been developed for the U.S.]

Army Corps of Engineers by Stratos

Division of Fairchild Engine and Air-

plane Corp.

Utilizing the small, rotary, positive-

displacement compressor, which weighs

only lOVi pounds, and aircraft type

aluminum plate and fin construction

condenser and evaporator, Stratos cut

the size and weight of its unit to less

than half that of comparable ground

support air conditioning packages. Des-

ignated the VEA4-3, the air-condition-

er weighs but 350 pounds, and is 40"

long, 24" wide and 51" high.

Circle No. 294 on Subscriber Service Card.

New Pressure Transducer

Offered by Fairchild

A new miniaturized pressure trans-

ducer for guided missiles and high-

speed aircraft is available from Fair-
J

child Controls Corp. With total volume

at only % " and weighing less than 2 •

oz., the unit can be adapted to measure

absolute, gage, or differential pressures I

in the range from 0-5 psi to 0-350 psi
jj

with a linearity of ±1%. Potentiometer

output has a resolution of 0.25% ini

most pressure ranges.

The unit can operate at up to 2,000

cps at 15g with an output signal trans-

mission error of less than 1 % . It with-

IB Circle No. 36 on Subscriber Service Card. missiles and rockets, September 8, 1958



lands 25g in the 10-2,000 cps range

/ith no damage or permanent calibra-

ion shift. At acceleration force of 40g,

tie unit will operate with less than

% error and can withstand 75g with-

iut permanent damage or calibration

hift.

Circle No. 293 on Subscriber Service Card.

pyrogen ic Swivel Joint

s Self-Lubricating

Liquid oxygen and other liquefied

ases circulate in the thrust bearing

aces of this new swivel joint design,

ius taking advantage of the lubricity

f the fluid.

Other advantages of the new joint,

ccording to the Chiksan Company,
re improved temperature stabilization

nd the absence of contaminating lubri-

ants. Uniform spring tension against

metal disc, which in turn exerts pres-

ure against a seal, is a principal pack-

ig feature. A plastic dust seal prevents

ontamination from external sources,

"he swivel joint is said to provide low-

orque freedom of movement on as

nany planes as desired, through fabri-

ation of elbows in combination with

ilane swivels.

Circle No. 292 on Subscriber Service Card.

Transistor Galvanometer
:or High-Frequency Use

A new high frequency galvanometer

las been developed by the Edin Com-
>any, Inc. for general use with tran-

istor powered amplifiers in oscillograph

ecording applications. The ink-writing

nstrument features flat frequency re-

ponse from DC to 35 cps, and ex-

:ended flat response up to 200 cps

vith compensated signal amplification.

Using a hi-speed D'Arsanvol arma-
:ure in the field of an Alnico V magnet,

:he device gains linear phase shift

:hrough the use of a single resonant

iystem of pen and coil. The total DC
x>il resistance is 260 ohms, center

tapped.

The stylus is mechanically centered

ind is retained by a simple spring clip.

Circle No. 291 on Subscriber Service Card.

2000 Lb., 3000 Lb. and 6000 Lb.

SCREWED and SOCKET WELD
STAINLESS STEEL FITTINGS

Special non-standard

fittings furnished to

order . . . One source

for all your stainless

fitting requirements.

Also available— 1 50 lb. screwed fittings

and all schedules of buttweld fittings.

CAMCO FITTINGS, INC., 301 State Street

North Haven, Conn.

Catalog Extra Heavy 657.

Catalogs covering complete line.

Furnish address of area distributor.

FITTINGS, INC.

No. Haven, Conn.

WEST COAST AGENT
AND WAREHOUSE

/J J

/ 828:

/ Oaklo

GATELEY CO.
8283 Baldwin Street

Oakland 21, California
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200,000 applications of pressure

fail to shake this gauge's accuracy!

This is the exclusive
Lindsay Bourdon Element
which makes the RMC-
Lindsay High Pressure

Gauge capable of such
tremendous cycling en-

durance. Each gauge is

qualification tested to

withstand up to 200,000

applications of pressure.

You can scratch cycling endurance problems from

your high pressure gauge headache list with

RMC-Lindsay High Pressure Gauges

Specifically created for the extremely specialized demands of jet aircraft and
missile pressure systems, this gauge is radically different from ordinary pressure

gauges. The RMC-Lindsay gauge is a multiple coil, helical bourdon tube type;

restricted for overpressure. The pointer is attached directly to the end of the coil,

eliminating the use of linkages and pivots.

The bourdon principle itself is not a new development, but the RMC-Lindsay
techniques in coiling, heat treatment, calibration and material specifications are

new . . and exclusive with RMC. The Lindsay gauge was invented and developed

by Mr. James E. Lindsay, now manager of engineering at RMC of California.

Whatever your high pressure gauge problems may be, why not let RMC
engineering skill provide the answers. Write to either plant, or contact one of the

RMC representatives listed below:

JOHN FEARON
Boiler Equipment Corp.
P.O. Box 81 88, Station F

Atlanta, Georgia

DONALD TATE
Tate Engineering, Inc.

516 S. Eutaw Street

Baltimore 1, Maryland

CHARLES SHEA
J. H. Bertram & Co., Inc.

233 Harvard Street

Brookhne 46, Mais.

ROCHESTER MFG. CO., INC
12143 Hoisted Street

Chicago 28, Illinois

RALPH M. NELSON
911 Marshall Bldg.

Cleveland 13, Ohio

HOWARD SNYDER
Benson Engineering Co.
2514 W. Mockingbird Lan
Dallas 35, Texas

J. NEILL ARMSTRONG
J. Neill Armstrong, Inc.

205 Sharrow Vale Road
Haddonfield, New Jersey

WILLIAM RUBLY
Rowe Sales Co.
2140 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles 25, Colif.

GEORGE GIBSON
J. Neill Armstrong, Inc.

1 East 42nd Street

New York 17, New York

JOHN E. FAHRLANDER
Benson Engineering Co.
2902 W. 72nd Terrace
Prairie Village 15, Kon.

GORDON E. BENNETT
G. R. Schumann Co.
1355 Market Street

San Francisco, Calif.

BEN J. GERKER
6625 Delmar Blvd.

St. Louis 5, Mo.

BARRY S. FOLEY
1718 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington 6, D. C
J. H. BERTRAM
J. H. Bertram & Co., Inc.

998 Farmington Avenue
West Hartford 7, Conn.

DON W. BRUNER
Benson Engineering Co.
519 S. Broadwoy
Wichita 2, Kansas

ROCHESTER MFG. CO. OF CALIFORNIA
95 Beacon Place, Pasadena, California

ROCHESTER MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
223 Rock wood Street, Rochester 10, N. Y.

book reviews

LINDSAY P RESSURE— ^

SPUTNIK INTO SPACE by M. Vassilief
with V. V. Dobronravov, 181 pp., $3.71
The Dial Press, 1958, New York.

Originally published in Moscow bj

the State Publishing House in 195a!

this book suffers from a number ol

errors in fact and translation. Part ol

this may be due to the fact that it waj
not translated from Russian, but froqi

Italian, which in turn was from a Rum
sian translation. However, there are

instances of in-accuracies which am
not justified on this basis.

The introduction is written by Mil

William Beller, who is listed on tb|

dust jacket as former managing editoj

of Rockets and Missiles, a "technical

publication". If the reference is tc

Missiles and Rockets Magazine, the!

the error is that Mr. Beller was nevei

managing editor. If the reference is

to the book Rockets and Missiles!

then the error is that this book wai
authored solely by Erik Bergaust, effl

ecutive editor of Missiles and Rocket!
magazine.

One of the irritating facts about

Sputnik Into Space is that it hal

been advanced with tongue in cheel

as a post-Sputnik report on Sovie

satellites and space-flight plans. A«
tually, the first (and as far as we can

tell, the only) edition was published in

1955. This fact is not mentioned, ex

cept for one reference to it in thf

introduction.

Another statement is that the boot
was never meant to be read outside thf

Soviet Union, and the implication is

that only a life-or-death struggle by a

corps of secret agents provided us witljt

a copy. In fact, m/r's international

editor purchased a copy of the original

Russian edition in a bookstore in Au
gust 1957. The book has been readill

available in this country since latf

1956.

Its content can be described simp^
nothing new. Of the myriad space flight

books now on the market, there arffl

many that would provide a better basis

for educating oneself in the field. This

work's prime claim to fame is that iqi

authors are Russian.

Errors in translation include tha

figure of 435 miles altitude for a WaA
Corporal launching, where the Russian

version gave a figure of 480 kilometers

However, even 480 km. (298 miles}

seems to be incorrect, since a peato

altitude of 245 miles is generally aofi

cepted for this Wac-Corporal/ V-2 com*
bination. Also, where the Russian ver-

sion mentions altitudes of 300 km., thf

English version gives 300 miles and
the Russian data is not altered ac-

cordingly.
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INDUSTRIAL GASES...
NATIONWIDE.
FROM AIRCO

Air Reduction gases, among them oxygen, nitro-

gen, argon, hydrogen, helium and carbon dioxide

are vital commodities in the metal-working

industries.

In other industries, too, Air Reduction gases

are playing an important role-food processing,

electronics, steel, aircraft and missiles, and
chemicals.

To all industries, Air Reduction supplies gases

in whatever quantity needed, and in whatever form

—gaseous or liquid. (Except hydrogen— available

in gaseous form only and helium also available

in liquid form currently on West Coast only, else-

where in gaseous form.) Air Reduction industrial

gas specialists, with years of practical experience

and technical training, are at your service to help

you make the most efficient use of industrial

gases. Ask the Airco representative in your vicinity

to show you why your gas requirements are best

served by Air Reduction.

Air Reduction Sales Company
A division of Air Reduction Company, Incorporated

150 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Offices and dealers in

mosl principal cities

On the west coast —
Air Reduction Pacific Company

Internationally —
Airco Company International

In Cuba —
Cuban Air Products Corporation

In Canada —
Air Reduction Canada Limited

All divisions or subsidiaries
of Air Reduction Company, Inc.

Kf THE FRONTIERS OF PROGRESS YOU'LL FIND AN AIR REDUCTION PRODUCT • Products of the divisions of Air Reduction Company, Incorporated,

nclude: AIRCO — Industrial gases, welding and cutting equipment * AIRCO CHEMICAL - vinyl acetate monomer, vinyl stearate, methyl butynol, methyl

)enfynol, and other acetylenic chemicals • PURECO-corbon dioxide-gaseous, welding grade CO2, liquid, solid ("DRY-ICE") • OHIO-medical gases
nd hospital equipment • NATIONAL CARBIDE-pipeline acetylene and calcium carbide • COLTON-polyvinyl acetate, alcohols, and other synthetic resins.



NEW—AC/DC Heliwelder—engine driven

type, air cooled — for inert-gas-shielded

and metallic arc welding in the field.

Available in 300 Ampere Model.

NEW-AC and AC/DC MSM Busybees-
transformer type—for farm, ranch, garage,

shop and general low-cost utility welding.

Available in 1 80 Ampere Model.

DC Yellow Jacket — engine driven type,

liquid cooled — for heavy duty steel con-

struction in the field. Available in 300
and 400 Ampere Models.

DC Bumblebees— Rectifier type—for gen-

eral industrial welding. Available in 200,

300, 400 and 600 Ampere Models.

NEW — DC Aircomatic Fillerarc — motor
generator type — for out-of-position Air-

comatic welding and for obtaining supe-

rior welds with Pureco's welding grade
CO2. Available in 450 Ampere Model.

NEW

POWER
FOR

WELDING
Behind the rise of weld-fabri-

cated products—in manufacturing

plants, on construction projects,

in railroad shops, and shipyards,

in thousands of small and large

businesses from coast to coast —

is the power source . . .

Air Reduction's arc welding

machines are rugged, dependable,

and designed to meet the power

requirements of any arc welding

job. Representative of the com-

plete Airco line of many different

power source combinations are

five arc welders shown here.

[AIRCO,
Offices and dealers in

most principal cities

Air Reduction Sales Company
A division of Air Reduction Company, Incorporated

150 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

On the west coast —
Air Reduction Pacific Company

Internationally -
Airco Company International

In Cuba -
Cuban Air Products Corporation

In Canada —
Air Reduction Canada Limited

All divisions or subsidiaries

of Air Reduction Company, Inc.

AT THE FRONTIERS OF PROGRESS YOU'LL FIND AN AIR REDUCTION PRODUCT • Products of the divisions of Air Reduction Company, Incorporated,

include: AIRCO - Industrial gases, welding and cutting equipment • AJRCO CHEMICAL - vinyl acetate monomer, vinyl stearate, methyl butynol, methyl

pentynol, and other acetylenic chemicals • PURECO-carbon dioxide-gaseous, welding grade CO2, liquid, solid ("DRY-ICE") • OHIO-medical gases

and hospita equipment • NATIONAL CARBIDE-pipeline acetylene and calcium carbide • COLTON-polyvinyl acetate, alcohols, and other synthetic resins.
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WAR AND PEACE IN THE SPACE
\GE by Lt. General James M. Gavin,

104 pp, $5, Harper & Brothers, N.Y.

A highly readable, thought-provok-

ng study of how the Free World has

alien behind the Soviets both tech-

nologically and militarily. These are

I he beliefs of the man who resigned

lis the Army's chief of research and

levelopment.

"Space is the theater of the strategy

Ipf tomorrow—space and the human
! nind," writes Gen. Gavin. He adds

I :hat the real tragedy in efforts to close

I
he gap is lack of understanding of

:he supreme significance of space.

For those concerned with determin-

ing the course and shape of missiles

and techniques which will enable this

[nation to survive during what Gen.

|Gavin calls the "Decade of Decision"

i (1955-1965), the following points are

jof particular interest:

• Emphasis on the manned bomber

'is wrong. They will be replaced by

ICBM's and IRBM's.
• There is a dangerous tendency to

become so preoccupied with missiles as

to overlook equally essential mobile

Iground handling equipment.

• Mobility (especially of missiles)

jshould get the highest priority in our

military programs.
• Nuclear weapons will become

conventional tactical weapons.
• Air Force will have a manned

jreconnaissance satellite by 1965.

The General not only scores high

decisions, which he says permitted the

Soviets to forge ahead in the satellite

and space fields, but says even the deci-

sions themselves have been coming too

late.

He especially criticized the system

whereby a military man must appear

before Congress and sell the program

of his service, even if he frequently

does not sincerely believe it to be in

ithe best interest of the nation, but has

been ordered to support.

Such was the decision Gen. Gavin

faced. He answered with a resignation,

and a private status where he feels he

can best work for the weapons devel-

opments and long range space age

requirements he believes necessary not

only for the army, but for the nation.

Despite the gloomy present, Gen.

Gavin says:

"I am of the personal conviction

that the space age offers for the first

time a real prospect of a lasting peace

... if this planet is to remain in-

habitable by man, a space program
must be developed under the United
Nations."

Hyge shock tester takes about 60 seconds to complete acceleration-shock test with up
to 40,000 Ibf. thrust. Hughes Products Memoscope® oscilloscope retains wave pat-
tern as long as you like for careful study and comparison with master pattern.

High-g thrusts you can trust

for controlled shock tests

You can produce predictable,

repeatable acceleration -shock

thrusts to 40,000 Ibf. with Hyge

Hyge gives you an amazingly simple way
to simulate actual service conditions for

shock testing small and large assemblies.

Hyge gives you complete control over

all variables. It ends the guesswork in-

herent in such devices as air cannons,

impact hammers, and drop towers.

With Hyge you can accelerate a speci-

men to several hundred g's in just milli-

seconds with exact reproduction of pre-

set half-sine, square, and sawtooth

patterns.

How it works

Hyge is a piston in a cylinder which is

divided by an orifice plate. Using nitro-

gen, you build up a small pressure against

the top of the piston, sealing it to the

orifice plate. You can then build up a

very large pressure against the bottom of

the piston, since you are working against

only the small area exposed by the orifice.

As soon as the pressure against the bot-

tom overbalances the top pressure, the

seal breaks and the whole piston bottom

is exposed to the larger pressure. The

piston is then thrust upwards at a tre-

mendous speed.

Hyge transmits this thrust direcdy

through a column to a test platform

which rides on deceleration rails. Pre-

selected metering pins control the thrust

pattern, make it infinitely repeatable.

Free bulletin

Bulletin 4-70 gives you much more

information on the theory and applica-

tion of Hyge, including specifications and

accessories for the HY-6000 Hyge and

the smaller, 10,000 Ibf. Hy-3000.

Consolidated Electrodynamics
Rochester Division, Rochester 3, N. Y.

SALES AND SERVICE OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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STRAIGHT TALK TO ENGINEERS
from Donald W. Douglas, Jr.

President, Douglas Aircraft Company

I've been asked whether non-aeronautical engi-

neers have good prospects for advancement in

the aviation industry.

The answer is yes, definitely ! At Douglas many
of our top supervisory people have moved up from

other engineering specialties. The complexity of

modern aircraft and missiles requires the greatest

variety of engineering skills known to industry.

For example, we now have pressing needs for

74

mechanical, structural, electrical and electronics

engineers in addition to aerodynamicists, physi-

cists and mathematicians. Whatever your back-

ground in the engineering profession may be,

there are prime opportunities in the stimulating

aircraft and missiles field.

Please write to Mr. C. C. LaVene

Douglas Aircraft Company, Box 620-R

Santa Monica, California

missiles and rockets, September 8, 19



keeping track

by Peer Fossen

According to reports from the IAF congress in Amsterdam, Russia is

planning to give away 500 satellite tracking telescopes to foreign countries,

including Argentina and Poland, to encourage the advancement of astro-

nautics. According to IGY sources in Washington, the U.S. has been in-

volved in a similar program for a long period of time. More than 100

moon-watch teams in foreign countries have received wide-angle telescopes

from the U.S. Some of the countries involved are: Argentina, Australia,

Belgian Congo, Chile, Japan, Mexico, Curacao, Peru, South Africa, Ger-

many, and Iran.

First things first! Dr. Fred L. Whipple, at the IAF Congress, empha-
sized the need for an accelerated U.S. program to investigate the "mys-

teries" of the ultra-violet spectrum, between X-rays and visible light. To do
this, Dr. Whipple suggested "shooting" a telescope into orbit, and con-

cluded that "the time to do it is right now." One cannot help but question

the merits of such a program at this time when the tremendous barrier

of the radiation belt is creating a maximum amount of knowledge-search-

ing for a plausible cause. Coupled with the radiation hazard is the inability

of rocket engineers to control the temperamental actions of their power
systems for such straightforward experiments as the determination of the

existence, if any, of a magnetic field around the moon, or the rate of the

decrease of the earth's magnetic field.

Advanced Research Projects Agency has reportedly given a feasibility

study program to the Army's Ballistic Missile Agency for a 25,000-lb.

satellite program. Confirmation of feasibility of the program was quick in

coming from the Army's research team. The program is expected to be one
of the United States' first attempts at placing a man in orbit for prolonged

periods of time. Unless much larger power plants than are now in existence

are utilized for this project, it will be necessary to cluster weapon systems

such as the Jupiter IRBM.

Looks like Admiral Rickover and USAF are in the same boat. The fact

that Admiral Rickover was not invited to the White House pomp and cu>

cumstance session in honor of the Nautilus under-the-ice cap voyage was
given proper coverage in the nation's newspapers. However, another guest

of honor was left off the invitation list, namely the United States Air Force.

It was the USAF Navajo guidance system that enabled the Nautilus to

make the trip in the first place.

And speaking of the Nautilus, a recent news story stated that, even in

the event of war, there is no way to communicate with submarines which
might be operating under the ice cap. This statement should give some
impetus to the underwater long distance systems now being explored by
the Bureau of Ships Division.

The Martin Co., Orlando, Florida, recently awarded a contract to Waste
King Corporation of Los Angeles for the manufacture of LEV-3 gyro
stabilizer systems for test versions of the Pershing missile. It is interesting

to observe that the LEV-3, long ago described by Dr. Wernher von Braun
as "the workhorse of missilery," is being relied upon to guide the Pershing

during the test phases of the program. The LEV-3 was originally designed

and produced in Germany for the V-2 missile. When von Braun's develop-

ment team and its equipment was brought to the United States after World
War II, a substantial number of LEV-3s formed part of the hardware.

The current manufacturing price for this system is approximately $10,000.

Systems claimed to be more refined cost many times that amount.

lissiles and rockets, September 8, 1958

4 Ounce
Contact Force
Makes Relays
More Reliable
Contact force of 4 ounces per

contact on 50 "G" models and 2

ounces per contact on 30 "G"
models of "Diamond H" Series R
and Series S miniature, hermeti-
cally sealed, aircraft type relays is

one of the most important factors

in their proven high reliability.

Though absolute reliability of

any similar device is impossible to

guarantee—a bitter fact of life

recognized by all electronic engi-

neers—close approach to this goal

by the relays manufactured by
The Hart Manufacturing Com-
pany is the basic reason they are

found today on many of this coun-
try's headline-making missiles.

In addition to contact force far

beyond that found on other relays,

"Diamond H" relays have greater

contact cleanliness. Self-contami-
nation is virtually eliminated by a
completely inorganic switch
mechanism, as well as use of coil

materials which will not dust, flake

or out-gas.

Finally, the high degree of re-

liability that is designed into these
relays is maintained in their man-
ufacture by high quality workman-
ship and a stringent inspection
policy at every stage.

In addition to missiles, and their

ground control systems, Series R
and S relays are designed for use
in jet engine controls, computers,
fire control, radar and similar
critical applications.

4PDT units, they offer an ex-
tremely broad range of perform-
ance characteristics, including
temperature ranges from —65° C.
to 125° and 200° C; ratings to 10
A., 120 V., A. C, and 26H V.,

D. C, with special ratings to 400
ma. at 350 V., D. C., or down to
millivolts and milliarnperes. Dry
and wet circuits may be safely

inter-mixed.

For more information, write
today for Bulletins R250 and
S2G0. For quick facts about
"Diamond H" switches, ther-
mostats and other devices, ask
also for a copy of the "Diamond
H" Check List of Reliable
Controls.

THE

XX A "DTP MANUFACTURINGIlAXiX COMPANY

161 Bartholomew Ave., Hartford 1, Conn.
Phone JAckson 5-3491

Circle No. 22 on Subscriber Service Card.



II MICRO SWITCH Precisior

These Switches Reliably

issiles.

Perform Over:

1EN1-6
(MS-24331-1)

Plunger actuator
with ice scraper
ring. In sealed
enclosure are two

SPDT subminiature basic
switches. Operating force 6-12
lbs.; release force 4 lbs.; over-
travel—.250 in. Rating: 28vdc
24a. inrush; 4a. resistive; 3a. in-

ductive. Weight—2.5 oz.

1EN61-6
The longer bushing provides
maximum adjustment range of
operating point. Overtravel

—

.500 in. DPDT circuitry and ca-
pacity same as 1EN1-6.

31EN1-6
Adjustable spring-return rotary
actuator. Contains two "SM"
switches (See 1EN1-6). Operat-
ing torque 30 in. lbs.; release
torque 9 in. lbs.; total travel 45°.

2EN1-6
(MS-24331-2)

This DPDT as-
sembly contains
two SPDT high

capacity "V3" type switches.
Rating: 28vdc— 36a. inrush; 10
a. resistive; 6a. inductive. Op-
erating force—6 to 12 lbs.; re-

lease force—5 lbs.; overtravel

—

.250 in. Weight 5.5 oz.

12HR1-S

....... Hermetically
|, l0 ,[ sealed, high tem-

perature DPDT
switch for reliable use to 600°
F. Metal-to-metal & glass-to-
metal seals in accordance with
Par. 5.2.2, MIL-E-5272A. Ice
scraper ring on actuator. Rating
28vdc-5a. res.; 2a. ind. Operat-
ing force 6-12 lbs.; release force
5 lbs. ; overtravel—.250 in. Weight
4.5 oz.

131EN1-6

Special high temperature con-
struction for up to 250° F. Ad-
justable spring return rotary
actuator. DPDT. For rating see
1EN1-6. Operating force 30 in.

lbs.; total travel 45°; differential

travel 6°. Weight 2.65 oz.

5EN1-6
A 4-pole DT assembly with 4
SPD T "SM" basic switches
sealed in enclosure only 1}4 " dia.
Mechanical characteristics same
as 1EN1-6 except differential
travel. 28vdc— 24a. inrush; 4a.
resistive; 3a. inductive. Weight
4.25 oz.

4EN1-6
(MS-24331-4)

Sealed within the IK * dia. en-
closure is one 4-circuit double-
break "TB" series switch. Rat-
ing 28vdc—30a. inrush; 15a. re-
sistive; 10a. inductive. Operating
force—6-12 lbs.; release force

—

5 lbs.; overtravel— .250 in.

41EN1-6
10 (MS-24420-1)

Has rotary actuator with link-

age for positive drive and release.

Lever arm adjustable through
360°. Two SPDT "SM" switches
in sealed enclosure provide
DPDT circuitry. Operating
torque—3 in. lb.
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Switches have uses unlimited

)50 Functions in Aircraft...

Marine and Ordnance Applications

44EN1-6
(MS-24420-4)

Rotary actuator arm adjustable
through 360°. Contains one 4-

circuit basic switch. Rating 28
vdc—30a. inrush; 15a. resistive;

10a. inductive. Operating torque
—10 in. lbs.

MICRO SWITCH . . FREEPORT, ILL.
A division of Honeywell

In Canada: Honeywell Controls, Ltd.,
Toronto 17, Ontario

For many years, micro switch's Airborne Projects Group have been
answering your questions and helping you solve difficult problems by
cooperative engineering help and a readiness to design special switches

for you.

The twelve "EN" Series switches illustrated in these pages are the out-

growth of one switch. The "EN" Series has now grown to a point where
the series consists of ninety-four different switches actually in use—an
original concept by the Airborne Projects Group at micro switch.

"EN" switches are completely sealed against the effects of changes in

atmospheric conditions in enclosures filled with inert gas under pressure.

Each switch is fabricated under rigid manufacturing procedures, and

tested on a mass spectrometer. The actuator mechanism operates through

a seal that maintains pressure and keeps dust and moisture out. A scraper

ring on the actuator shaft prevents jamming or binding even in ice or

mud . . .Your request for catalog 77 and data sheets 122 and 138 will be

responded to promptly.

The two-word name micro switch is not
a generic term. It is the name
of a division of Honeywell.

jj] Honeywell
MICRO SWITCH PRECISION SWITCHES

57CH

1LS1

Versatile, sealed
indicator and
limit switch for
launching equip-
ment. Head ad-
justs to 4 posi-
tions; arm ad-

justs through 360°; operation
adjusts to either or both direc-
tions. Two-circuit basic switch.
Rating: 10a. 120, 240, 480vac.
Operating force 3 lbs.; release
force Vt lb.; overtravel 30°.

Roller plunger
adjustable in
increments of
45°. "AN"
receptacle.
High tempera-
ture construction for up to 250°
F. Contains two gold-contact
"SM" switches. Characteristics
same as 1EN1-6.

1RS1
"Rotoswltch"

High reliability

telemetering
switch for missile program se-
quencing. Hermetically sealed
enclosure contains rotary sole-
noid and 24 SPDT gold-contact
"SM" switches.

4CE1
Rugged in-
dicator or
limit switch
for missile
shelter,
erectingand
launching equipment. SPDT.
Rating: 10a. 125vac; 5a. 250vac.
Operating force 6-10 lbs.

3EP2-E
Sealed,
sidemount
enclosure
contains
twoSPDT
high capacity switches. Sealed
receptacle. Rating: 28vdc-36a.
inrush; 10a. res.; 6a. ind. Oper-
ating force 4-6 lbs.; release, 2 lbs.
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TRANSISTORIZED

POWER
S U P P LY
A new lightweight power supply for the AN/ARN-T4
Navigation Receiver has recently been developed at

Canoga. It provides closely regulated 28 VDC and 260
VDC with a minimum size and maximum of reliability.

This unit is designed for modern high

performance aircraft using 400 cps

power systems. Radio interference

and transient problems have

been held well below

minimum specification

requirements. Fully

transistorized con-

servative design has re-

sulted in an unusually

rugged, compact, and
highly reliable unit.

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
INPUT VOLTAGE: 200 VAC 3<j>, 320-480 cps

OUTPUTS: (1) 28 VDC, 0-3 Amps, 1% Regulation,

0.5% Ripple and Noise

(2) 260 VDC, 0-150 ma, 0.15%
Regulation, 0.02% Ripple and Noise,

Output Impedance less than

10 ohms DC to 1 mc
TRANSIENT LIMITS: LINE: 400 VAC

LOAD: 28 VDC Supply— 1 2 Amps
260 VDC Supply— 0.5 Amps
-55° C to + 55' C, Intermittent

Operation to +71 "C
MIL-E-5400A, MIL-E-5272A,

MIL-l-61 81

B

Length 7Vi", Height 3%", Width 4"

4.5 pounds

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE:

MIL SPECS:

UNIT DIMENSIONS:
WEIGHT:

May we have the opportunity of applying our design and pro-

duction know-how to assist you in solving other power supply

problems of larger capacity or higher precision.

ANTENNAS

RECEIVERS

RADAR SYSTEMS

TEST EQUIPMENT

MICROWAVE
COMPONENTS

OANOOACORPORATION
OF CALIFORNIA

a division of underwood
5955 SEPULVEDA BLVD.
VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA

DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURE TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

m/e news
New Highs Recorded For

TV-Electronics Fund
Net assets of Television-Electronics

Fund, Inc., a mutual fund concentrat-
ing investments in the field of electron-

ics and nucleonics, totaled $178 mil-

lion on July 31, a new record and at a
level 32.1% above its resources of
$135 million on October 31, 1957.

According to president Chester D.
Tripp, at the end of the Fund's third

fiscal quarter, ended July 31, 95.2% of

its assets were invested in common
stocks and convertible securities in the

electronics field, compared with an
86.9% equity position nine months
earlier.

Contest Announced For

Miniaturization Advances
Nominations for the 1958 Minia-

turization Award competition, estab-

lished in 1957 by Miniature Precision

Bearings, Inc., are now being accepted.

The award recognizes outstanding

contributions by an individual or firm

to the concept of miniaturization. It

consists of an original sculpture sym-
bolizing miniaturization, to be pre-

sented March, 1959. Certificates of

Merit will also be awarded for out-

standing contributions. Selection is by
an independent committee of miniaturi-

zation experts representing industry,

government and education.

According to Mr. Horace D. Gil-

bert, president of Miniature Precision

Bearings, Inc., the award was con-

ceived as "a means of stimulating ac-

tivity within industry to promote the

concept of miniaturization." He urged

all companies that are involved in

miniaturization to participate in the

competition.

In order to be considered for an

award; products, components, or parts

should show outstanding ingenuity in

the solution of problems; make use of

new design concepts and special ma-
terials; or indicate development or use

of new type components or parts that

extend the frontiers of miniaturization.

Participants in the competition may
be individuals, companies or organiza-

tions which have broadened the hori-

zons of miniaturization by creating a

better understanding and use of the

concept through education, research,

engineering or standardization.

Entries should be submitted to the

Awards Committee, Box 604, Precision

Park, Neene, New Hampshire.

The 1957 Miniaturization Award
was presented to Diamond Ordnance
Fuze Laboratories for its develop-

ment of photolithographic printing tech-
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Airborne

Miniaturized

Mylar*

Capacitors

help reduce
weight and
bulk in

electronic

packages

Developed originally for motor start

and run purposes, Airborne minia-

turized "Mylar" capacitors are cur-

rently finding increasing application

in electronic circuits where small

size, light weight, and high reliability

are of paramount importance.

Typical of such applications is one

of our own servo control amplifiers,

shown above. Used as a component

of an Airborne-designed oil tem-

perature control system for high per-

formance aircraft, the amplifier con-

sists of a .1% precision resistance

bridge, stable feedback transistor

amplifier, reference oscillator, phase

demodulator, and relay output am-
plifier. Production units employ

printed circuitry.

Two of Airborne's miniaturized

Amplifier for oil temperature servo control system utilizes

Airborne miniaturized "Mylar" capacitors to save weight and in-

sure high reliability. Entire system, including rotary actuator, is

Airborne produced and is designed to meet specifications M1L-E-

5272A, MIL-E-5400A, etc. Environmental requirements include

-65 to +200°F. and up to 60,000 ft. altitude.

"Mylar" capacitors are utilized in

this particular amplifier — a .1 mfd

unit for tuning in the reference oscil-

lator section of the amplifier and a

.02 mfd unit for phase shift correc-

tion in the stable feedback transistor

amplifier section. Capacitors are

epoxy encased and are designed to

meet or exceed Government speci-

fication MIL-C-25A.
Wound of thin metallized "Mylar"

film, Airborne miniaturized capaci-

tors are rated up to 600 v d-c, 330 v

a-c and have an operating tempera-

ture range of -75 to +300°F. At
300°F they will withstand 120%
rated voltage for 250 hr.

Write, phone or wire for more
information on Airborne special de-

sign miniaturized "Mylar" capaci-

tors. Inquiries are also invited on

complete electromechanical control

systems.

*Du Pont's trademark for its polyester film

TYPICAL SPECIAL. CAPACITORS

E-81 09 Style E-81 04 Style E-81 07 Style

CATALOG 57B
Gives detailed information

on Airborne special de-

sign miniaturized "Mylar"

capacitors and Airborne

R.F. filters. Write for copy.

LINEATORO ROTORAC® TRIM TROL® ROTORETTE® ANSLgear® ROTOLOK

AIRBORNE ACCESSORIES CORPORATION
HILLSIDE 5, NEW JERSEY

Represented in Canada by: WINNETT BOYD LIMITED • 745 Mt. Pleasant Rd., Toronto 12, Ont.
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. . . m/e news
nique in miniaturizing circuitry. In ad-

dition to the award, Certificates of Ex-

cellence in miniaturization were pre-

sented to ten organizations and indi-

viduals for their outstanding contribu-

tions.

Machine Tool Conference

Covers Industry Progress
The 10th National Machine Tool

Conference, sponsored by the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers,

will be held at the Statler Hilton Hotel

in Hartford, Conn, on Oct. 13-15,

1958.

This year's program presents a

balanced coverage of the industry's

progress in the fields of tooling, gag-

ing, machine control, computers, safety,

precision positioning and machine de-

sign. Presentations will be made by

leading engineers in the industry dis-

cussing operating experience with mod-
ern machine tool equipment.

In addition, papers on transistors

versus tubes and computer funda-

mentals have been included, in recog- KEY ENGINEERING
OPENINGS
AT VOUGHT

AERODYNAMICS

Some of Vought's most vital and inter-
esting problems are in general aero-
dynamics and automatic flight controls
for supersonic and hypersonic weapons.
This work involves trajectory and con-
figuration analyses, autopilot studies,
control system synthesis and other
responsible investigations. Helpful in a
number of areas are Vought's low- and
high-speed wind tunnels with a speed
range from Mach .05 to 5.0.

A limited number of additional special-
ists may find assignments to match their
skills in Vought's aerodynamics activi-
ties. These men may have general
aerodynamics experience, or a good
background in automatic flight control
systems.

Current Vought projects include:

DYNA SOAR REGULUS MISSILES

SPACECRAFT STUDIES F8U CRUSADER SERIES

NUCLEAR SYSTEMS STUDIES

Autopilot Engineer. A.E., E.E., or M.E.,
(M.S. desirable) plus at least 3 years
experience in stabilization, or autopilot and
servomechanism analysis and design. To
assist in, or direct, autopilot studies and
designs for supersonic airplanes and
missiles.

Aerodynamics Engineer. Aerodynamics
Engineer with A.E., or equivalent, and at

least 3 years experience. To work on
supersonic aircraft and missiles in aero-
dynamic analyses of performance, air loads,
stability and control, or fluid mechanics.

To arrange for a personal interview, or
for a prompt report on these or other
current openings, return coupon to:

C. A. Besio

I

Supervisor, Engineering Personnel
CHANCE VOUGHT AIRCRAFT. Dept. P-5 I

I
Dallas, Texas

I

j

I am a Engineer,
|

interested in the opening for

I

Name
|

!
Address I

I City State .

|

1

GIANT RADIO TELESCOPE in Jodrell Bank near Manchester, England, is used to

provide the initial trucking lock-on for the moon probe, and is ten times larger than

any other of its type. Automatically steerable, it weighs 2,000 tons and revolves on

bogies laid in a circle with a diameter of 360 feet. The telescope has the capability

of reaching out into space one billion light years. Scientists at Jodrell Bank have already

been able to detect radio waves emanating from the nebula in Andromeda, five trillion

miles from earth. Pictured is a view underneath the radio telescope showing the

stabilizing wheel, the motor house on the diametral girder and, underneath, the hang-

ing laboratory which pivots on trunnions as the bowl rotates.
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Vought Vocabulary

clC CU'Tcl - guided all the way, this long-range missile

pinpoints distant, hard-to-hit targets

This nuclear-armed "bird" is the supersonic missile

with which the U.S. can retaliate against the toughest

of enemy targets — distant, hard-to-hit military

fortifications.

Chance Vought's Regulus II provides the extra margin
of accuracy that enables the Navy to zero in on such

"small" — and deadly — strongholds as H-bomb store-

houses, submarine pens, ballistic missile bases.

The instant Regulus II launches, its advanced
guidance system takes control . . . constantly compen-
sating, correcting . . . keeping this Mach 2 missile on
target to the instant of impact.

In production now, Regulus II provides double
deterrence : the power to help forestall nuclear war —
pinpoint accuracy to deter localized trouble.

Scientists and engineers: pioneer with Vought in new
missile, manned aircraft, and electronics programs. For
details on select openings write to: C. A. Besio, Supervisor,

Engineering Personnel, Dept. P-5.

C HA N C E

INGORPORA DALLAS.

Circle No. 44 on Subscriber Service Card.



Advanced missile and

space projects

require Engineers and I

Scientists to work on

THE FRONTIERS OF SPACE
Lockheed Missile Systems Division, recently honored at the first National
Missile Industry Conference as "the organization that contributed most
in the past year to the development of the art of missiles and astronautics"

holds such important, long-term projects as : the Navy Polaris IRBM,
Earth Satellite, Army Kingfisher target missile, and the

Air Force X-7 ramjet test vehicle.

To carry out such complex projects, the frontiers of technology in all

areas must be expanded. Responsible positions in our research and
development laboratories and in our project organizations are available

now for high-level engineers and scientists.

If you are experienced in physics, mathematics, chemistry or one of the

engineering sciences, your inquiry is invited. Please write Research and
Development Staff, Sunnyvale 7, California. (For the convenience of those

living in the East and Midwest, offices are maintained at Suite 745,
405 Lexington Ave., New York 17, and at Suite 300, 840 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago 11.)



FLIGHT IN THREE MEDIUMS

Several things set the Polaris apart from other

outer space weapons in the ballistic missile category,

for the Polaris program involves a wholly new

concept of weaponry

:

1 . It will be dispatched from beneath the surface

of the sea.

2. It will be radically smaller than currently

developed land-launched missiles, yet its payload

will be as effective and its range the same as

other IRBMs.

3. It will be the first operational outer space missile

to employ solid fuel as a propellant.

4. It will travel through three mediums in a single

flight: water, air, outer space.

5. Its launching base-a submarine— is not fixed but

a mobile vehicle.

OUTER SPACE PROGRAM
Very little can be said about the Earth Satellite pro-

gram at this time except that its success will necessitate

advancing the state of the art in all sciences.

The Earth Satellite Project is perhaps the most

sophisticated outer space program to reach the

"hardware" stage in the U. S. today.

TECHNOLOGY
ENEMY SIMULATOR
The Kingfisher is the nation's fastest target

missile, developed for the Air Force and currently

being manufactured for the Army to test

the accuracy of our newest supersonic weapons.

It is a ramjet target vehicle with Mach 2-plus

capabilities. The Kingfisher not only has the speed to

match the defensive missiles, but can also simulate a

vast array of supersonic enemy missiles and airplanes

attacking from great height. It is instrumented

to score near misses and even theoretical hits without

itself being destroyed.

It is recoverable from flight by parachute to be

flown again, permitting weapon system evaluation to

be conducted at greatly reduced cost.

Lockheed
MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION

SUNNYVALE • PALO ALTO • VAN NUYS SANTA CRUZ

COOKE AIR FORCE BASE, CALIFORNIA

CAPE CANAVERAL, FLORIDA ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO



... So Use

A. W. HAYDON
company's

SUB-MINIATURE HERMETIC
ELAPSED TIME INDICATORS.
You, too, can afford the space to keep track

of time! From now on, these really small

O'A") Elapsed Time Indicators will keep
company with the best of Electronic Miracles.

The illustration shows how the operating time of various
sections of an electronic console can be monitored.

The dial type units read up to 2,500 hours in

one hour increments, while the digital type units

read up to 9999.9 hours in one-tenth hour in-

crements. Designed for military applications,

these 4'/2 ounce units can save valuable panel

space in industrial and electronic applications.

he 400 cycle mod-
els now in produc-
tion are described
in Bulletin AWH ET
602.

AJHflAYDON
^C0 MPANY

231 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY 20. CONNECTICUT

ond Monufotturf tl I lem»-Mttkoiiiiol timing Otviftt

Circle No. 45 on Subscriber Service Card.

HAWS
Provide instant

relief with . .

.

EMERGENCY EYE and
FACE WASH FOUNTAINS

Eye and face hazards are inevitable in

industry ... so take positive steps to reduce the

extent of injury and minimize insurance claims.

HAWS Emergency Eye and Face Wash Fountains

flood contaminated areas with water - instantly

ridding face and eyes of caustics, chemicals and dan-

gerous particles. This instant relief may well pre-

vent permanent damage - bridging the gap until

medical aid arrives. Install extra safety -HAWS
Emergency Fountains and Drench Showers.

Write today for detailed infor-

mation on the complete HAWS

line of emergency facilities. HAWS

DRINKING FAUCET COMPANY, 1443

Fourth Street, Berkeley 10, Calif.

m/e news

Circle No. 46 on Subscriber Service Card.

nition of the importance of these com-
ponents to machine control. Another
innovation appears in a series of five-

minute talks on some of the less com-
plex, yet interesting, new electrical

products.

Other subjects to be included are

"The Controlled Rectifier and It's Ap-
plication", "Tooling for Guided Mis-
siles & Rockets", "Operating Experi-

ence with Relays and Limit Switches",

"Photoelectric Line Follower" and
"Designing Machines for Servo Drives".

Plant tours through several major
Connecticut industries, such as Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Jet Engine Facilities,

have also been arranged.

Abraham A. Ribicoff, Governor of

the state of Connecticut, will address

the conference at a luncheon meeting.

Attendance of over 1,000 is expected.

Conference To Discuss

interference Problems
Growing problems of electromag-

netic interference with the proper
functioning of military electronic equip-

ment will be discussed at an Army-
sponsored conference at the Museum
of Science and Industry, Chicago, on
Oct. 1 and 2.

The meeting, the fourth conference

on Radio Interference Reduction and
Electronic Compatibility, will be con-

ducted by Armour Research Founda-
tion of Illinois Institute of Technology,

under agreement with the Signal Re-

search and Development Laboratories

at Ft. Monmouth, N.J.

The Institute of Radio Engineers

Professional Group on Radio Fre-

quency Interference will cooperate in

the program.

Several papers to be presented wiH

deal with the utilization of computer
techniques in relation to large scale

interference problems. These will in-

clude discussions of predicting the

amount of interference existing among
various parts of a system, how much
interference will be created by the

components, and maximum utilization

of available frequencies to reduce in-

terference.

Other papers will be devoted to in-

strumentation for obtaining objective

measurements of the strength of inter-

ference, and methods of suppressing

interference in equipment.

Discussions of mutual interference

between radar installations will include

the effect of assigning separate fre-

quencies, equipment spacing, the effect

of using modulation of varying char-

acteristics, and operational techniques

as a means of diminishing radio in-

terference.

Approximately 450 persons repre-
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high reliability . . . extreme compactness . .

.

IN THENEW SANBORN

6- & 8-CHANNEL DIRECT WRITING SYSTEM

you want a practical direct writing system for straight-

)rward recording in the range from DC to 100 cps— such as

Dmputer readout, telemetry recording— look what the new
ianborn "850" offers in compactness, reliability and operating

bnvenienee. A complete 8-preamplifier module with power

i^ipply, plus an 8-channel flush-front recorder package con-

|kining power amplifiers and power supply at rear, occupy

nly 24J^' of "850" panel space.

ERFORMANCE characteristics of an "850" include flat

irequency response 0-70 cps, down 3 db at 100 cps (10 div.

!«ak-to-peak amplitude) . . . thermal drift eliminated by

lurrent feedback power amplifiers . . . limiting at input to

Prevent amplifier saturation or cut off, so that damping is

liever lost . . . drift less than 0.2 div. for 20° to 40° C. changes,

ine voltage changes from 103 to 127 volts . . . gain stability

[tetter than 1% with 20° C. and 20 volt changes . . . linearity

B div. over 50 divisions . . . clear, permanent, inkless record-

tags in true rectangular coordinates.

IN RELIABILITY, "850" features include fully transistor-

ized power amplifiers and power supply . . . rugged gal-

vanometers with low impedance, high current, enclosed coil

assemblies and velocity feedback damping . . . JAN com-
ponents wherever practical, such as MIL-T-27 hermetically

sealed power transformers, MIL-approved electrolytics in

power supplies, etc. . . . forced filtered air cooling for stable

operation.

And in operating CONVENIENCE, an "S50" system pro-

vides such advantages as nine electrically controlled chart

speeds, selected by pushbuttons ... a choice of interchange-

able Preamplifiers (DC Coupling and Phase Sensitive De-
modulator presently available, with others in development)

. . . remote control of chart drive, speeds, timer and marker

. . . monitoring connection points ... a Recorder that loads

from front and has built-in paper take-up and paper footage

indicator.

SANBORN COMPANY
175 Wyman Street, Waltham 54, Mass.

Visit Sanborn Booths 957-959

Ask your local Sanborn Industrial
Sales-Engineering Representative

for complete facts — or write the

Industrial Division in Waltham.

(Alt data subject to change without notice)
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Easily disassembled for clean
and parts replacement.

L
WRITE FOR
ILLUSTRATED
LITERATURE

TABER TELEDYNE
. . . is relatively insensitive to vibration or
shock because of its bonded strain gauge
construction. Use with standard servo indi-
cators, recorders and controllers to measure
liquid or gas pressures. Handles extremely
corrosive media, including fuming NITRIC
_ACID. • Linearity 0.25% • Hysteresis 0.5%

• Ambient temp. —65° to + 250° F
(18" to 121°C) •Pressure Ranges:
0-300 to 0- 10,000 (PSIG).

160° C TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS ... SUB MINIATURE

Want big service in a tiny
j

space? Our 207S is the
"

answer. 400 G's at 2000
cps., 40 db open loop
gain and 20 db closed
loop gain ± 0.5 db,— 60° to + 160° C,
stainless steel case.

r

TABER INSTRUMENT CORP.
Ill Goundry Street Section 217

NORTH TONAWANOA, NEW YORK

aircraft

Armamei\HRMAMENTS, INC
Cockeysville, Maryland

Circle No. 48 on Subscriber Service Card.

AAINC. MODEL 2830

MISS- DISTANCE

MEASURING SYSTEM
.

AN/USQ-11
developed by Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Silver Spring, Maryland
product-engineered and produced by Aircraft Armaments, Inc

FOR TARGET DRONES

P

5400B, 16400 — provides data in

requires transponder in drone only — measures
salvo firings — determines miss on multiple
targets. Target equipment (less power supply)
under 2 lbs. Accuracy confirmed by field tests.

TARGET
TRANSPONDER

86

SUBSIDIARY Of UNITED INDUSTRIAL CORP.
Circle No. 49 on Subscriber Service Card.

senting the Armed Forces, indust
research, and education are expeci
to attend the conference.

Russian Satellite Book
Gives Details of "Moons"
A new book—translated from t

Russian and now available in the U—gives details on the laws of moti
of artificial satellites, motion of t
satellite relative to an observer <

earth, and other scientific discoveri<
Published in translation by tl

Foreign Technical Information Cents
Office of Technical Services, U.S. D
partment of Commerce, the book
authored by A. Shternfeld.

Of major interest are chapters co:

cerning observation of artificial sate
lites, communications between the ol

jects and the earth. An appendix coi
cerns the dissemination of ideas
astronautics, and the question of tei

ritorial rights in space above the earth
atmosphere.

In chapters on construction an
launching of satellites, Shternfeld di

cusses the principles of the rocket ec
gine, powder and liquid rockets, desig
of the engine, energy necessary to plao
the satellite in orbit, influence of tit

earth's rotation, and similar problems
The book was first published W

the State Publishing House of Tecbl
nical-Theoretical Literature, Moscow
in 1958. In English, it makes a 433i

page volume.

Magnesium Enclosures

House ARMA Guidance
Three magnesium enclosures—de*

signed to eliminate dead weight and

cut missile fuel requirements—house

the ARMA ICBM inertial guidanc*)

system, it was disclosed last week.

Two of the enclosures—a three*

deck computer section and a control

central case—are fabricated entirely,

from magnesium extrusions. The third}'

enclosure—that easing the inertial plat]

form itself—contains two deep-drawa
magnesium hemispheres.

According to ARMA—a division]

of the American-Bosch-Arma Corp. of

Garden City, N.Y.—the low weight on
the whole system is the result of sev*
eral factors, including exceedingly}

small gyros and computers, and theI
use of lightweight materials like mag- j

nesium. Each pound of dead-weight I

saved cuts the ICBM's fuel require-

1

ments by many pounds, company
\

spokesmen added.
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i

I YOU, TOO, ARE ON THE WAY UP AND ARE QUALIFIED FOR A SENIOR ENGINEER*

MG OR TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT POSITION IN INERTIAL NAVIGATION, THERE IS

NLIMITED GROWTH POTENTIAL FOR YOU AT ARMA. HERE'S WHY. HAVING DEVELOP-

D THE ALL INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM FOR THE AIR FORCE TITAN ICBM, ARMA

AS NOW BEEN SELECTED TO PROVIDE INERTIAL SYSTEMS FOR FUTURE ATLAS

PERATIONAL UNITS,

IF YOU WANT TO BE "ON THE WAY UP" WITH THIS PROGRAM, WRITE TO

ARMA .... PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL, GARDEN CITY, N. Y. PROMPT,

CONVENIENT, CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEWS*

issiles and rockets, September 8, 1958 ««'• so b8r s"'viM Card
-
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Optical instrumentation for

accurate measurement of

remote or inaccessible objects

Gaerlner M901 General-purpose Cathetomeler

CATHETOMETERS

Gaertner Cathetometers are designed
for accurate measurement of vertical
distances or displacements. They are
ideally suited for measuring where the
object or action is remote or not acces-
sible by ordinary means. Gaertner pro-
duces a wide variety of precision-con-
structed cathetometers to meet your
individual requirements.

• General-purpose Cathetometers

—

These combine a high degree of
accuracy with a maximum of con-
venience. Range 100 cm, focusing
range 60 cm to infinity.

• Precision Cathetometers—For maxi-mum accuracy and rigidity. Read-
ings directly to 1 micron.

• Micrometer Slide Cathetometers—For
precise measurement of short vertical
distances. Range up to 4" or 100 mm.
With telemicroscope, focusing range
12 cm to infinity.

• Co-ordinate Cathetometers — Permit
making precise co-ordinate measure-
ments on objects in a vertical plane
Focusing range 9" to infinity. Co-or-
dinate measuring range up to 24"x42".

SPECIAL PURPOSE PERISCOPES
REMOTE OPTICAL STRAIN MEASURING

INSTRUMENTS

Write for Bulletin 162-56

The Gaertner
Scientific Corporation
1258 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago 14, III.

Telephone: BUcklngham 1-5335
Cirtle No. 51 on Subscriber Service Card.

soviet affairs 1

by Dr. Albert Parry

An "anti-meteorite shield" is an idea now being suggested by the

Soviet engineer F. Yasinsky. "We are on the eve of space flight," he
declares, "yet the problem of possible collisions with meteorites re-

mains unsolved."

Data gleaned from the three Sputniks is now being evaluated in

Moscow with regard to the impact of meteorites and micrometeorites
on today's earth satellites and tomorrow's space ships. Yasinsky points
out that defense against meteorites must be a fact before interplanetary

travel becomes possible.

The Soviet engineer sees little likelihood of a collision with a big
meteorite. A space ship could detect such a meteorite by radar and
visual means, and so avoid it.

But it is another matter with "small meteorite bodies weighing from
a gram's fraction to several tens of grams." Meeting such a body
can be fatal for a satellite or a space ship, since "the thermal energy
generated by such a clash equals an explosion of several tons of trotyl."

His "space umbrella," as Yasinsky occasionally calls his anti-mete-
orite shield, is proposed in the form of a disc, 20 to 50 meters in di-

ameter. It will be made of steel in just one layer of one-half meter to
two meters in thickness, and fastened to a frame.

The weight of the shield should be "not in excess of one per cent
of the cosmic rockets of the future." In the "knots" of the frame,
Yasinsky would put several small rocket motors, small containers
with fuel ("several tens of kilograms"), and special telemechanical
equipment.

The shield will be towed by the ship. However, the moment the
space ship reaches its predetermined speed, and the pilot turns off the
motor, changing to flight by inertia, the shield will be uncoupled and
sent on its "free flight."

The ship's pilot, guiding the shield's motors by radio, will place
the shield parallel to the ship, at a distance of "several tens of meters."
Continuing on its parallel course with the ship, the shield will then
protect the space ship from meteorites.

The thickness of the shield's wall will be calculated in a way to
allow its inevitable piercing by meteorites of a dangerous kind. At the
blow, the tremendous kinetic energy will become thermal energy. This
will result in an enormous heating of the meteorite, along with similar
heating of a part of metal torn out of the shield by the meteorite.

Instead of the meteorite, a lump of gas will now fly toward the
space ship—a red-hot lump, broadening at a terrific speed, its tem-
perature in millions of degrees.

But en route to the ship, due to the distance between it and the
shield, this lump will have time to widen considerably, to cool off,

and in part to disperse. Thus the space ship will collide not with the
meteorite, but with the far less harmful "porous" gas cloud.

missiles and rockets, September 8, 1958
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Precision is our only product!

# You know what aeronautical precision means

today. You know the infinitesimal tolerances

demanded, the strengths specified. Yet you can

be sure that, whatever the specifications, I. G.W.

has just one product—precision.

GW
INDIANA GEAR WORKS, INC.

INDIANAPOLIS 7, INDIANA



missile precision

s our kind of precision

• Exacting tolerances— tight schedules— they're all

in a day's work at I.G.W. Day after day, year after

year, our experience in the missile and aircraft field

enables us to put teeth in the word precision—and

I GW
INDIANA GEAR WORKS, INC

precision into teeth. INDIANAPOLIS 7, INDIANA



moscow briefs

Soviet-imposed anonymity is the

only discomfort or offense that Rus-

sia's experts in rockets and missiles

may now feel—but this is a slight dis-

comfort compared with the ample sala-

ries, fine country villas, and other plush

emoluments which Khrushchev gives

his scientists in return for the ICBMs,
IRBMs, Sputniks and possible flights to

the Moon. So said Khrushchev himself

in a speech delivered while visiting a

chemical factory in East Germany.
And the only reason he does not

publicize the identities of Soviet rocket

and missile men is to protect them and

Russia's scientific and military secrets

"from enemy agents who can be sent

to destroy such outstanding people who
are our treasured personnel." Yet, in

time, the names and photos of Red
rocket and missile makers will be pub-

lished, the Soviet chief promised. He
did not, however, set the approximate

time of such publication.

A Red Chinese Sputnik is a thing

of the near future—the Red govern-

ment of Peking is "determined to get

China's artificial earth satellite into the

sky at an early date." This comes from

Kuo Mo-jo, president of the Red Chi-

nese Academy of Sciences. The Soviet

government of Moscow is expected to

help, but not too enthusiastically. Mao
Tse-tung is pressuring Khrushchev for

a space-age arsenal and, generally, for

a greater voice in the space era's in-

ternational politics. Khrushchev, reluc-

tantly, has given it.

On the recent occasion when
Khrushchev and his Marshal, Rodion
Y. Malinovsky, visited Mao and his

generals in Peking, the Russians had
to yield to Mao's insistence on more
industrial and military assistance. Mili-

tary assistance, it is reported, includes

Soviet missiles and anti-missiles to be
installed for the Chinese Communist
forces on China's mainland opposite

Formosa. It will be the Red answer to

the American ballistic missile pads

placed on Taiwan for the Chinese

Nationalists.

Red Chinese astronomers will be

allowed to come to the United States

in 1961 to attend the General Assem-
bly of the International Astronomical

Union, of which Communist China is a

member. This ruling was made by the

State Department, and it also covers

other countries with which the United

States has no diplomatic relations. A
reservation is made, however, stipulat-

ing that Chinese delegates and others

will not be allowed to lecture in our
universities while in this country.

The United States Attorney Gen-

eral, by law, has to make the final

decision in this matter, but he is ex-

pected to abide by the State Depart-

ment move. Our leniency is thought to

have good propaganda value as a con-

trast to the failure of the Soviets to

permit Chinese Nationalist scientists

from Taiwan to come to Moscow for

the recent Fifth Assembly of the gov-

erning body of the IGY.

Solid benzine as a wonder-working

fuel is drawing the attention of Soviet

scientists. The Moscow Institute of

Fuels, Minerals and Ores is checking

the results of experiments with solid

benzine at the Soviet stations in Ant-

arctica. The role of Soviet-made solid

benzine is of special interest in ex-

tremely low temperatures—(noted by

the Russians near the South Magnetic

Pole as minus 84.3 degrees C or minus
119.74 degrees F at their lowest).

These experiments were also made
under the conditions of lack of oxygen.

One aspect of such Soviet experi-

ments and experience is, however, not

made public. This is the Soviet use of

solid benzine in rocketry. However, in

Krasnaya Zvezda, a brief reference is

made to the employment of solid ben-

zine "in motors."

It is explained that solid benzine

comes in briquets of white or yellowish

color, and that the "cell-walls" of such

briquets "possess great solidity and elas-

ticity," being made of "polyvinyl alco-

hol which is a high-molecular com-
pound." To feed solid benzine into the

motor's fuel containers, it is necessary

to break the briquet "cell-walls" by
compressing the briquets, the Soviet

Army newspaper adds.

Seaweed as space-crewmen's food
is discussed by Lieut Col. I. Krestovsky

in Sovetskaya Aviatsia. In his article,

"The Cosmic Breakfast," he states that

the Institute of Physiology of the Soviet

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences is car-

rying out experiments with the algae

(seaweed) called chorella. This con-

tains "a high ratio of organic matter

and mushrooms."
These chorella plants will not only

feed the crew but, by being installed in-

side the space ship, they will restore the

micro-atmosphere of the ship. "A mass
of chorella weighing 2.3 kilograms can

produce, within one hour, 25 liters of

oxygen," the article states. In the mean-
time, these plants will themselves thrive

on the carbon dioxide exhaled by the

space-ship's crewmen.

Weightlessness is not a handicap in

space flight, declares Dr. V. N. Cher-

nigovsky, a member of the Soviet

The Standard of Performance in

Telemetering and Analog Data

Systems.

Write for our new FM Data Systems

and Subcarrier Discriminator brochure

Positions available for qualified

personnel. Write Mr. Walter Hatcher.
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PNEUMATIC ACTUATORS:
High pressure, for use in hot
gas servo systems or in after-

burner nozzle area control and
thrust reverser controls.

PRESSURE SWITCH: Controls
cut-in and cut-out compressor
pressures. Hermetically sealed,

accurately maintains system
pressure and serves as system
pressure indicator.

CONTROL VALVE: 5000 psi,

manual. Controls air flow to
actuating components from
supply source. Can be actuated
directly by hand, cable pull,

or other manual means.

METAL STORAGE CYLINDERS:
5000 psi—have moisture drain
fittings which also provide
connecting port between the
cylinder and the rest of the
pneumatic system.

FROM THE BLAZING INFERNO

OF AN AFTERBURNER

TO THE TORTUROUS VIBRATION

OF A MISSILE...

KIDDE COMPONENTS
SOLVE YOUR

PNEUMATICS PROBLEMS!

Vibration Isolator

Vibration Isolation System

Newest Kidde development: The Pneumatic
Vibration Isolation System. Employing relatively

inexpensive components, it maintains desired
low natural frequency and reduces the relative

displacement at various load conditions.

The system shown above is one of several Kidde
pneumatic vibration isolation system programs
for protecting delicate missile control systems
from undesirable vibratory disturbances and
great transients in "g" loading which would affect

accuracy of control. The component in the inset

photo incorporates the system's mechanical and
air snubbers, air spring, servo valve and passive

isolator.

Research on projects like this new vibration

isolation system goes on constantly in Kidde's
vast creative pneumatics engineering department.
For more information on any Kidde components,
or help in solving specific pneumatics problems,
write or call Kidde today.

Walter Kidde & Company, Inc.

Aviation Division

920 Main Street, Belleville 9, N. J.

District Saies Engineering Offices:

Dallas, Tex.—Dayton, Ohio—St. Louis, Mo.

Seattle, Wash.-Van Nuys, Calif.-Washington, D. C.

Walter Kidde-Pacific, Van Nuys, California

Walter Kidde & Company of Canada Ltd., Montreal

SOLENOID VALVE: New one-
half inch pilot-operated valve.

Extremely fast response time
(25 milliseconds) for use in

systems involving pulsating,

high pressure gases.

QUICK DISCONNECT: Double-
check — permits fast coupling
or uncoupling of components
without pressure loss. Has
pressure check in both inlet

and outlet unit.

FIBERGLASS SPHERES: Non-
shatterable, 5000 psi. Feature
very high strength-to-weight
ratio. High impact resistance,

excellent chemical immunity.

PORTABLE GROUND SERVICE
CART: 4cfm compressor, drive

unit, air driers and pneumatic
storage sphere. Provide service

at either 3000 or 5000 psi.
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moscow briefs

Academy of Medical Sciences and a

corresponding member of the main
Soviet Academy of Sciences.

In Komsomolskaya Pravda, he

states that, "data at our disposal does

not conclude that weightlessness is a

condition preventing man's flight into

interplanetary space." Dr. Chernigovsky

speaks of the value of Laika's journey

as adding to man's knowledge of

weightlessness. He hints of inclusion of

other dogs, as well as other animals,

into Soviet Sputniks that will be orbited

in the future.

In describing the "Physicists' Town"
and its special cosmic radiation observ-

atory and laboratory established in the

high Pamirs (Central Asia) by the

Physics Institute of the Soviet Academy
of Sciences, a correspondent of Izves-

riA declares that the "rain" of cosmic

rays in these mountains is "ten times

more intensive than, say, near Mos-
cow." He also stated that "nuclear ex-

plosions of individual atoms of air

caused by cosmic rays occur 15 times

more frequent in the mountains than

at sea level."

Important results have been achieved

in the research carried out in the Soviet

Pamir observatory and laboratory by
Academician D. V. Skobeltsyn, Pro-

fessor N. A. Dobrotin, and G. T. Zat-

sepin. These men earned Stalin Prizes

for their Pamir cosmic ray work. Pro-

fessor Dobrotin is in charge of the

Pamir group of physicists and astro-

physicists.

One million operations per second
this is the aim of Soviet designers

for future electronic computers, accord-

ing to V. Alexandrov, chief of the

Designing Bureau of the State Plan-

ning Committee of the Soviet Union.

Writing in Pravda, he urges a much
wider utilization, in Soviet computers,

of semiconductors made of germanium
and silicon, "instead of electronic

lamps."

From 2,000 to 30,000 operations

per second is the present capacity of

Soviet computers, it is revealed in an

article by V. Belkin, a staff member of

the Soviet Academy of Sciences Lab-
oratory of Computing Machines and
Systems.

The Sidewinder will be manufac-
tured in Holland, declares Krasnaya
Zvezda, quoting the Dutch press. The
Soviet Army newspaper comments that

"last fall the United States promised to

place in Holland its military contracts

[after the Dutch government had agreed

(to the installation of American rocket

jbases in that country." Sharp disap-

0WN YOUR OWN hyperthermal wind tunnel

*24,075
for

Model WT-140
described

Advanced aerodynamic and structural studies

depend largely on the ability to simulate severe

environmental conditions in the laboratory.

Giannini Plasmadyne-developed Plasmatron

Wind Tunnels now make possible inexpensive

high temperature research in the areas of ma-

terial ablation and thermal shock studies,

re-entry simulation, hypersonic flow and energy

transfer.

While conventional wind tunnels are cap-

able of producing high Mach numbers they are

limited in their attainable stagnation tempera-

tures or enthalpies. The continuous arc Plasma-

tron tunnel is capable of maintaining for an

extended period of time stagnation enthalpies

corresponding to flight speeds of 22,000 feet per

second (Flight Mach numbers of approximately

20). Test specimens reach an equilibrium state

and can be observed visually as they slowly

evaporate, melt or ablate.

TYPICAL HIGH TEMPERATURE RUNS MADE IN A MODEL

WT-140 PLASMATRON WIND TUNNEL

High Medium Low
Enthalpy Enthalpy Enthalpy

Power in (KW)

Gas Inlet Pressure (psia)

% Power in Cooling Water

Power in Gas (KW)

Gas Flow Rate (lb/sec)

STAGNATION ENTHALPY

ht (btu/lb) 11,200.0 5100.0 1600.0

Stagnation Pressure (psia)

Stagnation Temperature ("K)

(equilibrium air)

6650.0 5350.0 2815.0

Nozzle Pressure Ratio

FREESTREAM ENTHALPY

For further

information on

this and other

models write:

h(btu/lb) 8130.0 3325.0

Freestream Pressure (psia) .382 .508 .475

Freestream Temperature (°K) 5450.0 3560.0 1298.0

Freestream Velocity (ft/sec) 12,390.0 9430.0 6000.0

Mach Number 2.36 2.41 2.42

Simulated Flight Velocity 23,700
[corres. to total enthalpy] (ft/sec)

16,000 8.950

7tamu>m plasmadyne
Corporation

383d South Main Street, Santa Ana, California Q
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@ HIGH SPEED

THREE ROLL MILLS WITH -

ONE POINT HYDRAULIC^ ROLL ADJUSTMENT _
THERMOCOU

What are your thermocouple
requirements? Reliability? Dura-
bility? Accuracy? High-quality

Pyrox answers them all. In addi-

tion, this unique new material

offers you these valuable"extras:

"

Pyrox supplies extremely high

insulation resistance because

of the rock-hard compaction of

its insulating material.

Pyrox is available from stock

in a range of sizes from .040"

to .500". Insulating and sheath-

ing materials to meet your spe-

cifications. Bright annealed—
fully flexible.

All thermocouple wire used in

Pyrox conforms to I.S.A. spe-

cial limits. Single or multiple

conductors.

Find out how Pyrox can help you.

For complete information, please

write: Department 51,

ELECTRIC, INC.
228 EAST JAMES STREET
BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS

Visit us at Booth 1361—13th Annual
Instrument-Automation Conference and

Exhibit, Exhibition Hall, Phila.

Circle No. 58 on Subscriber Service Card.

moscow briefs

proval of the "imperialistic"

indicated by the Red article.

deal is

Unfriendly Sputniks will have to be

chased, stopped, and thrown out of

their orbits. So Ogoniok quotes Gen-
eral John B. Medaris. The Moscow
journal angrily adds, however, that

"thus far the warlike zeal of the Amer-
ican general has weak grounds in real-

ity." For, says Ogoniok, there is no
such thing as an unfriendly Sputnik.

It goes on to ask, "Why is it that

while the whole world rejoices with

each success in man's conquest of cos-

mic space, some people in the United
States so stubbornly strive to make a

war arena out of Cosmos?"

You can shoot from the Moon to

the Earth more easily than the other

way around. This statement comes
from Professor F. Rybkin, writing in

Krasnaya Zvezda. He quotes Kon-
stantin Tsiolkovsky, the great Russian

pioneer of rocketry, to the effect that

"at least a four-stage rocket is needed
to fly from the Earth to the Moon."
He then goes on to say that a single-

stage rocket is enough for the flight

from the Moon to the Earth.

"In other words," the Moscow pro-

fessor continues, "in order to shoot

from the Moon to the Earth, it is suffi-

cient to possess rockets of a shorter

range rather than intercontinental bal-

listic missiles." This means, he deduces,

that "the Moon represents a position

dominating over the Earth."

Professor Rybkin proposes interna-

tional control for man's doings vis-a-vis

the Moon and the nearby asteroids

—

control "which will exclude the pos-

sibility of their use by the reactionary

forces of capitalism for aggressive pur-

poses."

Making fun of the recent American
concern to prevent radioactive sub-

stances from reaching and contaminat-

ing the Moon in man's attempts to

send rockets there, Krokodil suggests

that soon the U.S. will offer resolutions

"in favor of liquidating military bases

on Mars . . . advocating non-interfer-

ence in the domestic affairs of the

planet Neptune . . . proposing a non-

aggression pact with the star Sirius . . .

also proposing a disarmament agree-

ment within the limits of the Milky

Way."
Wouldn't it be more fitting for

Americans, the satirical Moscow mouth-

piece inquires piously, to stick to earth-

ly affairs by "following the Soviet

example in suspending atomic tests?"

Cosmic radiation, as recorded by

• Pressure indicating gauges provide greater
ease in properly setting rolls, and less skill or
experience is required by operator.

• Roll pressure settings can be recorded for exact
reproduction of material assuring standardization
of product.

• Special equalizers assure positive parallelism
of roll faces at all times for uniform dispersions
and minimum maintenance costs.

• Mills have quick roll release with safety Over-

load feature, and are convertible for either fixed

or floating center roll operation. 2V2X5, 4Vix10,
6x14, 9x24, 12x30, 14x32, and 16x40" sizes.

Production size dispersion type

Change Can Mixers with—

DOUBLE PLANETARY
stirrer action.

Stirrers

with special blade
angles and very close

clearances revolve on their
own axis and also around can, devel-

oping 12 intense compressive and shearing actions
with each revolution to break down and disperse
agglomerates.

• Variable speed for infinite range of stirrer speed
control. • Simplified vertical hydraulic lift for

greatest ease in cleaning down stirrers. • Non-
revolving can is completely enclosed during mixing
for safety and to reduce solvent loss. Cans can
be jacketed or fitted with slide gate when required.
Cans are easily positioned or removed from Mixer.
• Extra heavy construction and standard type
motor eliminate costly downtime. Oversized motor
drives can be provided for kneading and mixing
extremely heavy materials. 1, 2,

3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 25, 50, 65, 85,

125 and 150 gallon sizes.

Area of can contacted by stir-

rers during only one revolution

of stirrers around can (2 sec-

onds). Position of stirrers ad-

vances 4V2° with each succes-
sive revolution to sweep entire

area and all points on sides of can. Stirrers overlap

each other as well as center of can.

Write for further information!

CHARLES ROSS a SON COMPANY, INC.

152 Classen Avenue
Brooklyn 5, N. Y., U. S. A.
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HIRE THE MEN
WHO WROTE THE BOOK!

When it comes to controls

for missile propulsion systems,

you can have the men on your team

who practically wrote the book!

For Bendix has a matchless, record

in fuel metering and controls

—

from the earliest developments

in carburetion for aircraft engines

to the last word in complete controls

for advanced turbine engines.

Today, this long experience

is proving to be a natural

for related problems in missile propulsion systems

—ram jets, rockets, or nuclear power

!

aim"***?

|. H

'win "

You are invited to talk it over

with Bendix engineers . . . who have

know-how

—

and will travel!

BENDIX P
D
RSS SOUTH BEND, IND.
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Exceptional life under the extreme temperatures encountered in today's

bonding techniques is a major cost-cutting advantage with Hewitt-

Robins silicone bonding blankets. These rugged blankets have lasted

months in service that ruined ordinary blankets in only a few days. This

has been the experience at the Fort Worth plant of Convair Division of

General Dynamics Corporation, where supersonic B-58 bombers are

manufactured.

Produced for operating temperatures up to 500°F., these H-R bond-

ing blankets contain many thousands of precision molded pads which

permit air to be withdrawn rapidly without voids or bubbles, even when
the blankets follow intricate contours. High elongation, good recovery,

high tensile strength and tear resistance, and excellent heat aging

properties add extra value to these top-quality silicone blankets. They
are available up to 6 ft. wide, 30 ft. long, in standard gauges of 1/8 to

5/16 in., and heavier gauges on special order.

Specialists in our Aircraft Products Department can help you put
today's new silicone rubber compounds to best use in aircraft, missiles,

and rockets. Consult your classified telephone directory for the nearest

H-R representative, or contact Hewitt-Robins, Stamford, Connecticut.

CONVEYOR BELTINGAND IDLERS. ..POWER TRANSMISSION DRIVES
INDUSTRIAL HOSE.. .VIBRATING CONVEYORS. SCREENS & SHAKEOUTS

H-R Product Manufac'jring Plants in Buffalo, N.Y. ' Chicago, III. • King of Prussia, Pa. • Passaic, N.J.

Amsterdam, Holland • Johannesburg, South Africa • London, England * Montreal, Canada • Paris, France

. . . moscow briefs

artificial earth satellites, was discussed

in Moscow at the recent Fifth Assembly!

of the IGY governing body by Proa

fessor Sergei N. Vernov, a corresponds

ing member of the Soviet Academy of

Sciences. American and other Westerfl

scientists present at the lecture found
it of great interest, although it did not!

answer all they wanted to know about!

the Sputnik-gathered store of knowl-

edge.

Dr. Vernov pointed out that the

Soviet study of cosmic radiation was

begun in 1947 with the aid of rocketsj

In 1951, Russian scientists measures

the ionization caused by cosmic rayi

up to the heights of 100 kilometers!

The figures from this rocket-study o
ionization were in part used by Mos!

cow's savants in preparing and analyz

ing the flights of Sputniks II and II

As a result, it is now possible t

make a chart of the distribution c

cosmic rays around the Earth and thi

investigate the Earth's magnetic fiel<

Special equipment was installed i

Sputnik II to measure radiation pr<

duced data, the analysis of which pe:

mitted the spotting of considerable ii

crease in the intensity of radiation.

On November 7, 1957, from 4:4

to 4:49 PM Moscow time, in latitudi

above the 58th degree, this intensii

rose approximately 50%. The Sputni,

register a new kind of radiation, whici

Dr. Vernov calls "the Earth's radi;

tion"—as it originates near the Earl

and moves around our planet.

Sputnik III measured ionization, the!

extent of which experienced strong

changes. Surplus ionization, Dr. Vernofl

asserted, was caused by electrons of low

energies. Sputnik III has a luminescent

counter possessing a high sensitivity in

registering photons.

American curiosity was not satisfied

about certain aspects of Sputnik result!

at the Fifth Assembly of the IGY gov-jf

erning body in Moscow. American dele-

gates were prepared to give practically/

every detail gleaned from the Explorer

and Vanguard experience, but the Rus;

sians proved cagier.

True, the Russians reported on theili

oceanographic work in the optical

tracking of their satellites, also on cos-

mic ray studies, and on certain special

Soviet-devised instruments in the satel'

lite field.

But they refused to divulge the size

and weight of each object placed in

orbit, particularly those of the final?

stage rockets. This data (the Ameri-

cans pointed out) was needed in aid<:

ing density studies. The Soviets refused

to say anything definite about th«|

motor used in hoisting their Sputniks!
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-V/
about space vehicles systems

and—RCA's NEW Astro-Electronic Products Division, Princeton, New Jersey

This new division incorporates the experience of

seven years of research and development in space sys-

tems. Firm delivery contracts on satellite projects and

the need to continue our research and development

programs make it necessary to increase the size of our

scientific staff.

A limited number of scientific and engineering posi-

tions are now available in space physics, space en-

vironmental control, mechanical dynamics and de-

sign, optics and television, communications, and

video pictorial data processing.

Scientists and engineers with records of achieve-

ment, preferably those with advanced degrees or

equivalent experience, are invited to make inquiry

for these important and challenging positions involv-

ing immediate working assignments.

These opportunities offer stimulating positions in

an atmosphere conducive to creative activity as part

of the Princeton research community. For a personal

interview, communicate with Mr. D. D. Brodhead..

RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

Astro- Electronic Products Division

Princeton, New Jersey
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EQUIPMENT
for

MISSILE

COMPONENTS

For Critical Marking.
Part Identity

Inspection

Assembly

WANT PERFECT MARKING...

SPEEDED PRODUCTION ?

• USE MATTHEWS
NO. 201 MACHINE

Marks round—cylindrical-
tubular work in the produc-
tion line!

• USE MATTHEWS
NO. 240 MACHINE

For marking flat, round . .

.

even contoured surfaced
parts!

• USE MATTHEWS DIES

"Duo-Life" dies with "Lo-
Stress®" design give thou-
sands of distortion-free
marks!

Write today for

Catalogs 146-B and 146-C.

JAS. H. MATTHEWS & CO.
3926 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh 13, Pa.

Offices in Principal Cities

WRITE, CALL OR TWX PG 424

Circle No. 63 on Subscriber Service Card.
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world astronautics

by Frederick C. Durant HI

An Astronomical Observatory in satellite orbit has been a fond dream
of astronomers who struggle to peer through the murky turbulence of our
atmospheric blanket. Prof. Fred. L. Whipple, Director of the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory (SAO), Cambridge, Mass., believes that a re-

spectably sized satellite-telescope, equipped with television transmission,

could be designed, developed and built in 18 to 24 months.
Together with associates at SAO and Harvard College Observatory,

Whipple has made a study of the scientific and engineering aspects. Initial

thinking indicates an 8-in. aperture off-axis mirror of 24-in. focal length.

With a conventional TV recording surface, such a telescope would give a

resolving power of the order of 20 seconds and a field of approximately 4
square degrees. To cover the entire sky, 10,000 direct images would have
to be recorded.

This rate is about the same as the number of images produced in com-
mercial television during six minutes of operation. Doubling the power
requirements and operational life would allow a second survey of the sky

with "objective grating" spectra, at little additional expense for design or

structural changes.

Engineering problems to be faced include: stabilization of the telescope

platform against rotation and control of its orientation in space; lightweight,

rigid design; power sources; and the stresses of vibration and acceleration

imposed during launching. So much of scientific value could be learned from
a satellite telescope that we feel justification and funds will be found to

place one in orbit by 1961.

Underwater jet propulsion tests were made at the Italian Navy Base

at La Spezia in July. Both hydroramjet and hydrorocket propulsion tech-

niques are being studied by Capt. Glauco Partel, who has several designs

for such power plants. The July trials were confined to two successful 15

second runs of Partel's hydroramjet, A-80. Fuel used was lithium aluminum
hydride. The fuel to be used in tests scheduled for September will be a

mixture of sodium hydride in oil.

The Human Factors Division of the ARS has a Subcommittee on In-

strumentation of Biological Parameters, headed by Lt. Col. Hessberg,

USAF, of the Aero Medical Lab., Wright Aero. Dev. Center, Dayton. The
Subcommittee has suggested two simple approaches for instrumentation of

bacteria studies in biosatellites. One concept would use acid-forming bacteria,

measuring changes in potential with a diode. The other would use pigment

producing (fluorescent) bacteria with photoelectric measurement. Weight

and volume requirements for instrumentation were estimated to be less

than 3 oz. and 6 cu. in.

Rocket stations for hail defense—In an effort to reduce the destruction

caused by hail storms, an extensive series of tests are planned in Bavaria

at this time. Sixty rocket stations have been established in three rows along

the Inn River and five more at Lake Sim.

Program is under the direction of the Munich-Riem Aerological Station

of the German Weather Service on the basis of experience gained by the

Swiss. A parallel program utilizing ground generators of silver iodide vapor

from a propane gas flame will obtain comparative results of effectiveness

and economy. An observers' organization with 267 members from state

agricultural agencies has been created to warn of approaching storms.

A meteorite is small—everyone knows that. But, how large is a "falling

star" that appears as bright as Venus as it streaks across the sky? Willy Ley

says "about a half-inch in diameter and weighing about one seventh of an

ounce."
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For more than two decades Librascope has pioneered
new computer concepts and achieved leadership in

the design and manufacture of computers, controls,

and systems for both military and commercial appli-

cations. As new and complex problems arise through
the demands of rigorous defense and industrial pro-

grams, Librascope promotes continuous research in

the development of electronic, electro - mechanical,
magnetic, and optical computing techniques — a por-

tion of an integrated program to maintain this position

of leadership. The unique skill and experience of

Librascope's capable staff of engineers, scientists,

and technicians, as well as an outstanding facility pro-

duction capacity provide exceptional qualifications

to answeryour computer-control problems. Why don't
/ou consult Librascope today?

LIBRASCOPE ' COMPUTERS. CONTROLS AND COMPONENTS

Librascope's use of the

LGP-30 computer
simplifies complex

design and production

problems, and assures

computer-engineered
quality in meeting
delivery schedules.

LIBRASCOPE INCORPORATED • 808 WESTERN AVENUE • GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
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When your problem Hinges
on a FAST TAKE-OFF

r

high-energy fuel

briefs from Gallery
Callery, GM, Thiokol sign working agreement —
The working agreement between these three

firms is aimed at developing advanced devices

in the field of guided missiles and space travel.

Callery, General Motors and Thiokol have

already done extensive pioneering in specific

phases of missile and space development.

Callery will provide the combination with pro-

pellant components for space vehicles. The new
agreement does not restrict the participants from
working with other companies in the same areas.

HiCai® high-energy fuel for the Navy— The
first production quantities of HiCal-3 — were

made at our new Lawrence, Kansas plant in

August. Virtually all fuel from the Lawrence
plant is earmarked now for the military. Quanti-

ties of HiCal may become available in the future

however, for authorized users.

New Muskogee, Oklahoma plant on contract

schedule— The Navy HiCal facility at Muskogee,
Oklahoma is still under construction, and on
contract schedule. First process units will start

up in September.

New pyrophoric ramjet fuel : Triethylborane —
TEB is spontaneously flammable in air, but does

not react with water. Density at 25°C is 0.68.

Melting point is -92.5°C. Boiling point is 95°C.

Heat of combustion is 20,200 B.t.u./lb. It is

miscible with hydrocarbons, so it can be used as

an additive to conventional fuels.

TEB has much wider flammability limits than
hydrocarbons. Thus TEB permits higher altitude

flights and simpler engines. For further data

send for new Technical Bulletin CCC-310 and
Handling Bulletin CCC-311.

A suggested heat sink: Lithium Borohydride —
LiBH 4 is a solid — melts at about 532°F with

decomposition. Complete decomposition at

1800°F would absorb more than 6,000 B.t.u./lb.

It is soluble in hydrazine and the solution may
be a good rocket fuel. Write for Technical

Bulletin CCC-130 for more information.

Phone: FOrest 1,-1130

TWX: Perrysrilk, Pa. 117

Benjamin S. Yaffe

Technical Service Engineer

Fuels and Propellants

Callery Chemical Company

LL.EFZY
CHEMICAL COMPANY
9600 PERRY HIGHWAY

PITTSBURGH 37, PENNSYLVANIA

BURKLYN KWIK RELEASE HINGES
When your electronic design problem calls for a sturdy,

positive hinge fastener yet demands instant release of panels,

covers, etc., for inspection or maintenance, your answer is

a Burklyn Kwik Release Hinge. Kwik Release Hinges are

made to your design specifications—any size, choice of

metals, single or double action. Kwik Action lift-off hinges

and self-opening or self-closing hinges also available. Only

a pencil sketch is needed to get us working on your prob-

lem. We invite inquiries on all types of specialty instant

release and latch mechanisms. Write today to:

BURKLYN
Originator of instant release hinges

3429 Glendale Boulevard • Los Angeles 39, Calif.

Circle No. 66 on Subscriber Service Card.

WANTED!
Missile and Rocket Men

Seeking Classified Advertising Results

Qualifications: Must have the desire to

buy

sell

seek employment

in the booming Missile and Rocket Industry

Benefits: Guaranteed weekly coverage of

25,000 of the most important figures in the

Missile and Rocket Industry.

See rates listed on classified page.

For direct results, send your Classified Advertising

TODAY to:

Missiles and Rockets Magazine

1001 Vermont Ave., N.W.

Washington 5, D C.
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EMPLOYMENT

space age

by Norman L. Baker

First powered flight date for the X-15 continues to be pushed further

into the future. Latest reports see summer of '59 as a conservative

estimate. Major bottleneck is still the 60 k engine under development by
Reaction Motors Division of Thiokol. Reaction Motors is currently receiv-

ing assistance from Rocketdyne on the development of the first engine.

The 54-60 k sustainer engine for the Atlas, for some undisclosed reason

completely ignored during the initiation of the X-15 program, will, with

modifications, be used as a back-up unit.

Army's ABMA is making great strides in the engine development pro-

gram leading to the million-pound thrust engine system. Last week the

Huntsville area was subjected to the blast of the first successful firing of

the free world's largest single engine. Thrust was reported to be in excess

of the 300 k thrust engine system under development by Rocketdyne (m/r,

Aug. 11, p. 74). The solid propellant motor (reported thrust—450 k) has

such a high acceleration level that it will be undesirable for manned
space applications.

The second-stage of the Thor-Able I (Air Force's first Pioneer lunar

probe) may have been recovered about 650 miles northeast of Cape
Canaveral, although no DOD announcement has been made. Five days

after the attempted launch on August 17, a destroyer from Task Group
Alpha (200 miles off Cape Hatteras) picked-up a section of a missile ap-

proximately 12-feet long and weighing about 500 pounds. The missile

section, nearly intact, contained propellant tanks and wiring.

The United States may have to revoke its present policy of not laying

territorial claims in Antarctica, or do as the Russians are doing—start

building permanent rocket launching bases at that location. According to

Prof. S. Fred Singer (m/r, Sept. 1, p. 19), the high energy of the radia-

tion belt discovered by the Explorer satellites may force origination of

manned space flights from launching pads in the very high latitudes or

in the polar regions. Singer advanced the theory that the belt is comprised

of protons trapped in the magnetic lines of force of the earth with

maximum thickness at the equator arcing in to a region of cleared

radiation at the poles.

Fluorine, the near-ultimate in oxidizers for liquid rocket engines, has

been combined successfully in large-scale rocket thrust chambers at Bell

Aircraft. If fluorine's tremendous logistical problem can be satisfactorily

eliminated (a factor that makes it undesirable for missile weapon systems),

it should receive extensive use in future space operations. Combined with

existing fuels it will be possible to increase the rocket engine's thrust as

much as 40% with a payload increase of 70%.

Republic Aviation is in the early stages of development work on a

"magnetic pinch plasma engine" for interplanetary travel. Research under

way is expected to lead to an operating powerplant. Currently, random
undulations in the boundary layer of the pinch is posing a major problem.

Ions and negative particles will be compressed in a magnetic field and
accelerated in a single exhaust stream. An ion accelerated powered inter-

planetary vehicle proposed by Boeing would use sun-vaporized cesium for

fuel. Both systems have been suggested as power sources for unmanned
Mars exploratory vehicles.

The success or failure of a lunar probe is dependent upon two major
parameters—exact timing and precise power control. For example, to inter-

cept an area on or in the region of the moon requires launching of the

vehicle within a two minute interval with exact final velocity attainment

at a prescribed altitude. At a cut-off velocity of 23,700 mph, the vehicle

will not reach the moon. An additional 30 mph will send the rocket to

an intercept in 4 days, a velocity of 23,860 would cut the flight time to

2Vi days.

engineers...

technicians...

FIELD ASSIGNMENTS

HOME and ABROAD

with

CHRYSLER

MISSILE DIVISION

located in suburban

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Expanding activities on our prime

ballistic missile contracts—RED-
STONE and JUPITER—require

the addition of experienced tech-

nical personnel for our Field Engi-

neering Section at both domestic

and overseas locations.

• MISSILE TRAINERS

• INSTALLATION ENGINEERS

• ENGINEERING INSTRUCTORS

• MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS

• MANUAL COORDINATORS

Current openings include manage-
ment positions on the Field Engi-

neering Staff in Detroit and at

various field locations.

To qualify, applicants must pos-

sess at least 2 years technical

schooling, a solid engineering

background in missiles, aircraft,

electronics, military equipment or

related missile field engineering

activities and strictly mobile for

job assignments.

Candidates selected for these

positions will enjoy excellent start-

ing salaries, a variety of interest-

ing work assignments, outstanding

promotional opportunities and an

unique and rewarding field benefit

program.

For further information submit a

complete resume of your qualifi-

cations in confidence to:

Mr. J. M. Murray

Technical Recruitment Supervisor

CHRYSLER CORPORATION
MISSILE DIVISION

P. O. Box 2628

Detroit 31, Michigan
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EMPLOYMENT

TODAY'S OPPORTUNITIES
with General Electric's Missile Guidance Section

CARRY IMPORTANT RAMIFICATIONS

FOR SPACE TECHNOLOGY
Despite the magnitude of the undertaking, guiding a vehicle on

a > 428,000 mile return trip to the Moon ... or directing an
interplanetary probe into Mars' orbit depends fundamentally

upon the basic technologies already developed to guide surface-

to-surface ballistic missiles into their trajectories.

The great technical challenges of guidance for space explo-

ration lie in the unprecedented accuracies, reliabilities and long

operative life-spans that must be engineered into the guidance
systems.

ENGINEERS and SCIENTISTS at G.E.'s Missile Guid-

ance Section— with their broad experience in creating highly

reliable ICBM systems are well prepared to deal creatively and
effectively with space problems.

FOR WORK IN FRONTIER AREAS, look into the positions

now open with the Section, on a number of stimulating, ad-

vanced projects.

Significant experience in 1 or more of these areas is desired:

Radar
Communications
Countermeasures
Antenna Design

Forward your resume in strict confidence to

Mr. E. A. Smith, Dept. 9-G

MISSILE GUIDANCE SECTION

GENERAL^ ELECTRIC
Court Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

RF Circuitry
Transistors

Digital Computers
Telemetry — «-Test Operations
Microwaves _

, -„Engineering Analysis

letters

Ampex Shares Up
To the Editor:

Under "Industry Countdown!
August 25, you report Ampex Corp
"dropped per share earnings to 90 cents

for the 1958 period (fiscal year) endinj
|

April 30," compared to $1.51 per shan

in fiscal 1957.

Actually, net per share for oi
fiscal 1958 was a record $2.10, or 39%
above the year-earlier figure. In even

respect, fiscal 1958 was the best ii

Ampex's 12 year history.

William M. Cox
Instrumentation Advertisinj

Instrumentation Div.

Ampex Corp.

Redwood City, Calif.

This is certainly good news, and o\

course, should be made clear to m/\

readers . . . Ed.

Million-lb. Red Engine?

To the Editor:

In regard to the current interest

developing million-pound thrust e

gines, an extract from the Russian pre

has recently come to my attention.

In the April 1958 issue of Vestni
Vozdushnovo Flota, an article apl

pears entitled "Some Problems of

Rocket Technology," written by i
Major General Mel'kumov. On pagi

81, the author writes, "The thrust of a

contemporary single liquid-fuel rockei

engine reaches (a value of) 450 (metric)

tons."

At 2,200 lb./m. ton, this comes to

about one million lbs. Specific inclus^

ion of the word "single" (edinichnovo)

seems to rule out a ganged engine, anl
indications would seem to be that this

motor was at least in the testing stages

when the article was written.

Stanley Ross
Missile Systems Div.

Lockheed Aircraft Corp

Sunnyvale, Calif.

Thank you! This certainly supports th

opinion of many experts as to th

nature of the lead the Russian missil

men have given their country over ou

own . . . Ed.

Encyclopedia Reprints

Any requests for reprints of thM

"Guided Missile Encyclopedia" should]

go to Lawrence Brettner, Circulation:

Director. They are available at thq

cost of $1.00 per copy—Ed.

102
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RYAN
has 130 challenging careers

Electronic Engineers
IN COOL, CLEAN

SAN DIEGO

for

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR

Associate Engineers • Electronic Engineers

Electronic Engineers, Sr. • Design Engineers • Design Engineers, Sr.

Design Specialists • Electronic Field Engineers

IN THESE SPECIALIZED FIELDS IN

DOPPLER RADAR
product DESIGN • Design and packaging of electronic systems and sub-systems for high per-

. formance missile program.

MICROWAVE
DEVELOPS!EM'

SYSTEMS DESIGN
INTEGRATION

To do development engineering on microwave guidance antenna systems. To

perform specialized testing and evaluations of microwave antenna'systems.

Coordinate system integration on navigational and guidance systems. Test

prototype systems, analyze and evaluate same.

circuitry design • Design and evaluate electronic circuitry requiring use of transistors in spe-

cialized applications.

systems design • Analyze design requirements. Conduct design work on low frequency wide
bank and pulse circuitry as applied to radar systems and computers.

field engineering • To analyze and evaluate engineering problems relative to prototype equip-

ment undergoing evaluation in the field. Represent the Company at customer
facilities relative to engineering problems.

All this and San Diego too!

This is the moment to join Ryan ... to build a

key position for yourself in the rapidly expand-
ing new field of Continuous Wave (CW) Doppler

Radar. You'll work on challenging problems with
small creative groups. You'll have responsibility—

and the rewards that go with it. We need good
men to keep on growing with Ryan.

You've probably heard what it's like to live in

cool, clear-sky San Diego, just minutes from

mountains, beaches, and bays. Perhaps you've

dreamed about retiring here. So why wait to

enjoy San Diego living ? Come to Ryan now with

your family and together really enjoy the best

years of your life in the best place on earth. Good
schools, fine churches, new universities for

advanced studies.

Please don't waste time writing. Pick up the

phone and call

JIM JACKSON -CYPRESS 6-6681
(CALL COLLECT. .. NOW)

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY, san diego, California
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EMPLOYMENT

Get into a key missile program at BENDIX
—prime contractor for the Talos missile

Engineering can be a really satis-

fying career—and within engineer-

ing one branch stands out. That's
Guided Missiles. If the missile field

is the one you want— hear this. We
need engineers with exceptional

ability who can handle responsibility.

At Bendix you work with men
who are outstanding in every phase
of engineering. You use facilities

second to none. You do work that's

challenging and important—work
that offers exceptional opportunities

to build your professional standing.

You will enjoy Midwestern living

at Bendix, too. Fine, four-season

climate and excellent recreational

facilities are close at hand. In addi-

tion, Bendix offers you a liberal

personal benefit program.
If this interests you and you want

additional information, mail the

coupon below for your copy of

"Opportunities Abound at Bendix
Missiles". You can read it through

in half an hour—and it may prove

to be the best half hour you've ever

spent in your life.

Bendix Products Division— Missiles

412P S. Beiger St.. Mishawaka, Ind.

Gentlemen: I would like more information concerning opportunities in guided

missiles. Please send me the booklet "Opportunities Abound at Bendix

Missiles."

NAME

-STATE-

MARQUARDT

Professional Personnel
Requisition

GROUP LEADER

CYCLE ANALYSIS and
MISSION STUDIES

Responsible for analytical studies
of advanced engine cycles in sup-
port of hypersonic ramjet engine
research program. Will also be re-
sponsible for vehicle mission studies
in hypersonic speed ranges. Requires
extensive experience in high speed
aerodynamics and propulsion cycle
analysis.

Position is in ASTRO, Marquardt's
research division. Small, responsible
group offers excellent potential for
individual contribution.

Requires degree plus 7 years experi-
ence. Needs combination of strong
technical and leadership ability.

Contact: Jim Dale, Manager
Professional Personnel
Marquardt Aircraft Co.

16552 Saticoy Street

Van Nuys, California

marquardt-

CHIEF

MISSILE SYSTEMS

ANALYSIS
Duties:

To provide over-all supervision
of Missile Systems Analysis. In-

volves providing specs for sub-
systems that will improve effec-

tiveness of entire weapon sys-

tem; improving and developing
new techniques for weapon sys-

tems evaluation; assembling and
disseminating data on physical
environment and its effects on
weapon operation.

Echelon:
Will be the reporting office for
two or more supervisors. Will
report in turn to Assistant Chief
Engineer—Missile Technical.

Requirements:
B.S. or advanced degree in En-
gineering, Physics, or Mathe-
matics. Eminence in the fields

of weapon systems analysis and
military operations research. 8

or more years technical aviation
engineering experience. Highly
desirable: 3 to 5 years as super-
visor of 20 or more profes-
sionals engaged in systems anal-
ysis or operations research.

W. C. Schoolfield,
Assistant Chief Engineer, Missile

Technical Dept. P-10.
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ENGINEERS - SCIENTISTS
EMPLOYMENT

REPUBLIC AVIATION

ANNOUNCES
NEW §35 MILLION FOUR-YEAR

RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Includes $i4 Million R&D Center with 9 Laboratories Being Built to Bridge the Gulf

Existing Today Between Aeronautics & Astronautics

Republic Aviation's new R&D Center will intensify development of the advanced

FORMS OF SPACECRAFT, MISSILES AND AIRCRAFT CALLED FOR IN THE AERONAUTICAL INDUSTRY'S

TRANSITION TO ASTRONAUTICS. FOR SUCH A WIDE SCOPE OF ENDEAVOR, ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS

WITH SUBSTANTIAL EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND UNLIMITED IMAGINATION ARE REQUIRED.

A number of opportunities for key personnel now exist,

to advance and augment our plans in ibis new program and

to staff important positions in the new laboratory operations.

SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
To simulate space flight conditions and test missile, satellite and space-

craft systems and components; investigate human engineering prohlems.

RE-ENTRY SIMULATION & AERODYNAMIC LABORATORY

To study hypersonic shock dynamics, real gas effects, heat transfer

phenomena and magnetohydrodynamics.

MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
Study the effects of high velocity, temperature, and space environment

on materials for spacecraft, missiles and advanced weapons.

ELECTRONICS DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY

Study and explore all problems connected with highly specialized,

complex electronic systems required for advanced forms of spacecraft,

missiles and aircraft.

CUIDANCE & CONTROL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
To develop and test guidance and control systems for spacecraft,

missiles and aircraft.

ADVANCED FLUID SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
To develop and test fluid power systems for spacecraft and missiles

capable of operation under extremely high temperature, high pressure

conditions.

MANUFACTURING RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

To develop advanced manufacturing processes and techniques for

materials used in missiles and spacecraft. Laboratories for each of the

following areas: Tion-tMetfittks, j\tct<tUics. and IVelding.

9
Qualified men are invited to write directly TO:

A. Kartveli, Vice President, Research & Development

Farmingdale, Long Island, New York
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DELIVERY TROUBLES

ON

OSCILLOGRAPH

PAPER?
LARGEST MID-WEST STOCK
SAME DAY DELIVERY

IN CHICAGO

OVER-NITE DELIVERY
IN MID-WEST

"Lino-Writ" oscillograph paper

and chemicals for all types of

recording equipment.

JDPOfiJ
REG. u. S. PAT. OFT

I. de Calesta & Co.
723 S. Dearborn Street

Chicago 5, III.

Harrison 7-5648

also dealers of du Pont "Cronaflex"

Engineering reproduction film,

M^M^—o—h—— 111 us. ' -n-n_|..-m:*
Circle No, 53 on Subscriber Service Card.

For

Missile

Testing

and general use

30 to 300 Amps

> Fast Response

> Underwriters

Approved

« Rigid Quality

Control

CHRISTIE

SILICON
POWER

RECTIFIERS

Available in Industrial

and Military types. Mili-

tary type meets specs

MIL-E-4970 and MIL-I-

6181. Other stationary

and mobile styles avail-

able up to 1500 Amps.

Writer h —
[)V

Bu//e(in l^r- y

AC-58-A

CHRISTIE ELECTRIC CORP.
Dept. MR, 3410 W. 67th St., Los Angeles 43

Over a Quarfer Century of Rectifier Manufacturing

advertiser's index

AMP Incorporated 54

Acme-Newport Steel Co.,

a Sub.-Acme-Steel Co 6

Airborne Accessories Corp. 79

Aircraft Armaments, Inc 86

Air Reduction Sales Co.,
Div. of Air Reduction Co., Inc. 71, 72

American Bosch Arma Corp 87

American Brake Shoe Co. 4.

Avco Mfg. Corp., Crosley Div 65
Research & Advanced Development 8

Barco Manufacturing Co 42

Beckman & Whitley, Inc 58

Bendix Aviation Corp.,

Bendix Products Div 95

Boeing Airplane Co 44

Brush Instruments, Div. of Clevite
Corp 22

Buckeye Iron & Brass Works 63

Burklyn Co
1 00

Callery Chemical Co 100

Cameo Fittings, Inc 69

Canoga Corp 78

Caterpillar Tractor Co 52, 53

Chance Vought Aircraft, Inc. . .. 80, 81

Christie Electric Corp 106

Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp. 73

Continental Aviation & Engineering

Corp., Sub.-Continental Motor
Corp 68

Cox & Co., Inc 66

Data-Control Systems, Inc 91

I. de Calesta & Co 106

Delco Radio Div., General Motors
Corp 59

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc 74

Electro Instruments, Inc 108

Excelco Developments, Inc. 67

Gaertner Scientific Corp. 88

G. M. Giannini & Co., Inc. 45

Giannini Plasmadyne Corp 93

Hallamore Electronics Co.,

a Div.-The Siegler Corp. 40

Hart Mfg. Co 75

Haws Drinking Faucet Co 84

A. W. Haydon Co., The 84

Hewitt-Robins Industrial Products 96

Hi-Shear Rivet Tool Co 64

Humphrey, Inc 39

Indiana Gear Works, Inc 89, 90

International Business Machines Corp. 48

Kearfott Co., Inc 56

Walter Kidde & Co 92

Kollmorgen Optical Corp. 107

Laminated Shim Co., Inc 36

Librascope, Inc 99

Linde Co., Div. of Union Carbide

Corp. 12

CLASSIFIED
AN FITTINGS & HARDWARE

Stainless, Aluminum, Brass, Steel. All sizes-
immediate delivery from world's largest shelf stock.
Buy direct from manufacturer. Lower prices

—

quicker service. Send for free wall charts showing
complete line of AN & MS fittings and hardware.
We also machine parts to your own special print.
COLLINS ENGINEERING CORPORATION
9050 Washington Blvd., Culver City. California

Circle No. 54 on Subscriber Service Card.

106

Lockheed Aircraft Corp.,
Missile Systems Div 82, 83

Mallory-Sharon Titanium Corp 35

Johns Manville Corp 60

Jas. H. Matthews & Co., Inc 98

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.
Mircro Switch Div 76, 77

Normandy Electric Wire Corp 19

Nitrogen Div., Allied Chemical Corp. 37

Non Linear Systems, Inc 2

Pure Carbonic Co., Div. of
Air Reduction Sales Co., Inc. . . 28

Pyro-Electric, Inc 94

Radio Corp. of America 97

Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc 55

Raytheon Mfg. Co 20

Rochester Mfg. Co 70

Charles Ross & Son Co., Inc 94

Sanborn Co 85

Snap-Tite, Inc 41

Sperry Gyroscope Co.,

Div. of The Sperry Rand Corp. 10, II

Statham Instruments, Inc 62

P. A. Sturtevant Co 18

System Development Corp 43

Taber Instrument Corp 86

Telecomputing Corp 18

H. !. Thompson Fiber Glass Co. ... 57

Titanium Metals Corp. of America 26

United Aircraft Products, Inc 21

Voi-Shan Mfg. Co 3

Weatherhead Co., The, Aviation Div. 51

EMPLOYMENT SECTION

Bendix Aviation Corp.,

Bendix Products Div 104

Chance Vought Aircraft, Inc 104

Chrysler Corp., Missile Div 101

General Electric Co 102

Marquardt Aircraft Co 104

Republic Aviation Corp. 105

Ryan Aeronautical Co 103

Advertising correspondence should be
addressed to Advertising Sales Manager,
Missiles and Rockets, 17 East 48th Street,
New York 17, N.Y.

REGIONAL OFFICES:
New York City: 17 E. 48th St., New York

17. Edward D. Muhlfeld, Advertising
Sales Manager; P. B. Kinney and G. T.
O'Mara, regional adv. mgrs. Phone:
PLaza 3-1100.

West Coast: 8943 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly
Hills, Calif. Fred S. Hunter, manager;
Walton Brown, regional adv. . mgr.
James W. Claar, regional adv. mgr.
Phones: BRadshaw 2-6561 and CRest-
view 6-6605.

Chicago: 139 N. Clark St., Chicago 2, 111.

George E. Yonan, regional adv. mgr.
Phone: CEntral 6-5804.

Cleveland: 244 Hanna Bldg., 1422 Euclid
Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio. Douglas H.
Boynton, regional advertising manager.
Phone: PRospect 1-2420.

Detroit: 201 Stephenson Bldg., Detroit 2,
Mich. Kenneth J. Wells, regional adver-
tising manager. Phone: TRinity 5-2555.

Canada: Allln Associates, 12 Richmond
Street East, Toronto 1, Ontario. Phone:
EMpire 4-2001. Allln Associates, 1487
Mountain St., Suite 4, Montreal, Que.

Geneva: American Aviation Pubs., 10
Rue Grenus, Geneva, Switzerland.
Anthony Vandyk, European Director.

London: The AAP Company, 17 Drayton
Road, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire,
England. Phone: Elstree 2688. Cable ad-
dress: STEVAIR, London.

Paris: Jean-Marie Riche, 11 Rue Condor-
cet, Paris (9e), France. Phone: TRTJ-
dalne 15-39. Cable address: NEWS AIR
PARIS.
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SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

missiles and rockets

For additional information about any product or service advertised

mentioned in the editorial pages of this issue of Missiles and

kets:

Use the attached prepaid reply cards. Circle numbers shown on

reply card that correspond with numbers appearing beneath items

:ribed. If no circle number accompanies the article or advertise-

lt, give page number (and advertiser's name) on line provided at

om of the card.

Your requests for information will be forwarded promptly to the

lpanies concerned.

NEW PRODUCT BRIEFS
,RY BATTERY. This primary bat-

said to operate at -I00F, it has

announced. Called the Yardney

this battery marks the first time

unit has been able to supply ap-

jle current at temperatures below

according to the manufacturer.

ly Electric Corp.

Mo. 225 on Subscriber Service Card.

KLUM CAPACITORS. A new line

nte-anode tantalum electrolytic

tors, designed to meet the need

ry small polarized capacitors used

iaturized circuits, is on the market,

pacitors are said to have low leak-

:urrents and low power factors

g between one-third to one-half

maximum limits specified in MIL-

5B over the entire operating tern-

re range. ITT Components Di-

No. 226 on Subscriber Service Card.

SISTOR AMPLIFIER. This new

ain, narrow-band voltage amplifier

igned to operate from printed elr-

esolvers and other very low level

s with carrier frequencies from 60

> 20 KC. Taber Instrument Corp.

No. 227 on Subscriber Service Card.

WRENCHES. "B" nut wrenches de-

I specially for the missile industry

been placed on the market. Torqu-

OX lines has presented a problem

past because of the extreme high

» needed to stop leakage. These

tools are designed for the Thor

am, and are being used by Doug-

well as Convair. Spec Tool Co.

No. 228 on Subscriber Service Card.

E FILTERS. A new Chebishev-type

Pass and Low Pass Electrical Wave

1, with cut off frequencies up to

2, is available. These custom de-

{ filters feature high attenuation,

nseration loss and stability over a

temperature range. Polyphase In-

int Co.

No. 229 on Subscriber Service Card.

VIBRATION TESTING. A compact sine

wave vibration testing system, the Sine-

O-Matic Model CP-%, has been placed

on the market. A completely packaged

testing system, the unit features fully

automatic programming and operation.

Ling Electronics, Inc.

Circle No. 230 on Subscriber Service Card.

SOLENOID VALVE. Designed for missile

applications, this 4-way pneumatic sole-

noid requires only 0.2 amp at 27 volts

DC. The valve weighs 1 1 ounces, and

operates with pressures up to 3000 psi.

Dynamic Controls Corporation.

Circle No. 231 on Subscriber Service Card.

SWITCHING TIME. A device for test-

ing transistor switching times, incorpo-

rating a new precision technique for

measuring durations in the millimicro-

second region, has been announced. De-

signed specifically for analyzing the

time characteristics of high speed tran-

sistors, the APL 300 can measure the

switching time of the leading or trailing

edge of the output pulse, with an error

of 3.0 millimicroseconds. Atronic Prod-

ucts, Inc.

Circle No. 232 on Subscriber Service Card.

CAPACITOR. Just introduced is a min-

iature solid electrolyte tantalum capaci-

tor—said to be rugged, reliable, and

exceptionally stable in capacity, dissi-

pation factor, and leakage current over

a temperature range from minus 80 de-

grees C to plus 85 degrees C. ITT Com-

ponents Division.

Circle No. 233 on Subscriber Service Card.

REFERENCE STRINGS. A new line of

reference strings designed for an ex-

tremely low amount of voltage change

over a wide temperature range is on

the market. These strings were designed

for applications where voltage output

and temperature coefficient require-

ments are not compatible with the per-

formance of a single diode, such as in

the precision instrumentation field. Hoff-

man Electronics Corporation.

Circle No. 234 on Subscriber Service Card.
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TERMINALS. Mitronics, Inc., has new

literature and prints available for high

altitude, high voltage, Solderseal Ter-

minals, as well as literature for high and

low temperature metallized ceramic and

alumina for Hermetic Seal applications.

Circle No. 200 on Subscriber Service Card.

GEAR-HEAD PUMP. A bulletin just re-

leased by the Blaclcmer Pump Company
of Grand Rapids, Mich., describes a

new line of gear-head rotary pumps

with a new helical gear reducer de-

veloped by Blaclcmer especially for use

with these pumps. Detailed in bulletin

110, are three series, the GX, GXS and

GXU, each of which is available in

sizes of 2", 2V2" and 4". Pump capac-

ities range from 30 to 525 GPM with

maximum pressures to 100 psi.

Circle No. 201 on Subscriber Service Card.

GYROS. A new 64-page of illustrated

Gyro Primers, prepared by the Norden

division, United Aircraft Corp., ex-

plains how gyros worlc, gyro terms, and

gyro operating principles. Specifica-

tions for rate gyros, free gyros, direc-

tional gyros and compensated vertical

gyros are included in this informative

boot.

Circle No. 202 on Subscriber Service Card.

CRYSTAL FILTERS. A four page tech-

nical bulletin (10.7) on the Hycon

Eastern 10.7 Mc family of Crystal

Filters shows vacuum tube and transitor

circuitry, pulse and impulse response

photographs, attenuation versus fre-

quency curves, and block diagrams.

Circle No. 203 on Subscriber Service Card.

TIMING. A four page brochure con-

taining graphs for computing cumula-

tive errors in electronic clocking is now

available from Hycon Eastern, Inc.

Theory is discussed and two examples

on the use of the graphs are shown.

Hycon Eastern Timing Equipment is de-

scribed.

Circle No. 204 on Subscriber Service Card.

GENERATOR CONTROL. The new

Magaset dual-mode excitation system

for AC generator control is described

in detail in a new bulletin, 8.010, avail-

able from Electric Regulator Corp. Us-

ing circuit schematics, principles of

operation, actual performance results,

specifications and installation data are

fully covered.

Circle No. 205 on Subscriber Service Card.

MERCURY SWITCH. Micro Switch, a

division of Minneapolis-Honeywell Regu-

lator Co., has issued a new data sheet

(#149) on the ultra-small catalogue

listing AS4I9AI mercury switch. The

data sheet gives standout features of

the tiny switch—only 9/10 in. long and

weighing 1.8 grams complete with leads.

Long life, extreme compactness

sensitivity of the switch suggest rr

uses in supersensitive control dev

which demand outstanding switch

ability.

Circle No. 206 on Subscriber Service C

GEARS. Geartronies Corp. has iss

a bulletin, "Facts and Figures," wl

lists the availability of a wide var

of gears, power transmission eomi

ents, precision machined parts

engineering help.

Circle No. 207 on Subscriber Service C

FOCUS COIL. Syntronic Instrume

Inc., Addison, Illinois, has issued

advance technical bulletin giving

mensional drawing, electrical and

chanical characteristics and comp

technical details on its new Type F
'

electromagnetic focus coil designed

photographic, flying spot, military

other special purpose I '/j"-noc!c

ameter cathode ray tubes.

Circle No. 208 on Subscriber Service (

MICROSPHERES. A new 8-page ilj

trated brochure entitled "Eceosphei

is now available from Emerson & C
ing, Inc., Canton, Mass. The brocli

describes a hollow glass microspr

product which is used as a dielec

material in molding compounds,

domes, heat barriers, foams, cast

resins.

Circle No. 209 on Subscriber Service C

ACHIEVEMENTS. This new 56 pi

illustrated brochure briefly deseri

the facilities and achievements of

Cook Research Laboratories, a divi!

of Cook Electric Co., Chicago.

Cook Research Laboratories has b

providing basic and applied resea

development to industry and govt

mental agencies since World War

Significant achievements (as illustra

in the brochure) have been made:

several fields; including the devel>

ment of complete systems for data 1

cording and reduction radar, c<

puters, aircraft and missile contn

parachute recovery and instrumental

outer space research, and basic <

applied research in electronic and

clear applications.

Circle No. 210 on Subscriber Service C<

THERMAL VALVE. A new data sh

containing detailed information '

specifications for the new, leakpr

miniature thermal relief valve, has bi

published by the Fluid Regulal

Corp., designers and manufacturers

hydraulic and fuel valves. The sm

sized, lightweight unit relieves exc

pressures caused by thermal expam

of fluids in a closed system.

Circle No. 211 on Subscriber Service G



Problem

Solution

To align radar antennas wilh extreme accuracy.

Kollmorgen 30X Collimator.

Measures within a pencil's width at a mile.

Kollmorgen instruments

like these are bridges between

the eye and the invisible*

The various instruments on this page all have

one purpose in common—they allow the observa-

tion and measurement of objects which it would

otherwise be impossible to see in detail. In

bunkers, under water, in the absence of light,

in the presence of radioactivity and under many
other adverse conditions, Kollmorgen remote

viewing instruments have brought the eye of

the observer to the heart of his problem.

A letter to us with a simple sketch illustrating

your remote viewing problem will place one of

America's most respected and versatile de-

signers and manufacturers of optical instru-

ments at your service. For more information

write Department 109

optical corporation
347 KIN6 STREET, NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Problem

Solution

Remote viewing in the presence of

harmful radiation, heat, pressure, water

or toxic gases.

Kollmorgen Wall Periscopes with non-

browning optics, corrosion-resistant ma-

terials, 180° scanning.

Problem

Solution

Detailed, long-range observation at sea

under varying weather conditions.

Kollmorgen 20X, 120 Ship Binocular.

Wide, bright field. Hermetically sealed,

super lightweight.

Problem

Solution

Internal inspection of inaccessible areas

of tubing, long bores, machinery, en-

gines, aircraft structures.

Zeiss-Kollmorgen Self-illuminating Bore-

scopes. Diameters from .100", lengths

to 45 feet. Bright, clear field.

Circle No. 4 on Subscriber Service Card-
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New

Electro Instruments

A-12 DC amplifier

totally transistorized

equal to or better than the best

vacuum tube instruments!

'm~;

The new Model A-12 DC Amplifier is the

preferred systems link for amplification,

normalization and impedenee transforma-

tion. Use ol solid state elements assures

maximum reliability; power dissipation is

only se\cn watts. Mil-type components

are mounted on coated plug-in printed

circuit boards for protection against vibra-

tion and corrosion.

versatility plus economy

Electro Instruments produces

a series of plug-in mock'

selectors and attenuators

for the A-12: single ended,

differential and operational,

fixed and variable Cain.

• - Mm.'-

« «...

Input Impedance:

Source Impedance:

Drift:

Ambient Temperature:

Noise (Referred to input):

Frequency Response:

Output Capability:

SPECIFICATION SUMMARY
Single Ended Input

Fixed gain set to any value from 10 to 1000 inclu-
sive by front panel plug-in units. Gain switching
plug-in attenuator available with gains of 0. 10,

20. 50, 100. 200. 500 and 1,000. Adjustable up
ward 6db from setting with potentiometer.

100 megohms shunted by 0.001 mfd (typical).

5K or less (to meet noise specification).

Less than 2 microvolts in 200 hours at constant
ambient temperature. Less than 0.4 microvolt
per degree centigrade.

0° to 50°C.

0-3 cps 5 microvolts peak to peak
0-750 cps 4 microvolts rms.
0-50 kc 8 microvolts rms.

± 3db to 50 kc (typical); ± 1.0% to 2 kc

+ 10 volts at ± 100 ma DC or peak AC to 10 kc

Eight to a rack
The A-12 is packaged
for high density use;

mounts eight

across in 19" relay

rack panels.

Write today for

complete
specifications on

single-ended,

differential and
operational models.

Electro
Instruments,
Inc.
3540 Aero Court

San Diego 11, California




